
AGENDA 
REGULAR SESSION 

HIGHLAND CITY COUNCIL 
CITY HALL, 1115 BROADWAY 

MONDAY, JULY 18, 2022 
7:00 PM 

 
NOTE:  This is an in person meeting.  However, due to COVID 19, anyone wishing to monitor the meeting 

via phone may do so by following the instructions on page 3 of this agenda.  
 
CALL TO ORDER / ROLL CALL / PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE: 
 
MINUTES: 

MOTION – Approve Minutes of July 5, 2022 Regular Session (attached) 
 

BID OPENING: 
The City Attorney will open sealed bids submitted by parties interested in purchasing the Old Police 

Station at 820 Mulberry Street.  Said property was declared surplus by Ordinance No. 3194 and offered for sale 
by advertising in The Pioneer on June 15, June 22, and June 29, 2022.   
 
PUBLIC HEARING: 

This public hearing is to receive comments on Vacating a Public Right-of-Way at 916 6th Street, 608 and 
620 Washington Street.  Anyone wishing to comment on the proposed Vacation must contact Lana Hediger by 
calling 618-654-9892 extension 1481 prior to the close of the public hearing or submit an email comment prior 
to 4:30 PM to lhediger@highlandil.gov . 
 
PUBLIC FORUM: 

A. Citizens’ Requests and Comments: 
1. Highland Fire Department–Firefighters Picnic – Special Event Application, Kerry Federer, Chief 

of the Highland Fire Department (attached) 
 
 
 
 
 

B. Requests of Council: 
 

C. Staff Reports: 
 
NEW BUSINESS:] 

A. MOTION – Approve Mayor’s Reappointments of Brooke Lipe and Steven Mifflin to the Parks and 
Recreation Advisory Commission (attached) 

 
B. MOTION – Bill #22-108/ORDINANCE Vacating a Sidewalk Easement on the East Side of 916 6th 

Street, 608 Washington Street, and 620 Washington Street (attached) 
 

C. MOTION – Bill #22-109/RESOLUTION Authorizing Allocation of Hotel/Motel Tax Funding for 
Highland Fire Department – Firefighters Picnic (attached) 
 

Continued 

Anyone wishing to address the Council on any subject may do so at this time.  
Please come forward to the microphone. 

mailto:lhediger@highlandil.gov
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D. MOTION – Bill #22-110/RESOLUTION Approving and Authorizing Execution of Refuse Collection
Contract with Robert “Bob” Sanders Waste Systems, Inc., for the One- 
Year Period from October 1, 2022, Through September 30, 2023 
(attached) 

E. MOTION – Bill #22-111/ORDINANCE Establishing Service Charges to be Collected and Paid to the
City for Refuse Collection Service (attached) 

F. MOTION – Bill #22-112/RESOLUTION Approve Cornerstone Insurance Group as Broker of Record
for the City’s Health Insurance (attached) 

G. MOTION – Bill #22-113/RESOLUTION Authorizing City to Share Costs with Landowner Mark Gelly
for Construction of a Pond to Reduce Silt and Sediment Load Entering 
Silver Lake (attached) 

H. MOTION – Bill #22-114/ORDINANCE Declaring Personal Property of the City Surplus and
Authorizing Its Sale and/or Disposal, Specifically Highland 
Communication Services Personal Property (attached) 

I. MOTION – Bill #22-115/RESOLUTION Making Separate Statement of Findings of Fact
in Connection with Ordinance Granting Special Use Permit for a Bar 
/Tavern within the Industrial Zoning District at 1106 New Trenton Road 
(attached) 

J. MOTION – Bill #22-116/ORDINANCE Granting a Special Use Permit to Jean Schellenger LLC to
Allow a Bar / Tavern within the Industrial Zoning District at 1106 New 
Trenton Road (attached) 

K. MOTION – Bill #22-117/RESOLUTION Making Separate Statement of Findings of Fact in Connection
with Ordinance Granting Special Use Permit for a Bar / Tavern within the 
“C-2” Zoning District at 1014 Pine Street (attached) 

L. MOTION – Bill #22-118/ORDINANCE Granting a Special Use Permit to BS Merkle LLC to Allow a
Bar / Tavern within the C-2 Commercial Zoning District at 1014 Pine 
Street (attached) 

M. MOTION – Bill #22-119/ORDINANCE Amending Zoning Classification from “C-2” Central Business
District to “I” Industrial for 713 5th Street (attached) 

N. MOTION – Bill #22-120/RESOLUTION Making Separate Statement of Findings of Fact in Connection
with Ordinance Granting Special Use Permit for a Drive-Through 
within the C-2 Zoning District at 916 16th Street, 608 Washington 
Street, and 620 Washington Street(attached) 

Continued 
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O. MOTION – Bill #22-121ORDINANCE Granting a Special Use Permit to Plocher Construction, on 
ehalf of Rehberger Holdings, LLC, to Allow a Drive-Through within 
the C-2 Zoning District at 916 16th Street, 608 Washington Street, and 
620 Washington Street (attached) 

 
P. MOTION – Bill #22-122/RESOLUTION Approving Preliminary Plat for Proposed Subdivision to be 

Developed by Plocher Construction, on Behalf of Rehberger Holdings, 
LLC, PPN:  02-2-18-32-19-403-017, 02-2-18-32-19-403-018, 02-2-18-32- 
19-403-019 (attached) 

 
Q. MOTION – Bill #22-123/RESOLUTION Approving the Final Plat of Molly’s Mocha Subdivision  

(attached) 
 

R. MOTION – Bill #22-124/ORDINANCE Amending the Code Section 90-201, Table 3.1.B, for Purposes 
of Allowing Data Processing, Hosting, and Related Services as a Special 
Use within the Industrial District (attached) 

 
S. MOTION – Bill #22-125/RESOLUTION Making Separate Statement of Findings of Fact in Connection 

with Ordinance Granting Special Use Permit for Data Processing, Hosting, 
and Related Services within the Industrial Zoning District (attached) 

 
T. MOTION – Bill #22-126/ORDINANCE Granting a Special Use Permit to Quatrain LLC, on Behalf of 

Trouw Nutrition USA LLC, for Data Processing, Hosting and Related 
Services at 1 Ultraway Drive (attached) 
 

U. MOTION – Approve Notice of Municipal Letting for Clean Sludge #2, Bid #PW-07-22 (attached) 
 
REPORTS: 

A. MOTION – Accepting Expenditures Report #1223 for July 2, 2022 through July 13,2022 
(attached) 

 
EXECUTIVE SESSION: 
 The City Council will conduct an Executive Session pursuant to the Illinois Open Meetings Act, citing 
the following exemptions, allowing the meeting:  5 ILCS 120/2(c)(21) to discuss the approval of executive 
session minutes. 
 
ADJOURNMENT: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Continued 
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BE ADVISED this is a public meeting conducted in accordance with Illinois state law and may be recorded for 
audio and video content.  City reserves the right to broadcast or re-broadcast the content of this meeting at 
City’s sole discretion.  City is not responsible for the content, video quality, or audio quality of any City meeting 
broadcast or re-broadcast. 
 
Directions for Public Monitoring of Highland City Council Meetings: 

In an effort to protect as many individuals as possible, including the leaders of our communities statewide, 
Governor J.B. Pritzker has issued a number of directives, one of which was to suspend the provisions of the 
Illinois Open Meetings Act (5 ILCS 120), requiring or relating to in-person attendance by members of a public 
body.  Specifically, (1) the requirement in 5 ILCS 120/2.01 that “members of a public body must be physically 
present;” and (2) the conditions in 5 ILCS 120/7 limiting when remote participation is permitted, are suspended.  
Public bodies are encouraged to postpone consideration of public business where possible.  When a meeting is 
necessary, public bodies are encouraged to provide video, audio, and/or telephonic access to their meetings to 
ensure members of the public may monitor the meeting, and to update their websites and social media feeds 
to keep the public fully apprised of any modifications to their meeting schedules or the format of their meetings 
due to COVID-19, as well as their activities relating to COVID-19.   

In following this directive, the City of Highland is providing the following phone number for use by citizens to 
call in just before the start of this meeting:   

618-882-5625 

Once connected, you will be prompted to enter a conference ID number.   

Conference ID #:  867900 

This will allow a member of the public to hear the city council meeting.   

Note:  This is for audio monitoring of the meeting, only.  Participants will not be able make comments.   

 
Anyone wishing to address the city council on any subject during the Public Forum portion of the meeting may 
submit their questions/comments in advance via email to lhediger@highlandil.gov   or, by using the citizens’ 
portal on the city’s website found here:  https://www.highlandil.gov/citizen_request_center_app/index.php.   

Any comments received prior to 3:00 PM on the day of the meeting, will be read into the record.   

Anyone requiring accommodations, provided for in the Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA), to attend this public meeting, please contact Breann Vazquez, ADA Coordinator, by 
9:00 AM on Monday July 18, 2022. 

mailto:lhediger@highlandil.gov
https://www.highlandil.gov/citizen_request_center_app/index.php
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CERTIFICATE OF 
PUBLICATION

STATE OF ILLINOIS  
)
COUNTY OF MADISON  
)ss.
This is to certify that the under-
signed William Napper is the 
Editor and Publisher of the 
THE  PIONEER NEWSPAPER

a public and English secular 
newspaper of general circula-
tion, which has been regularly 
published weekly in the City of 
Highland, County of Madison 
and State of Illinois, for at least 
one year prior to the first publi-
cation of the notice hereinafter 
mentioned, and that a notice of 
which the annexed is a true print-
ed copy, has been published in 
said newspaper ONE TIME , the 
publication thereof having been 
made in the issue of said newspa-
per, published on 

JUNE 29, 2022

WILLIAM NAPPER
Editor and Publisher

By ____________________

Publisher’s fee: $120.00
City of Highland

LEGAL
NOTICE OF PUBLIC 

HEARING BEFORE THE 
CITY COUNCIL

OF THE CITY OF 
HIGHLAND, ILLINOIS

On Monday, July 18, 2022, at 7:00 
p.m., a public hearing will be held 
by the City Council of the City 
of Highland at City Hall, 1115 
Broadway, Highland, Illinois, on 
the subject of vacating a public 
right-of-way as part of the regular 
City Council meeting, at which 
time, all concerned persons may 
be heard on this subject.  
The public right-of-way pro-
posed to be vacated is described 
as follows:  
Part of Lots 9, 10 & 11 in Block 
50 of Joseph Koepfli’s Addition 
to Highland, a Subdivision re-
corded in Plat Book 3, Page 29 of 
the Madison County, Illinois, Re-
corder’s Office, and subsequent-
ly transcribed to Plat Book 20, 
Page 78, situated in the Southeast 
Quarter of Section 32, Township 
4 North, Range 5 West of the 
Third Principal Meridian, City 
of Highland, Madison County, 
Illinois.
Said parcel also described with 
metes & bounds description as 
follows:
BEGINNING at a point on the 
west right of way of Washington 
Street, also being the southeast 
corner of Lot 11 of Block 50 of Jo-
seph Koepfli’s Addition to High-
land as recorded in Plat Book 3 
on Page 29 of Madison County 
Records and subsequently tran-
scribed to Plat Book 20, Page 78; 
thence South 89 degrees 32 min-
utes 39 seconds West, along the 
south line of said Lot 11, 10.00 
feet; thence North 00 degrees 52 
minutes 01 second West, along a 
line 10.00 feet west of and paral-
lel to the west right of way of said 
Washington Street, 190.96 feet to 
the southerly right of way of Sixth 

Street; thence North 68 degrees 37 
minutes 25 seconds East, along 
said southerly right of way, 10.68 
feet to the aforementioned west 
right of way of said Washington 
Street; thence South 00 degrees 52 
minutes 01 second East, along said 
west right of way, 194.77 feet to the 
POINT OF BEGINNING, contain-
ing 1,929 square feet or 0.04 acres 
more or less.

Published by Order of the 
City Council

Chris Conrad
City Manager













MEMO TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

City of Highland 

City Council Members 

Kevin B. Hemann, Mayor 

Reappointments to Parks and Recreation Advisory 
Commission 

July 12, 2022 

The current terms of Brooke Lipe and Steven Mifflin on the Parks and Recreation 
Advisory Commission are expiring. Both have agreed to serve and additional 
three-year term. I am, therefore, asking that you approve the reappointments of Brooke 
Lipe and Steven Mifflin to another term to expire July 31, 2025. 

If you have any questions regarding these reappointments, please contact me prior to the 
council meeting. 

1115 Broadway - P.O. Box 218 • Highland, Illinois 62249-0218 

(618) 654-9891 • www.highlandil.gov
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ORDINANCE NO.    
 

AN ORDINANCE VACATING A SIDEWALK EASEMENT ON THE EAST SIDE OF 
916 6TH STREET, 608 WASHINGTON STREET, AND 620 WASHINGTON STREET, 

LOCATED IN CITY OF HIGHLAND, ILLINOIS 
 

WHEREAS, the City of Highland, Madison County, Illinois (hereinafter “City”), is a non-
home rule municipality duly established, existing and operating in accordance with the provisions 
of the Illinois Municipal Code (Section 5/1-1-1 et seq. of Chapter 65 of the Illinois Compiled 
Statutes); and  

 
WHEREAS, City has a sidewalk easement as follows: 
 

Part of Lots 9, 10 & 11 in Block 50 of Joseph Koepfli’s Addition to Highland, a 
Subdivision recorded in Plat Book 3, Page 29 of the Madison County, Illinois, 
Recorder’s Office, and subsequently transcribed to Plat Book 20, Page 78, situated 
in the Southeast Quarter of Section 32, Township 4 North, Range 5 West of the 
Third Principal Meridian, City of Highland, Madison County, Illinois. 

 
and 

 
WHEREAS, City’s sidewalk easement can be found on the Vacation Plat, and specifically 

described through the legal description below: 
 

BEGINNING at a point on the west right of way of Washington Street, also being 
the southeast corner of Lot 11 of Block 50 of Joseph Koepfli's Addition to Highland 
as recorded in Plat Book 3 on Page 29 of Madison County Records and 
subsequently transcribed to Plat Book 20, Page 78; thence South 89 degrees 32 
minutes 39 seconds West, along the south line of said Lot 11, 10.00 feet; thence 
North 00 degrees 52 minutes 01 second West, along a line 10.00 feet west of and 
parallel to the west right of way of said Washington Street, 190.96 feet to the 
southerly right of way of Sixth Street; thence North 68 degrees 37 minutes 25 
seconds East, along said southerly right of way, 10.68 feet to the aforementioned 
west right of way of said Washington Street; thence South 00 degrees 52 minutes 
01 second East, along said west right of way, 194.77 feet to the POINT OF 
BEGINNING, containing 1,929 square feet or 0.04 acres more or less. 

 
(hereinafter “Sidewalk Easement”; see Plat of Vacation attached hereto as Exhibit A); and 

WHEREAS, City has determined the Sidewalk Easement is of no benefit to the City as 
there is already a sidewalk that runs along Washington Street; and 

WHEREAS, Rehberger Holdings, LLC (“Rehberger”) is the owner of 916 6th Street, 608 
Washington Street, and 620 Washington Street (“Property”), and is requesting the vacation of the 
Sidewalk Easement running through the Property; and 
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WHEREAS, City has determined it is in the best interests of public health, safety, general 
welfare, and economic welfare to vacate the Sidewalk Easement through the Property; and 

WHEREAS, City has determined the City Manager and/or Mayor is authorized and 
directed to execute any documents that are required to complete this transaction pursuant to the 
terms and conditions of this Ordinance. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED, by the City Council of the City of 
Highland, as follows: 

Section 1. The foregoing recitals are incorporated herein as findings of the City Council of 
the City of Highland, Illinois. 

Section 2. The Sidewalk Easement through the Property is hereby vacated. 

Section 3.  A Certified Copy of this Ordinance, including the Plat of Vacation (Exhibit A), 
shall be recorded in Recorder’s Office promptly. 
 
Passed by the City Council and approved by the Mayor of the City of Highland, Illinois, and 
deposited and filed in the office of the City Clerk on the   day of  , 2022, the vote being 
taken by ayes and noes and entered upon the legislative record as follows: 
 
 
AYES:   
 
NOES:   
 
 
      APPROVED: 
 
 
 
              
      Kevin B. Hemann, Mayor 
      City of Highland 
      Madison County, Illinois 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
 
        
Barbara Bellm, City Clerk 
City of Highland 
Madison County, Illinois 
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SIDEWALK EASEMENT VACATION 

 

Part of Lots 9, 10 & 11 in Block 50 of Joseph Koepfli’s Addition to Highland, a Subdivision 
recorded in Plat Book 3, Page 29 of the Madison County, Illinois, Recorder’s Office, and 
subsequently transcribed to Plat Book 20, Page 78, situated in the Southeast Quarter of Section 
32, Township 4 North, Range 5 West of the Third Principal Meridian, City of Highland, Madison 
County, Illinois. 

 

Said parcel also described with metes & bounds description as follows: 

 

BEGINNING at a point on the west right of way of Washington Street, also being the southeast 
corner of Lot 11 of Block 50 of Joseph Koepfli's Addition to Highland as recorded in Plat Book 3 
on Page 29 of Madison County Records and subsequently transcribed to Plat Book 20, Page 78; 
thence South 89 degrees 32 minutes 39 seconds West, along the south line of said Lot 11, 10.00 
feet; thence North 00 degrees 52 minutes 01 second West, along a line 10.00 feet west of and 
parallel to the west right of way of said Washington Street, 190.96 feet to the southerly right of 
way of Sixth Street; thence North 68 degrees 37 minutes 25 seconds East, along said southerly 
right of way, 10.68 feet to the aforementioned west right of way of said Washington Street; thence 
South 00 degrees 52 minutes 01 second East, along said west right of way, 194.77 feet to the 
POINT OF BEGINNING, containing 1,929 square feet or 0.04 acres more or less.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CA#8278 

February, 2022 



                                     
 

City of Highland 

June 14, 2022 

 

To:  Chris Conrad, City Manager 

From: Breann Vazquez, Director of Community Development 

RE:  Vacation of Sidewalk Easement – Molly’s Mochas 

 

 

I recommend that City Council approve Plocher Construction Company’s request to vacate a sidewalk 
easement along the east side of 916 6th Street, 608 Washington Street, and 620 Washington Street.  

This request would allow for appropriate buffer distance for a drive-through at Molly’s Mochas.  Given 
that there is already an existing sidewalk alongside Washington Street, staff has no concerns with 
vacating the sidewalk easement. The plat of vacation has been reviewed by Building & Zoning and Public 
Works.  
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RESOLUTION NO.    
 

A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING  
ALLOCATION OF HOTEL / MOTEL TAX FUNDING 

(Highland Fire Department– Highland Firefighter’s Picnic) 
 

WHEREAS, the City of Highland, Madison County, Illinois (hereinafter “City”), is a 
non-home rule municipality duly established, existing and operating in accordance with the 
provisions of the Illinois Municipal Code (Section 5/1-1-1 et seq. of Chapter 65 of the Illinois 
Compiled Statutes); and 
 

WHEREAS, City has determined applicants for hotel / motel tax funding shall fill out an 
application to determine whether the funding request may be granted according to  
65 ILCS 5/8-3-14, which reads, in pertinent part: 
 
The amounts collected by any municipality pursuant to this Section shall be expended by the 
municipality solely to promote tourism and conventions within that municipality or otherwise to 
attract nonresident overnight visitors to the municipality 
 
See 65 ILCS 5/8-3-14; and 
 

WHEREAS, City has determined the applicant has submitted a “Hotel / Motel Tax 
Funding Application” (See Exhibit A); and  
 

WHEREAS, City has determined the applicant has requested funds for tourism and/or  
conventions and/or overnight visitors to City, and the applicant’s request for funds may be 
permitted pursuant to the spirit of 65 ILCS 5/8-3-14 (See Exhibit A); and 
 

WHEREAS, the City Council finds that the City Manager should be authorized and 
directed, on behalf of the City of Highland, to execute whatever documents are necessary to 
allocate hotel / motel tax funds to the applicant pursuant to the “Hotel / Motel Tax Funding 
Application” (See Exhibit A). 
 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the City Council of the City of 
Highland, Illinois, as follows: 
 

Section 1. The foregoing recitals are incorporated herein as findings of the City  
  Council of the City of Highland, Illinois. 
 
Section 2. The “Hotel / Motel Tax Funding Application” (See Exhibit A) is  
  approved. 
 
Section 3. The City Manager is directed and authorized, on behalf of the City of  
  Highland, to execute whatever documents are necessary to allocate hotel /  
  motel funds to applicant pursuant to applicant’s “Hotel / Motel Tax  
  Funding Application” (See Exhibit A). 
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Section 4. This Resolution shall be known as Resolution No.    and shall be  
  effective upon its passage and approval in accordance with law. 
 

Passed by the City Council and approved by the Mayor of the City of Highland, Illinois, and 
deposited and filed in the office of the City Clerk on the   day of  , 2022, the vote being 
taken by ayes and noes and entered upon the legislative record as follows: 
 
 
AYES:   
 
NOES:   
 
 
      APPROVED: 
 
 
 
              
      Kevin B. Hemann, Mayor 
      City of Highland 
      Madison County, Illinois 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
 
        
Barbara Bellm, City Clerk 
City of Highland 
Madison County, Illinois 
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HOTEL/MOTEL FUND APPLICATION 
(For Funding Requests Equal to or Less than $1,500) 

Contact Information: 

Organization Name: __________________________________________ 

Contact Person:__________________________________ 

Phone: __________________________________________ 

Fax: __________________________________________ 

Email: __________________________________________ 

Event Information: 

1. Name of the Event: _____________________________________________

2. Date(s) of the Event: _____________________________________________

3. Location of the Event: _____________________________________________

4. Description of the Event & Purpose of Funding Request:

5. Please state how your request for hotel/motel tax funds will help promote: 1) tourism; 2) conventions
within the City; and/or 3) overnight visitors to the municipality:

6. Funding Request Amount: $____________________

7. Projected Attendance for the Event: _____________________

8. Expected Overnight Stays for the Event: ___________________

Highland Fire Department

Chris Straub - Asst. Chief

618-304-7574/618-484-5561

cstraub@highlandil.gov

Highland Firefighter's Picnic

9/24/2022

Highland Square

The Highland Fire Department has one fundraiser per year. In past years we have always had 
an annual chicken & Beer dance. With the pandemic this event has been canceled for the 
last 2 years. This event will take the place of that event and help the association with 
purchasing needed life safety equipment. The funding received will be utilized for the 
printing of signage and advertisement in local papers for the event. We received a quote 
from Sign by Design for banners at $300. This does not include advertising in newspapers, 
flyer's or any other form of advertising.

We will be working in conjunction with the Rusty Rodz Car Club for the event and we look to bring out of town 
revenue to the downtown area for this evening. 

$500

250

0
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RESOLUTION NO.      
 

A RESOLUTION APPROVING AND AUTHORIZING EXECUTION OF REFUSE 
COLLECTION CONTRACT WITH ROBERT “BOB” SANDERS WASTE SYSTEMS, 

INC., FOR THE 
ONE-YEAR PERIOD FROM OCTOBER 1, 2022, THROUGH SEPTEMBER 30, 2023 

 
 WHEREAS, under Division 19, “Disposal of Refuse, Garbage and Ashes,” of Article 11 
of the Illinois Municipal Code (65 ILCS 5/11-19-1 et seq.) and Chapter 58 “Solid Waste” of the 
Code of Ordinances, City of Highland, the City of Highland has the authority to enter into a refuse 
collection contract with a company that provides waste-hauling services; and 
 

WHEREAS, the Director of Finance has recommended to the City Council that it renew 
the Refuse Collection Contract with Robert “Bob” Sanders Waste Systems, Inc., an Illinois 
corporation, for the one-year period from October 1, 2022, through September 30, 2023; and 
 

WHEREAS, the Director of Finance has prepared a proposed Refuse Collection Contract 
with Robert “Bob” Sanders Waste Systems, Inc., an Illinois corporation, (a copy of which is 
attached hereto as Exhibit A) for the one-year period from October 1, 2022, through September 
30, 2023, with updated contracted rates; and 

 
WHEREAS, the City Council finds that terms of the proposed Refuse Collection Contract 

for the one-year period from October 1, 2022, through September 30, 2023, including, in 
particular, the prices to be charged by Robert “Bob” Sanders Waste Systems, Inc., for its various 
waste-hauling services, are fair and reasonable; and 

 
WHEREAS, the City Council finds that the proposed Refuse Collection Contract with 

Robert “Bob” Sanders Waste Systems, Inc., for the one-year period from October 1, 2022, through 
September 30, 2023 (Exhibit A) should be approved; and 

 
WHEREAS, the City Council finds that the City Manager and/or Mayor should be 

authorized and directed, on behalf of the City of Highland, to execute any documents necessary to 
give effect to the proposed Refuse Collection Contract with Robert “Bob” Sanders Waste Systems, 
Inc., for the one-year period from October 1, 2022, through September 30, 2023 (Exhibit A). 

 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of the City of Highland 

as follows:  
  

Section 1. The foregoing recitals are incorporated herein as findings of the City 
Council of the City of Highland, Illinois. 

 
Section 2. The Refuse Collection Contract with Robert “Bob” Sanders Waste Systems, 

Inc., for the one-year period from October 1, 2022, through September 30, 2023 (Exhibit A) is 
approved. 
 

Section 3. The City Manager and/or Mayor is authorized and directed, on behalf of the 
City, to execute that Refuse Collection Contract. 
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Section 4. This Resolution shall be known as Resolution No.    and shall be 
effective upon its passage and approval in accordance with law.  

 
Passed by the City Council and approved by the Mayor of the City of Highland, Illinois, and 
deposited and filed in the office of the City Clerk on the   day of  , 2022, the vote being 
taken by ayes and noes and entered upon the legislative record as follows: 
 
 
AYES:   
 
NOES:   
 
 
      APPROVED: 
 
 
 
              
      Kevin B. Hemann, Mayor 
      City of Highland 
      Madison County, Illinois 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
 
        
Barbara Bellm, City Clerk 
City of Highland 
Madison County, Illinois 
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REFUSE COLLECTION CONTRACT 
 
 

 
This agreement executed this     day of    , 2022 

between the City of Highland, Illinois, a body politic and corporate, herein called City 
and Robert “Bob” Sanders Waste Systems, Inc., herein called Contractor, witnesseth: 
 
 WHEREAS, the City of Highland desires to arrange, for the good of its citizens, 
and the general welfare of the City, for the collection and disposal of garbage, refuse, and 
ashes, and to comply with recycling requirements imposed by law; and 
 
 WHEREAS, this City is authorized to enter into such a Contract, pursuant to the 
provisions of Section 11-19-1 of the Illinois Municipal Code (65 ILCS 5/11-19-1); 
 

WHEREAS, Chapter 58 of the Code of Ordinances of the City of Highland 
includes the provisions of any such Contract – for the removal and disposal of garbage, 
refuse, waste matter and material – as part of that chapter; 
 
 NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES AS 
FOLLOWS: 
 
 That Contractor shall furnish to City and its residents all services for the 
collection and disposal of refuse and garbage (as herein defined) recyclable, non -
recyclable and yard waste collection with the following terms and conditions. 
 

1. DEFINITIONS 
 

A. Residential Unit and Non-Containerized Businesses refuse shall be construed as 
meaning tin cans, bottles, glass (in a sturdy container marked “glass”), paper, 
rags, cold ashes only (hot ashes not included), furniture, mattresses wrapped in 
plastic,  appliances and all other waste and discard that is generated from within a 
normal household, and shall include, but not be limited to, yard cuttings and 
leaves, small limbs, twigs and brush if securely tied in bundles not exceeding 
twenty four (24) inches in diameter or forty eight (48) inches in length, Christmas 
trees if bundled as tree limbs, twigs and brush are required to be bundled, and 
shall exclude dead animals, pool chemicals, wet paint, sewerage and residue from 
the construction, remodeling of or razing of buildings and automobile tires and 
batteries, and any other waste deemed hazardous by the State of Illinois and the 
EPA. 
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B. Containerized refuse shall be construed to be all waste and discard of the 
containerized customer except:  (a) hazardous materials as defined by state and 
federal law, (b) animal fat, grease, offal and waste, and (c) salvageable metal and 
manufacturing waste. 

 
C. Container shall mean and include any detachable container designated for or 

intended to be mechanically dumped into a packer-type refuse collection truck or 
designed to be rolled onto a truckbed designed to accept such roll-on container 
used by the Contractor and varying in size from one (1) to forty (40) cubic yards. 

 
D. Containerized Business shall mean and include any business, industry, apartment, 

condominium, or other entity or structure whose refuse is deposited in a container 
as defined herein for removal by the Contractor. 

 
E. “Garbage” shall have the meaning ascribed to that term in Item (1) of Section 11-

19-2  of the Illinois Municipal Code (65 ILCS 5/11-19-2): namely, 
 

“Garbage. Wastes resulting from the handling, preparation, cooking and 
consumption of food; wastes from the handling, storage and sale of produce. 

 
F. Non-Containerized Business shall mean and include any business entity, or 

apartment, condominium, or other single structure of more than three residential 
units, whose total weekly refuse does not exceed six (6) 33-gallon cans or bags 
each of a weight of no more than 50 pounds, or generates a refuse volume which 
is less than may be held by a one yard container and which is collected by means 
other than a container. 

 
G. Residential Unit is separate private living quarters of one but not more than three 

one-family units that deposits its refuse at a common location. 
 

H. “Refuse,” as used in this Contract, shall include both the meaning ascribed to 
“refuse” in Item (2) and the meaning ascribed to “ashes” in Item (3) of Section 
11-19-2 of the Illinois Municipal Code (65 ILCS 5/11-19-2): namely, 

 
“Refuse.  Combustible trash, including, but not limited to, paper, cartons, boxes, 
barrels, wood, excelsior, tree branches, yard trimmings, wood furniture, bedding; 
mattresses wrapped in plastic, noncombustible trash, including, but not limited to, 
metals, tin cans, metal furniture, dirt, glass (in a sturdy container marked glass), 
crockery, other mineral waste; street rubbish, including, but not limited to, street 
sweepings, dirt, leaves, catch-basin dirt, contents of litter receptacles, but refuse 
does not mean earth and wastes from building operations, nor shall it include solid 
wastes resulting from industrial processes and manufacturing operations such as 
food processing wastes, boiler-house cinders, lumber, scraps and shavings.” 
 
and 
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“Ashes.  Residue from fires used for cooking and for heating buildings.”  
 

 
I. Special Waste is defined as any solid, liquid, semi-solid, gaseous material and 

associated containers generated as a direct or indirect result of an industrial 
process or from the removal of contaminants from the air, water or land.  Any 
solid waste from a non-residential source that includes, but is not limited to any of 
the following: industrial process waste; pollution control waste; incinerator 
residues; sludges; contaminated soil, residue, debris, and articles from the cleanup 
of a spill or release of the following materials: industrial process waste; pollution 
control waste; incinerator residues; sludges; contaminated soil; residue; debris; 
regulated asbestos-containing material as defined in 40 CFR 61.141.  This Federal 
Regulation Code defines asbestos as follows: Asbestos-containing waste materials 
means mill tailings or any waste that contains commercial asbestos and is 
generated by a source subject to the provisions of this subpart. This term includes 
filters from control devices, friable asbestos waste material, and bags or other 
similar packaging contaminated with commercial asbestos. As applied to 
demolition and renovation operations, this term also includes regulated asbestos-
containing material waste and materials contaminated with asbestos including 
disposable equipment and clothing. 
 

2. CONDITIONS 
 

A. GRANT OF RIGHT 
 

The City grants to the Contractor the exclusive right to provide refuse and 
garbage and recyclable material collection and disposal services within the City 
limits. 
 

B. SOLE CONTRACT 
 

The City agrees that for the term of the Contract it will not enter into nor execute 
a Contract with other than Contractor for services that are the same as rendered by 
Contractor pursuant to this Contract. 
 

C. PROVISION OF SERVICE 
 

The Contractor shall provide all such services in compliance with the Municipal 
Code and the Ordinances of the City, and in compliance with the requirements of 
the Department of Health and the Environmental Protection Agency of the State 
of Illinois, Federal regulations, and in compliance with all laws and rules and 
regulations applicable. 
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D. AMENDMENTS 
 

Any change or revision in the said Municipal Code, Ordinances, Environmental 
Protection Agency requirements, or the requirements of the Department of Health, 
or other laws, rules or regulations that materially affect costs may be considered 
by the City or the Contractor as sufficient reason to request that one or more of 
the conditions and provisions of the Contract, including – but not limited to 
Contract prices – be amended; but any such amendments may only be made by 
agreement of both parties and shall not, in any case, be agreed upon more 
frequently than once every twelve (12) months. 
 

3. TERM 
 

The term of this Contract shall be for one (1) year beginning October 1, 2022 and 
terminating September 30, 2023.  This contract shall be renewed automatically for 
like periods unless the City advises Contractor in writing at least three (3) months 
prior to the termination date of its desire to terminate the Contract.   

 
4. COLLECTION FREQUENCY 

 
A. Unless prevented by circumstances beyond its control, the Contractor shall make 

collection of residential units and non-containerized businesses refuse from all 
residential units and non-containerized businesses sites within the City not less 
than one time each calendar week and containerized site as often as requested by 
City providing that no collection shall be made on Sundays, nor the need be made 
on a holiday.  Holidays for the purpose of this Contract shall be New Years Day, 
Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas 
Day.  When a trash day falls on a holiday, the trash pickup days will run one day 
later than normal beginning the day following the holiday and for the remainder 
of the holiday week.  There will be no service interruption if the holiday is a 
Saturday or Sunday. 

 
B. The Contractor shall make collection of refuse and garbage from approximately 

twenty (20) public refuse cans or polycarts at current locations in the downtown 
area on Thursday of each calendar week.  There will be no charge to the City for 
this service.  The City shall provide all polycarts for the current locations. 

 
C. The Contractor shall make weekly collections of all refuse from all City owned 

facilities and buildings except construction refuse and automobile materials, as 
defined in paragraph 12 hereof, and shall provide each facility or building 
necessary containers.  If the City chooses to place 90 gallon poly-carts in the 
parks, the Contractor will be responsible for providing these and servicing them.  
There shall be no charge to the City for this service. 
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D. Appliance Removal   Contractor shall pick up all appliances one time per month 
on the third Friday of each month only. All appliances must be out at the curbside 
by 7:00 a.m. and free of any vehicles blocking access for the pick up.  The 
customer must remove all gases from appliances containing gas. 

 
E. Bulky Item Removal - All bulky items such as furniture, mattresses wrapped in 

plastic, or large items from a residential household should be placed next to trash 
on the scheduled pick up day for regular trash.  Customer will not be required to 
notify ahead of time to schedule pick up.  Bulky items shall not include 
appliances, which shall be governed by Section 4.D. of this Contract, nor shall it 
include construction material, which shall require a temporary dumpster for the 
removal of those items. 
 

F. Spring Clean Up Week – Contractor shall designate the first week of May as 
Spring Clean Up Week for residential customers.  The City shall handle all 
notification to customers regarding this special collection week. 

 
5. ROUTE AND SCHEDULES 

 
The Contractor shall maintain the current schedule of collection, as set forth in the 
color-coded map of the City entitled “Refuse Pick-Up Effective Oct. 1, 2013,” a 
copy of which color-coded map is attached hereto as Exhibit A.  In the event the 
Contractor wishes to change routes or schedules during the term of this contract, the 
City shall be notified immediately of such proposed changes, and if approved by the 
City, the Contractor shall notify each customer of the change by mail, or such notice 
may be published twice consecutively in a local newspaper no less than two (2) 
weeks prior to the scheduled change. 
 
6. HOURS 

 
The City agrees that collection from each residential unit and non-containerized 
business is required only if refuse is available for collection by 7:00A.M. on the day 
designated by the Contractor for said collection, unless the refuse is actually present 
when the collection is made. 
 
7. CONTAINER SIZES AND LOCATION 

 
A. The City agrees that it shall require its residential unit refuse customers to place 

refuse in trash cans designed and sold for containing refuse, or plastic bags of no 
greater capacity than thirty-three (33) gallons and not heavier than 50 pounds, and 
all such refuse shall be placed along the curb or front boundary lines of each 
customer’s property or on an all weather alley accessible to the Contractor’s 
collection equipment.  All containers shall provide access no more than 54 inches 
above ground level, and contain a drain hole in the bottom face so designed and 
placed as to prevent entrance by vermin, and placed on a firm base in a reasonably 
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level and horizontal position, and designed so as to assure stability and prevent 
tipping. 

 
B. If a Residential Unit separates recyclable material (as defined hereafter), and 

places such in a recyclables container an unlimited amount shall be collected by 
Contractor at no charge.  “Recyclable material” as used in this Agreement means 
the following: 

 
1) All paper including newspaper, cardboard 24”x24” or manageable, waste 

paper, scrap paper, office paper, and junk mail.  No food contaminated 
boxes or wrappers. 

 
2) Plastic containers only if rinsed out and lids removed. 
 
3) Glass food and beverage containers only if rinsed out and lids removed. 
 
4) Aluminum cans and Tin cans if empty and rinsed out. 
 

8. LANDFILL 
 

The sanitary landfill or transfer station used by the Contractor shall be a State 
authorized facility and available for inspection by the City between the hours of 
8:00A.M. and 4:00P.M. Monday through Friday.  The City must contact the landfill 
or transfer station directly to set up inspection. 

 
9. TITLE AND HAZARDOUS WASTE 

 
Contractor shall take possession and title of all refuse removed from the City.  
Contractor shall not be expected to handle any hazardous waste materials and will not 
take title to this waste. 

 
10. WORK RULES 

 
The Contractor shall abide by the following work rules and regulations: 
 
A. The Contractor shall maintain personnel direction, control and supervision so that 

collection will be orderly with no unnecessary nuisance created: 
 
B. The Contractor’s vehicles shall obey all traffic regulations of the City of Highland 

and the Illinois Department of Transportation and shall not intentionally interfere 
with traffic. 

 
C. Incompetent or disorderly workers shall be removed if so directed by the City 

Council.  The determination by said Council that such workers are incompetent or 
disorderly shall be final and conclusive. 
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D. If containers are tipped over or spilled by Contractor’s employees after being 
properly contained, the Contractor shall collect and remove the spilled material 
and then leave the site in a clean and sanitary condition, returning containers to 
the approximate location from where they were taken. 

 
E. Contractor’s personnel must present a neat and clean appearance, and be 

courteous towards customers at all times.  Proper safety gear shall be worn at all 
times by contractor’s personnel. 

 
F. Contractor’s vehicles must be maintained in good condition, meeting all State and 

City vehicle requirements as specified by law and kept clean and sanitary. 
 

G. Refuse cans must be returned to the place from where they were taken, with lids, 
after emptying.  Improper containers or worn out containers may be tagged by 
Contractor declaring it a container to be replaced.  If the container is not replaced 
one week after being tagged, it will not be serviced. 

 
H. Any and all refuse spilled while loading or traveling shall be picked up by the 

Contractor. 
 

I. Any damage to private or public property caused by the Contractor’s vehicle or 
personnel shall be the sole responsibility of the Contractor who shall take 
immediate action to contact the owner of the damaged property and repair or 
replace or arrange for repair or replacement to such damage to the reasonable 
satisfaction of the owner. 

 
J. The Contractor shall collect refuse and garbage in completely enclosed, leak proof 

compactor vehicles, and cause all such refuse and garbage collected to be 
disposed of in compliance with the rules of the State of Illinois Department of 
Public Health and Environmental Protection Agency and in accordance with all 
laws and rules and regulations applicable thereto. 

 
K. The starting time for the residential service shall begin no later than 7:00am and 

end no later than 6:00pm Monday through Friday.  There is no time limit for non-
containerized businesses.  Non-collection due to agreed-upon holidays or acts of 
God shall be the following day. 

 
11. COMMUNICATION 

 
The Contractor shall maintain a telephone number to be used by the City during 
the hours of 7:00A.M. to 5:00P.M. Monday through Friday.  Contractor’s 
personnel should be available to retrieve lists of customer complaints via email or 
fax to complete within one (1) business day of receiving such notice.  There will 
be two emergency after hours contacts provided for use of the City only. 
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12. CHARGES AND RATES 
 

For any services required to be performed under this Contract where rates are 
specified in this Contract, the payments made to the Contractor by City shall not 
exceed such rates.  For collections made in the manner herein provided, the rates 
for such collections shall be the following: 
 
RESIDENTIAL UNITS: $27.00 per month  

 
 This rate provides for: 

 
Unlimited refuse (including bulky item removal as provided for in Section 
4.E. of this contract), recyclable material, and yard waste material each week 
other than construction material, or unacceptable materials (i.e. hazardous 
waste). 

 
 NON-CONTAINERIZED BUSINESS: $42.00 per month  
 

COMPACTED REFUSE:     
  

Frequency of Weekly Pick-ups 
Size 1 time 2 times 3 times 4 times 5 times 6 times 

2yd comp $114.00 $150.00 $226.00 $308.00 $318.00 $389.00 
4yd comp $145.00 $278.00 $389.00 $424.00 $482.00 $522.00 
6yd comp $184.00 $371.00 $600.00 $651.00 $693.00 $734.00 

20yd comp $522.00 $1037.00 $1499.00 $1849.00 $2206.00 $2445.00 
30yd comp $593.00 $1169.00 $1814.00 $2609.00 $2966.00 $3322.00 
40yd comp $617.00 $1435.00 $2206.00 $2959.00 $3082.00 $3499.00 

 
*Pricing based on customer providing equipment (compactor) and the following tonnage 
limits.  20yard compactors have a 4 ton limit and will incur a cost of $70 per ton over this 
limit.  30yard compactors have a 5 ton limit and will incur a cost of $70 per ton over this 
limit.  40yard compactors have a 6 ton limit and will incur a cost of $70 per ton over this 
limit. 
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 CONTAINERIZED BUSINESS: 
 
 All refuse except landscape waste and except containers of construction materials 
as follows: 

Frequency of Weekly Pick-ups 
Size 1 time 2 times 3 times 4 times 5 times 6 times 
1 yd $67.00 $98.00 $153.00 $196.00 $233.00 $276.00 

1.5 yd $74.00 $105.00 $160.00 $203.00 $239.00 $282.00 
2 yd $91.00 $129.00 $190.00 $227.00 $264.00 $307.00 
3 yd $116.00 $180.00 $221.00 $262.00 $294.00 $337.00 
4 yd $147.00 $208.00 $332.00 $388.00 $411.00 $490.00 
6 yd $196.00 $309.00 $361.00 $412.00 $447.00 $515.00 
8 yd $227.00 $356.00 $522.00 $700.00 $822.00 $883.00 

       
       

 
The following prices are for collections requested in excess of the regularly scheduled 
weekly collection frequency: 
 

Size  Cost Per Extra Empty 

1 yd  $54.00  per collection 
1.5 yd  $58.00  per collection 

2 yd  $65.00  per collection 
3 yd  $75.00  per collection 
4 yd  $80.00  per collection 
6 yd  $95.00  per collection 
8 yd  $110.0  per collection 

 
CONTAINERS OF ONLY CONSTRUCTION AND AUTOMOBILE 
MATERIALS, which material is as defined as the residue, waste, or refuse resulting 
from construction, remodeling or razing of buildings, and as auto parts.  Rental begins on 
the day of delivery and for the entire length of time used. 
 
Size of Container Delivery Charge Charge Per Empty Rental Fee 

2 yd $50.00 $70.00 $ 6.00 per day 
4 yd $50.00 $100.00 $ 6.00 per day 
6 yd 
20 yd 

$55.00 
$300.00 

$160.00 
$70.00/ton 

$ 6.00 per day 
$ 16.00 per day 

40 yd 
 

$300.00 
 

$70.00/ton 
 

$ 16.00 per day 
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RESIDENTIAL YARD WASTE COLLECTIONS:  included above 
 
Weekly city wide yard waste collections shall include all leaf and yard trimmings, small 
twigs and branches (less than 4 inches in diameter) generated from normal residential 
residents. There shall be no limit on the number of bags or cans.  Excluded from pick ups 
are large branches (over 4 inches in diameter) and yard waste generated from commercial 
businesses such as lawn care companies.  This service shall be provided for all 12 months 
of each year and will be charged to each and all city residents. 
 
Yard waste for residential customers shall be prepared for collection by placing the 
material in Kraft (paper) yard waste bags or in trash cans marked with a red X.  Twigs 
and small branches shall be bundled with twine and not larger than 2 foot in diameter and 
4 foot in length.  The yard waste shall then be placed at the curb or alley for collection. 
 
 

13. CONTAINER PROVISION AND LOCATION 
 

The Contractor shall use containers provided by the City compatible to the 
Contractor’s equipment and place them as directed by the City. 
 
The City shall provide to Contractor the location and size of containers needed for 
containerized business and industrial customers.  Said containers shall be emptied as 
required by City on a regular schedule.  Such notification to Contractor of container 
provision and schedule is at the sole discretion of the City and may be modified on a 
month by month basis. 

 
14. PENALTY 

 
A. City shall be sole determinant of and shall maintain records of Contractor’s 

compliance with Contract provisions.  After completion of sixty (60) days of 
Contract performance, City may notify Contractor of repeated contract violation 
complaints and shall have the right to impose penalties upon Contractor in the 
following manner: 

 
1) Minor infractions such as “missed” pick-up, corrected within one (1) business day 

of notification of Contractor by City shall not be considered as Contract violation. 
 

2) Verifiable and repeated infractions of Contract provisions such as Contractor’s 
failure to maintain equipment, maintain schedules and route notifications, observe 
work rules or fulfill compliance with City, County, State or Federal regulations 
and procedures or any provisions in this Contract shall cause: 

 
a) A notice to be filed with Contractor stating specific infractions, said notice 

shall be delivered in person to Contractor’s place of business or sent by 
registered mail to Contractor’s place of business. 
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b) Upon second such notice of same or similar infractions the City shall 
deduct two hundred dollars ($200) from Contractor’s monthly payment. 

 
c) Upon third such notice of similar infractions the City shall deduct five 

hundred dollars ($500) from Contractor’s monthly payment. 
 
d) Upon fourth such notice of same or similar infractions the City shall 

deduct twenty five percent (25%) of Contractor’s monthly payment. 
 
e) Upon fifth such notice of same or similar infractions the City shall have 

the right to cancel the Contract and Contractor shall forfeit any right to 
continuation of this Contract, and Contractor’s performance bond herein 
shall be forfeited to City. 

 
f) Violations shall not be considered repeated if separated by twelve (12) or 

more months. 
 

15. BUSINESS LICENSE 
 

The City agrees that no business license or vehicle tax shall be imposed upon the 
Contractor by the City during the period of this Agreement. 

 
16. PERFORMANCE 

 
The Contractor agrees to provide a performance bond, with corporate surety 
acceptable to the City, in the amount of $80,000 at the time of the execution of this 
contract and post with the City.  If the Contractor shall fail to perform as required by 
this Agreement, the City shall have the right and privilege to be paid by the bonding 
company providing the performance bond, to cause the services to be performed by 
other means.  If unused, the performance bond will be returned to the Contractor 
within 15 days after any termination and/or completion of this Agreement. 

 
17. PAYMENT AND APPEAL 

 
The City shall remit monthly to the Contractor, as provided above, such payments as 
may be due the Contractor.  The City, upon request, shall provide Contractor with the 
previous month’s listing of all customers and yardage billed.  Any discrepancies in 
payment to Contractor may be adjusted upon mutual agreement of both parties.  
Contractor has thirty (30) days from each payment date to question and/or appeal said 
remittance. 
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18. WORKERS’ COMPENSATION INSURANCE 
 

The Contractor shall provide and maintain during the life of the Contract Workmen’s 
Compensation Insurance, in accordance with the laws of the State of Illinois, for all 
its employees.  A Certificate shall be filed with the City by the insurance carrier 
showing such insurance to be in force at all times. 

 
19. LIABILITY INSURANCE 

 
The Contractor shall provide and maintain during the life of the Contract Public 
Liability and Property Damage Insurance and Umbrella Coverage in the following 
minimum amounts, to protect itself, its agents, and its employees from claims for 
damages for personal injury, including wrongful and accidental death and property 
damage which may arise from operations under the Contract whether such operations 
be performed by itself or its employees: 
 

General Liability - $3,000,000 each person / $5,000,000 per accident bodily 
injury and death liability / $1,000,000 each accident for property damage liability 

 
 Automobile Liability - $3,000,000 each person / $5,000,000 each accident bodily  
 injury and death liability / $1,000,000 each accident for property damage liability 

 
The policy or policies shall each name the City as an additional insured and shall 
contain a clause that the insurer shall not cancel or decrease the insurance coverage 
without first giving the City thirty (30) days’ notice in writing of such pending action.  
The policy or policies shall be submitted to the City for its approval within seven (7) 
days of the date of any request by the City of Highland. 

 
20. ASSIGNMENT AND SUBLETTING 

 
No assignment or subletting or subcontracting of this Contract or any right or 
obligation under this Contract shall be made in whole or part by the Contractor 
without the express written consent of the City. 

 
21. WAIVER 

 
Any waiver, express or implied, by the City, of any performance required of the 
Contractor by this Contract, shall not be construed as the City’s waiver of a failure by 
the Contractor,  in the future, to render a performance required by this Contract. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands on the day and year first 
written above. 
 
 
CITY OF HIGHLAND 
 
 
 
BY:          
 CHISTOPHER CONRAD 

CITY MANAGER    
ATTEST: 

 
 
 
             

BARBARA BELLM 
CITY CLERK 

 
 

ROBERT “BOB” SANDERS WASTE SYSTEMS INC 
 
 
 
BY:          
 ROBERT  SANDERS 

PRESIDENT 



1115 Broadway - P.O. Box 218   Highland, Illinois   62249-0218 
Phone (618) 654-9891   Fax (618) 654-4768   www.highlandil.gov 

 

 

City of Highland 
Finance Department 

  
 
 
MEMO TO: Chris Conrad, City Manager  
FROM: Reanna Ohren, Director of Finance 
SUBJECT: Recommendation on Solid Waste Contract 
DATE:  July 15, 2022 
 
The contract for solid waste removal with Robert “Bob” Sanders Waste Removal is set to expire 
9/30/22.  We have contacted them in regards to the renewal of this contract for an additional one 
year term as we feel their services have been good for our community.  They are willing to 
extend this contract through 9/30/23 with some requested rate modifications to the contract.   
In an effort to cover the cost increases to the City, I am recommending that residential rates 
increase by $2, making that $28, as well as a commercial non-containerized increase of $3, 
making that $42. Robert “Bob” Sanders Waste provides a valuable service to our businesses and 
residence. They are continuing to offer unlimited pick up at each residence for refuse, recycling 
and yard waste, along with bulky items and appliance removal.  
 
If you have further questions please let me know.  
 
Thank you. 
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ORDINANCE NO.     

 
AN ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING SERVICE CHARGES TO BE COLLECTED AND 

PAID TO THE CITY OF HIGHLAND FOR REFUSE COLLECTION SERVICE 
 

WHEREAS, the City of Highland, Madison County, Illinois ("City"), is a non-home rule 
municipality duly established, existing and operating in accordance with the provisions of the 
Illinois Municipal Code (Section 5/1-1-1 et seq. of Chapter 65 of the Illinois Compiled 
Statutes); and 

 
WHEREAS, City and Robert “Bob” Sanders have agreed to a proposed contract for 

refuse services for City; and 
 

 
WHEREAS, City has determined it is in the best interests of public health, safety, general 

welfare, and economic welfare to amend the rates charged for refuse services for purposes of 
covering the costs of the new proposed contract with Robert “Bob” Sanders for refuse services 
for City; and 

 
WHEREAS, the Mayor and/or City Manager is authorized and directed to execute any 

documents necessary to amend the rates charged by City for refuse services. 
 
 
NOW THEREFORE BE IT ORDAINED, by the City Council of the City of Highland, 

as follows: 
 

Section 1. The foregoing recitals are incorporated herein as findings of the 
City Council of the City of Highland. 

 
Section 2.  Service Charges to be collected from and paid to the City by Highland 

residents for refuse collection service from this City shall be as follows: 
 
A. Residential Units:      $ 28.00    per month per residential unit for unlimited refuse 
collection, including bulky items but not appliances nor construction or hazardous 
materials, each week and all recyclable material placed in the recyclable container.  This 
also includes yard waste collection.  Yard waste includes leaf and yard trimmings, small 
twigs and branches (less than 4 inches in diameter).  In order to have yard waste picked 
up, the material must be placed in Kraft (paper) yard bags or trash cans marked with a 
large red X.  Twigs and branches would need to be bundled with twine and not longer 
than 4 foot in length.  Place all refuse at the curb or alley.   
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All appliances shall be picked up one time per month on the third Friday of each month 
or a date agreed upon by the City and the Contractor.  Appliances must be at the curbside 
by 7:00 a.m on that day.  
 
B. Non-containerized Business:   $ 42.00  per month per non-containerized business 
entity, or apartment, condominium, or other single structure of more than three residential 
units for once-a-week collection for six (6) 33-gallon cans or bags of refuse each of a 
weight of no more than 50 pounds.  
 
C.  Containerized Businesses, which is defined as the use of, and regularly scheduled 
weekly collection from, a container as shown on the following schedule, and the 
following prices are per container, and except construction waste, which is defined as the 
residue, waste or refuse resulting from construction, remodeling, or razing of buildings, 
and as automobile parts, shall not be placed in other than separate construction refuse 
containers. 
 

1. Containers other than construction containers:  All refuse except landscape 
waste and except containers of construction materials as follows: 

 
 Size of Containers ------------------------ Frequency of Weekly Pickups --------------------------
---------- 
  

Cubic 
Yards 

1 Time 2 Times 3 Times 4 Times 5 Times 6 Times 

1 $ 69.00 $ 101.00 $ 159.00 $ 201.00 $ 249.00 $ 297.00 
1.5 80.00 111.00 170.00 212.00 254.00 307.00 
2 101.00 143.00 201.00 239.00 281.00 329.00 
3 122.00 196.00 244.00 276.00 313.00 355.00 
4 154.00 228.00 360.00 413.00 472.00 519.00 
6 207.00 270.00 392.00 445.00 482.00 551.00 
8 249.00 387.00 562.00 710.00 885.00 954.00 

 
 
 

2. Extra Dumpster Collections:  The following prices are for collections requested 
in excess of the regularly scheduled weekly collection frequency: 
 

Container Size  Charge Per Collection 
  1    $48.00 
 1.5    $53.00 
 2    $58.00 
 3    $64.00 
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 4    $74.00 
 6    $85.00 

8     $95.00 
 

3. Compactor Refuse Rates:  Customer provides the compactor equipment: 
 

 Size of Containers ------------------------ Frequency of Weekly Pickups --------------------------
---------- 
  

Cubic 
Yards 

1 Time 2 Times 3 Times 4 Times 5 Times 6 Times 

2 yd $ 122.00 $ 162.00 $ 247.00 $ 326.00 $ 371.00 $ 417.00 
4 yd 155.00 295.00 419.00 465.00            

518.00 
568.00 

6 yd 201.00 401.00 657.00 717.00 762.00 807.00 
20 yd 572.00 1,155.00 2,009.00 2,936.00 3,339.00 3,742.00 
30 yd 652.00 1,341.00 1,678.00 2,075.00 2,478.00 2,749.00 
40 yd 678.00 1,606.00 2,473.00 2,936.00 3,472.00 3,941.00 

 
 
  Additional Tonnage Rates Compactors:  
   Amount in excess of 4 ton limit/20 yd compactor: $67.50/ton 
   Amount in excess of 5 ton limit/30 yd compactor: $67.50/ton 
   Amount in excess of 6 ton limit/40 yd compactor: $67.50/ton 
 

D. Construction Containers and Automobile Materials:  The following prices are 
for delivery of, use of, and non-regularly scheduled collection from the containers for 
construction waste, which is defined as the residue, waste, or refuse resulting from 
construction, remodeling, or razing of buildings; and automobile parts: 
 

Charges   Delivery Charge Per Empty Charge  Rental Fee 
2 yd Container  $ 50.00   

$  
70.00   $10.00 rental per day  

4 yd Container   50.00   100.00   $10.00 rental per day  
6 yd Container   55.00   160.00   $10.00 rental per day  
Charges   Delivery Charge  Per Ton Charge  Rental Fee 
20 yd Container  $ 290.00  $ 67.50   $20.00 rental per day  
40 yd Container   290.00   67.50   $20.00 rental per day  
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Section 3. This ordinance shall be effective upon  its passage, approval, and 
publication in pamphlet form in accordance with Illinois law, and shall be implemented on 
bills sent out for October 2022. 

 
Passed by the City Council and approved by the Mayor of the City of Highland, Illinois, and 
deposited and filed in the office of the City Clerk on the   day of  , 2022, the vote being 
taken by ayes and noes and entered upon the legislative record as follows: 
 
 
AYES:   
 
NOES:   
 
 
      APPROVED: 
 
 
 
              
      Kevin B. Hemann, Mayor 
      City of Highland 
      Madison County, Illinois 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
 
        
Barbara Bellm, City Clerk 
City of Highland 
Madison County, Illinois 
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RESOLUTION NO.     
 

A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE CITY OF HIGHLAND TO ENTER A 
CONTRACT WITH CORNERSTONE INSURANCE GROUP AS THE CITY’S 

BENEFIT BROKER 
 

WHEREAS, the City of Highland, Madison County, Illinois (hereinafter “City”), is a 
non-home rule municipality duly established, existing and operating in accordance with the 
provisions of the Illinois Municipal Code (Section 5/1-1-1 et seq. of Chapter 65 of the Illinois 
Compiled Statutes); and 
 

WHEREAS, City has utilized the services of Cornerstone Insurance Group 
(“Cornerstone”) to administer City’s employee benefits for the past thirteen (13) years; and 

 
WHEREAS, City has determined it necessary to do its due diligence to make sure 

Cornerstone is still the most suitable company to administer employee benefits for City; and 
 
WHEREAS, City sent out requests for proposal for City’s employee benefit 

administration, and received proposals from: 
 
1. Cornerstone Insurance Group 
2. Brown and Brown 
3. NexGen 

 
and 
 

WHEREAS, after considering all submitted proposals, City has determined Cornerstone 
is still the most suitable company to administer employee benefits for City (See Contract attached 
hereto as Exhibit A; hereinafter “Cornerstone Contract”); and 

 
WHEREAS, City has determined the terms and conditions of the Cornerstone Contract 

are fair and reasonable; and 
 
WHEREAS, City has determined approving the Cornerstone Conrtract is in the best 

interests of the health, safety, general welfare, and economic welfare of the City; and 

WHEREAS, the City Council finds that the City Manager and/or Mayor should be 
authorized and directed, on behalf of the City, to execute whatever documents are necessary to 
enter the Cornerstone Contract (see Exhibit A). 
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the City Council of the City of 
Highland, Illinois, as follows: 

 
Section 1. The foregoing recitals are incorporated herein as findings of the City Council of 

the City of Highland, Illinois. 
 
Section 2. The Cornerstone Contract (Exhibit A) is approved. 

 
Section 3. This Resolution shall be known as Resolution No.    and shall be 

effective upon its passage and approval in accordance with law. 
 

Passed by the City Council and approved by the Mayor of the City of Highland, Illinois, and 
deposited and filed in the office of the City Clerk on the   day of  , 2022, the vote being 
taken by ayes and noes and entered upon the legislative record as follows: 
 
 
AYES:   
 
NOES:   
 
 
      APPROVED: 
 
 
 
              
      Kevin B. Hemann, Mayor 
      City of Highland 
      Madison County, Illinois 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
 
        
Barbara Bellm, City Clerk 
City of Highland 
Madison County, Illinois 
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  Cornerstone Insurance Group RFP Response 

City of Highland 
June 7, 2022 

Presented by: 
Richard Steinbaum, Managing Partner 
Tracy Moore, Consultant 
Assured Partners Cornerstone  
12645 Olive Blvd., Suite 300, St. Louis, MO  
63141 
108 Magnolia Dr., Suite B, Glen Carbon, IL  
62034 
(314) 373-2900 
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June 6, 2022 
 
 
 
 
 
Assured Partners Cornerstone is very pleased to present our response to your Request for Proposal for a 
fully integrated, single source solution the City of Highland’s Health and Welfare Benefit Plans.  We have 
made every effort to answer your questions with thoughtful, applicable responses and hope to convey 
that Assured Partners Cornerstone clients enjoy a dedicated, innovative, and accommodating 
relationship with a professional benefits team that works all year to engage employees, reduce costs, 
and streamline your back-office processes.  
 
We will work for you to: 
 
• Develop a benefits strategy that aligns your workforce, financial and organizational strategies. 

We will use our proven processes and expertise to assist the City of Highland in the 
development, execution, and ongoing review of the strategy.  
 

• Deliver Assured Partners Cornerstone seamless single source solution for all brokerage, 
consulting, compliance, communications and administrative services, leading to lower plan costs 
and increased efficiencies – allowing the City of Highlands team to focus on more strategic 
objectives. 
 

• Establish a multi-disciplined service team that will serve as a direct conduit of information for 
the City of Highlands management, as well as an employee advocacy center to help employees 
with benefit, claim, enrollment, and other benefit-related questions. 
 

• Provide extensive reporting and strategic recommendations to improve and manage the 
population health of your workforce, utilizing data analytics through our various analytics teams 
and systems.   
 

• Introduce a proactive service model to address all pending and newly arising challenges. This 
will begin with a complete review of all past service issues and conclude with a guaranteed 
deliverable timeline.  

 
Unlike many of our competitors, Assured Partners Cornerstone has built a business model that enables 
us to deliver from a single service center, all the solutions you need to manage your benefit programs 
and drive better value for the employee benefits dollars that City of Highland is already spending.  
 
We look forward to reviewing this proposal with you and answering any questions you may have. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Tracy R. Moore      Richard Steinbaum 
Consultant, AP Cornerstone    Managing Partner, AP Cornerstone 
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The Big Picture 
 
Assured Partners Cornerstone is a perfect fit for City of Highland, as our experience with employers your 
size, broad expertise in the industry, flexibility, and ability to provide information exceeds that of most 
Employee Benefits Brokers today.  
 
As you will see in the following pages, Assured Partners Cornerstone understands the challenges that 
you are facing today and knows what is important to your employee population. Partners of Assured 
Partners Cornerstone are confident in their understanding of how health care dollars are spent, are 
provided with innovative ideas to curb these costs, and have a strategic plan for the future. Our clients 
know that the well-being of their employees and their benefits plans are solidly in place and instead get 
to focus on the growth of their business.  
 
There is a lot of information presented here, so we wanted to point out some key ideas to note: 

 

1. We’ve all heard the quote that “Knowledge is Power”. There could not be a more accurate 
statement when referring to the business of employee benefits. The more an employer can 
learn about the behavior and utilization of an employee insurance plan, the better position 
they are in to design, price, and implement a cost effective and well received plan. Assured 
Partners Cornerstone provides actuarial studies that take any guess work out of the benefits 
design process and arms our clients with the information needed to make educated 
decisions about plans to offer, networks to choose, funding mechanisms to employ, and 
educational efforts to make. This actuarial process provides the primary data upon which 
most of our design services rely. It is one of the most important things that we do. 

 
2. Assured Partners Cornerstone is connected to, and offers the services of, the largest 

national agencies but is small enough to be nimble and accommodating for our clients. We 
offer administration, communication, technology, actuarial services, compliance and HR 
support. The implementation of these services are delivered in a more flexible, and efficient 
manner and can be completely customized according to City of Highland needs.  

 
3. Assured Partners Cornerstone goes the extra mile. We are experts at understanding the 

point of view of your team on the ground who need support.  Assured Partners Cornerstone 
employees are encouraged to think out of the box when interacting with your managers on 
a day-to-day basis. We suggest alternative processes, communication options and ways to 
better utilize technology when applicable.  

 
4. We currently serve many municipal employers as well as school districts.  We understand 

who your employees are, what they expect from their benefits package, and how to 
communicate to them. We also understand the importance of cost containment and the 
urgency to proactively address the needs of your employees. 
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5. Having served as the City of Highland’s broker for many years we have an intimate 
knowledge and relationship with your employees. 

 
6. We take the standard commission (low end commission rates) from the carriers, we do not 

ask for additional.  Current commission percentages we are receiving is 3% on medical with 
Cigna, Dental and Vision is 10% with Met Life, Life is 15% with Met Life.  We can also discuss 
a fee based arrangement if this is something you would be interested in. 

 

 

City of Highland RFP Responses: 
A. Firm Name, address, phone, and date established 

 
As one of the largest insurance brokerage firms in Missouri, Cornerstone’s headquarters is 
located in Creve Coeur, Missouri with a second servicing office in Glen Carbon, Illinois.  
Cornerstone was founded in 2005. 
 
12645 Olive Blvd., Suite 300, St. Louis, MO  63141 
108 Magnolia Dr., Suite B, Glen Carbon, IL  62034 
 
Our parent company, Assured Partners, is the 5th largest Insurance broker in the country.  
Together with our local expertise and AP’s wide-reaching network of pros, we can deliver in-
depth knowledge, strong carrier relationships and all the required resources to deliver 
innovative products and solutions that are customized to your precise needs. 
 

B. Names and addresses of owners or significant stockholders 
 
Jim Henderson (major stockholder) 
Assured Partners 
www.assuredpartners.com 
200 Colonial Center Parkway 
Suite 140 
Lake Mary, FL 32746 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.assuredpartners.com/
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C. Names of office principals and their experience in providing insurance and services of the type 
described in the RFP 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Richard Steinbaum | Managing Partner 
 
Richard has been in the insurance business for 32 years. He started Corporate Benefit 
Consultants in 1990 and founded Cornerstone Insurance Group 15 years later in 2005. 
Today, Assured Partners Cornerstone has more than 100 employees in our local office 
and is a Healthiest Employer and Best Place to Work, as ranked by the St. Louis 
Business Journal.  

Tracy Moore | Consultant 

With more than 35 years of experience helping employers design employee benefits 
plans that successfully reduce turnover and increase productivity in the workplace, 
Tracy will focus her expertise on the City of Highland plan designs, long term 
strategies, cost saving strategies, and data analytics. She directs the enrollment and 
communication effort, as well as coordinates any additional services.  
 
 
 
 

Kara Ruckman | Account Executive 

Kara has 12 years of experience at Assured Partners Cornerstone. She will be your main 
point of contact for day-to-day service and billing issues. Kara will also assist in handling 
open enrollment, renewals, and ongoing enrollments and terminations. Kara has direct 
relationships with the support teams at each carrier and will expediently address any 
questions or concerns that arise. Kara strives to respond urgently to all service and or 
claim issues, and her average response time is within 2 hours of your initial call or e-mail. 
 

Bethany Holliday | Director of Human Resources 

Bethany has more than 20 years of experience and is “Professional in Human 
Resources” certified. 
Bethany and her team of human resources experts will support your HR department 
in any capacity that it may need: training for staff, handbook reviews, COVID 
guidance and assistance, FMLA procedures, policy development, assistance with 
performance management, disciplinary issues, and routine day-to-day employee 
relations issues or concerns. The City of Highland is a Premier Client of Assured 
Partners Cornerstone and Bethany’s team provides consultative service to these 
clients on a regular basis both from our office as well as on-site as needed.   
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D. The name of the  

Leah Hammel, RD | Director of Wellness 

Leah is a registered dietician and exercise physiologist. She helps determine the best 
methods to introduce wellness into your organization or take your current initiative up 
a notch. She can structure participation- or outcomes-based programs that determine 
the premium paid by your staff, paying careful attention to ACA rules regarding 
parameters for a wellness plan and subsequent premium schedules. 

 

Mary Ann White | Director of Compliance 

Mary Ann has been with Assured Partners Cornerstone for over 10 years. With over 25 
years of experience in the industry, she specializes in compliance with IRS, DOL, and the 
Affordable Care Act (ACA) as it relates to employee welfare benefits. Mary Ann works with 
clients to design and implement FSA and HRA plans and serves as a resource for general 
compliance issues relating to health and welfare benefits. 

 

Lecie Steinbaum, CPA | Executive Director and Plan Analytics 

Responsible for consulting your team on the value-added services and 
solutions we offer, Lecie oversees Assured Partners Cornerstone compliance, payroll, and 
administration departments. In collaboration with the communication team and the HR 
department, Lecie and her staff ensure you are using Assured Partners Cornerstone’s 
resources effectively. 
 

Robyn Bittle | Plan Services Account Representative 

Robyn has worked with Assured Partners Cornerstone TPA department for over 8 
years and is responsible for working with your employees, providing them with the 
tools they need to make smart decisions about their flex-spending and health savings 
accounts. 
 

Carrie Hoffhaus | Director of COBRA 

Carrie has headed up Assured Partners Cornerstone COBRA Administration 
division since 2012. As Cornerstone’s director of COBRA administration, Carrie 
ensures that all groups are compliant with the Department of Labor’s most 
current COBRA regulations. When Carrie administers your COBRA, any liability is 
transferred directly to Assured Partners Cornerstone, and you are also relieved of 
the administrative burden. 
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D. Account executive who will service the City’s account, include their experience, qualifications, 
professional references and office location.  Also include any other staff members who may 
also service the account, their availability and accessibility to the City’s account. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kara works out of our Glen Carbon, Illinois office and will be your main point of contact for questions 
or problems concerning claim issues, billing questions, coverage questions, and more!  Kara is your 
main “go to” and she can direct to the correct person or department.  The City has worked with 
Kara for over 10 years! 
 
 
 
 
 

E.  A detailed list of insurance companies that you can access and from which you can obtain 
quotes for Health, Dental, and Life Insurance similar to current City policies.         

 
Aetna 

BAS 

BCBS of Illinois 

Cigna 

United Healthcare 

Trustmark 

UMR 

Ameritas 

Sunlife 

Delta Dental of IL 

Boston Mutual 

Chubb 

New York Life 

Dearborn Life 

Hartford 

One America 

Renaissance 

Guardian 

Humana 

Lincoln Financial 

Met Life 

Mutual of Omaha 

Principal 

Prudential 

Reliance Standard 

Renaissance 

Standard Insurance Company 

TruAssure 

United Concordia 

Voya 

UNUM 

 
           
                                                                                    

Kara Ruckman | Account Executive 

Kara has 12 years of experience at Assured Partners Cornerstone. She will be your main 
point of contact for day-to-day service and billing issues. Kara will also assist in handling 
open enrollment, renewals, and ongoing enrollments and terminations. Kara has direct 
relationships with the support teams at each carrier and will expediently address any 
questions or concerns that arise. Kara strives to respond urgently to all service and or 
claim issues, and her average response time is within 2 hours of your initial call or e-mail. 
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F. A discussion of how you will handle the procurement of insurance and a description of services 
that you will provide under this contract. 

We consider this a large part of our job and for the most part, we assume these items are our 
responsibility. We look at our relationship with you as a partnership and we act in a manner to 
make your benefits selection and implementation process as smooth and effortless as possible 
by doing the bulk of the legwork and research long before we present you with options leading 
up to each new plan year. 

We will provide you with education on market conditions, new legislation that may affect the 
upcoming plan year, trends in the region, and feedback on the current year plan claims and 
usage.  

Using this data, we will submit RFPs to all your potential carriers that serve your type of risk.  We 
will use the plan modeling from the data analytics to further customize your plan designs and 
leverage against the underwriting we receive from the carriers. 

Once we receive information back from carriers, we will formulate an easy-to-interpret and 
straight forward presentation on your options. We illustrate how each various option will affect 
your employees both financially and in terms of benefits. We will offer suggestions based upon 
your stated goals, and upon our actuary exercises, but will always be extremely flexible and able 
to manipulate our data to show you new ideas as those goals evolve. 

Generally, identifying market conditions, evaluating proposals, and negotiating and placement 
of contracts, are all things that we do every single day. We are especially confident in our ability 
to represent City of Highland better than anyone when it comes to negotiating on your behalf 
with the carrier for rates. Not only does Assured Partners Cornerstone demand respect as a 
leader in the marketplace, but armed with our actuarial data, we have a distinct edge with your 
carrier over other brokers. 
 

G. A discussion of your firm’s resources and activities as they relate to knowledge and 
understanding of our industry. 

 
We understand the challenges of municipalities and how they differ from privately held 
companies. Municipalities work from a budget rather than from sales or profits much like a non-
for profit group.  A few of the other municipalities we insure are: 
 
City of Edwardsville 

City of Mascoutah 

City of Troy 

Village of Aviston 

Village of Glen Carbon 

Village of Maryville 
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Village of St. Jacob 

Village of Tamms 

 In addition we serve over 50 School Districts! (Including Highland School District) 
 
 

H. A description of your firm’s philosophy for servicing and account and commitment to customer 
service and quality assurance. 

 
We have an extremely proactive and customized model to service our clients. We hope that your 
benefits department relies on us to help facilitate education, communication, compliance, claims 
review, and budgeting year-round. We will work get to know you well enough to anticipate your 
organizational and employee needs before they become urgent. We also utilize several methods 
to communicate to our clients about current compliance trends and legislative changes. We send 
monthly newsletters that keep you up to date on trends in the market, along with legislative 
updates. We also use email blasts to our clients to keep you up to date on any timely issues to be 
aware of, or if action is required.  
 
We ask our clients, their employees, and dependents to contact us directly regarding any claim 
questions or issues that may arise. Kara Ruckman, our Benefits Account Executive, will obtain any 
information from the member and contact the insurer on their behalf. After she has contacted 
the insurance provider, she will reach back out to the member with the resolution. Most issues 
are resolved within 24 hours, but it they happen to take more time, she will let the individual 
know when we can expect a resolution and keep them updated as to the progress. At no time will 
your employees wonder about the status of their issue. Our goal is to resolve claims in a timely 
and satisfactory manner for your employees and their families. For you and your employees, it is 
one phone call to Kara for anything related to your plan. 

 
 

I. A description of your renewal process, timeliness, and implementation process. 
 

The renewal analysis is appropriately integrated with our ongoing analysis, enabling the City of 
Highland to begin strategic design planning in conjunction with the knowledge of the projected 
renewal adjustment well in advance of the renewal’s delivery.  This level of planning allows for a 
thoughtful, well-researched approach to each year’s renewal and open enrollment.  Moreover, 
this process allows more than enough time to go to market in the event pricing becomes a key 
renewal issue.   

During the renewal season we will work with you to negotiate renewal rates, develop plan design 
alternatives and market coverage.  Although marketing coverage every year is not recommended, 
we will bid coverage whenever it is in the best interest of the City of Highland. Marketing of 
coverage typically occurs when renewal negotiations come to an impasse or in the event the 
program has not been out to bid for three years or more. Typically, we will market stop loss 
annually to ensure competitive rates.   
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During the renewal process we will always present renewal options that include variations on the 
program design, focusing on plan deductibles, copays, out of pocket maximums and other funding 
options. 
 
Critical to this process is plan benchmarking and employee contribution modeling.  In this process 
we will benchmark using national and local surveys, key plan components (deductibles, copays, 
Rx benefits), and employee contributions to assess how the benefits plan at the City of Highland 
compare to the marketplace. Based on those findings, we will develop an employee contribution 
model to assist the organization in developing the right employer/employee cost sharing formula.  
Sample benchmarking provided. 
 
Most of our competitors focus strictly on renewal rates to measure value.  By concentrating on 
market competition, benefit levels and employer net cost, we’ll help the City of Highland maintain 
the right plan with competitive benefits at an affordable cost, so the organization can build and 
retain a qualified and productive workforce.  

 
 

J. Information regarding resources your firm offers to assist with the administration of a benefits., 
program. 

 
In addition to the placement and servicing of benefit plans, the following are additional services 
that Assured Partners Cornerstone provides that complement those plans and allow for more 
efficiencies for our clients: 
 
Consulting and Analytics – Population Health Management, Medical & Rx Analytics, Plan 
Disruption Analysis, Employee Retention Strategies, Predictive Modeling, Medical Intelligence, 
Data Warehouse w/20m member lives. 
 
Benefits Administration – Online enrollment platform, Defined contribution options, Eligibility & 
billing administration, Reconciled and consolidated billing, FSA, COBRA, HRA administration, HSA 
administration, Onboarding and Employee handbook & HR policies, Compliance management, 
ADA, FMLA. 
 
Compliance – ERISA Attorney, ACA & DOL compliance tools, 1094/1095 filing, 5500’s, COBRA, 
HIPAA, FMLA, ERISA, TEFRA/DEFRA, Section 125, 105(h), 79, 152 SMMs, Sars, SPDs, Compliance 
Calendar, Gorm 720 Excise tax return. 
 
Communications – Custom branded communication strategy, fully staffed communications 
department, Total compensation statements, Mailing & fulfillment center, Branded benefit 
guides, postcards, newsletter, videos, apps. 
 
Employee Advocacy – Claims resolution, dedicated service team, Liaison between employee & 
carrier. 
 
HR – policy development, Handbook development, harassment training, FMLA assistance, 
discipline assistance, job descriptions, investigations. 
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Wellness – Help develop a wellness program with our in house Wellness Director and utilizing the 
incentives from the carrier to the fullest. 
 
Payroll – Our payroll solution offers the most technically advanced payroll, enrollment, and 
timekeeping software available today.  Implementing these additional services enables Assured 
Partners Cornerstone to streamline your benefits enrollment, reporting, timekeeping, Workers 
Compensation and terminations, all while ensuring compliance and ease to you. 
 
 Full Service Risk Management and Property & Casualty Brokerage – Assured Partners 
Cornerstone offers full commercial risk management services including Workers Comp, Property 
& Liability, EPLI, Cyber coverage and Professional Liability.  Many of our clients take advantage of 
“both sides of the house” and enjoy one professional partner for all their insurance needs. 
 

K. A description of the resources and tools your firm utilizes or has available for benchmarking. 
 

As our main mission is to keep you as an employer of choice, it is critical to know how your benefits 
package compares to your competitors’.  Integral to this is plan benchmarking and employee 
contribution modeling.  In this process we will benchmark using national and local surveys, key 
plan components, (deductibles, copays, Rx benefits), and employee contributions to assess how 
the benefits plan at the City of Highland compares to the marketplace.  Based on those findings, 
we will develop and employee contribution model to assist the organization in developing the 
right employer/employee cost sharing formula.  In the case of specific benchmarking needs, we 
often access outside benchmark reports from vendors in the industry such as Society for Human 
Resource Management or Zywave. 

 
 
 

L. Provide a statement regarding the firms view on implementing wellness programs in order to 
control healthcare costs.  Describe the resources and tools offered to clients around this 
initiative.     

 
1.  Discovery – identifies the needs of the workplace and provides individual insights to employees. 

 
We initiate our program by interviewing the executive leadership team and a group of wellness committee 
volunteers.  This initial survey identifies the areas of focus for the year that employees enjoy or self-
identify as needs.  Whether that be exercise classes, stress reduction, or positive thinking. 
 
Following the survey, a biometric screening session or a health risk assessment help individual employees 
discover mor about their health.  These insights also help develop areas of focus for the program. 
 

2.  Prevention – encourages employees to stay up to date on annual preventative appointments. 
 
This pillar encourages annual preventative care visits, along with participation in lunch and learns by 
medical professionals who teach healthier habits, giving employees tools to work toward wellness every 
day.  Incentivizing employees to maintain a relationship with their health care provider can minimize 
catastrophic claims and reduce Urgent Care and Emergency Room use.  
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3.  Action – allows employees to determine an activity that contributes to their wellbeing. 
 
This pillar gives the employees the opportunity to work on what they believe is important to their personal 
wellbeing.  Your designated director of wellness will assist your team with initiating programs to promote 
a culture of wellbeing.  Whether the interest is incorporating positive thinking or learning how exercise 
can manage stress, your designated wellness director will make it happen. 

 
 

M. A copy of all licensing required. 
 
See Attached 
 
 

N. Evidence of insurance coverage as require above. 
 
See Attached 
 

O. References of three commercial clients and three public sector clients that can be contacted 
regarding the quality and competency of your firm and the account executive. 
 

 
Bass Mollett  

Kimberly Bingham 

Kimberly.bingham@bass-mollett.com 

 

Stroco Manufacturing 

Cailin Mullen 

Cailin.mullen@stroco.com 

 

Elegant Child 

Gloria McCart 

gloers@gmail.com 
 

 

City of Edwardsville 

Amanda Tucker 

atucker@cityofedwardsville.com 

 

City of Troy 

Jay Keeven 

jkeeven@troyil.us 

 

Village of Maryville 

Craig Short 

mayorshort@maryville-il.us 
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City of Highland, Illinois 

November 2022 Benefits Plan 
Brokerage and Consulting Services

Due Date:  June 7, 2022 



1430 Monroe Ave NW, Suite 180 
Grand Rapids, MI 49505

nexben.com

June 7, 2022

Ms. Jackie Heimburger, Director of Support Services
Ms. Reanna Ohren, Director of Finance
1115 Broadway
P.O. Box 218
Highland, IL  62249

Dear Ms. Heimburger and Ms. Ohren:

Nexben is pleased to respond to your Request for Proposal. We are leading a truly radical marketplace 
transformation through our development of the nation’s most advanced, digital, end-to-end insurance 
technology platform that offers Small Group and Individual Coverage Health Reimbursement 
Arrangements (ICHRA) marketplaces. Nexben is the only company that offers an ICHRA marketplace 
solution using pre-tax dollars and a patent-pending premium payment feature that streamlines
administrative tasks. Our goal is to help companies of all sizes simplify their approach to buying and 
providing health insurance. We can do that because our technology platform connects the entire industry 
nationwide, provides a user-friendly online experience, and reduces both administrative efforts and costs.

With Nexben, you and your employees will be able to access the widest breadth of quality insurance 
providers, health insurance plans, and ancillary products. And you’ll do it all from the Nexben platform - a 
cutting-edge, multi-carrier, quoting, selection, and enrollment tool. What is more, you will control your 
costs, offer more robust benefits, and maintain a reputation of supporting your employees through 
transparency. You will be able to easily compare multi-carrier plans, their details, and rates, as well as 
supplementary carrier products. Then, you will be able to seamlessly select the benefits package that best 
fits your organization. Your employees will be able to compare all the benefit options you have made 
available as well as the associated costs. This empowers them to make data-driven decisions for 
themselves and their families, encouraging them to be more informed health care consumers. 

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to your Request for Proposal. We look forward to helping you 
save time and money while offering your employees the best health benefits plans in the marketplace 
today.

Kind Regards,

Jason Borowicz, Vice President of Insights & Innovation
jborowicz@nexben.com
616.210.4107

mailto:jborowicz@nexben.com
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Headquarters/Employee Locations/History

Office Locations

Nexben has physical headquarters in both Minneapolis, Minnesota and Grand Rapids, Michigan. 
We have a remote work environment with approximately 130 employees dispersed across all 
regions of the country. This ensures we can provide local service to every single state. We are 
licensed in all fifty states.

Minnesota:
Nexben, Incorporated
150 S 5th St
Suite 1750
Minneapolis, MN 55042
P:  855.463.9236
E: info@nexben.com

Michigan:
Nexben, Incorporated
1430 Monroe Ave., NW
Suite 180
Grand Rapids, MI 49505
P:  800.748.0368 or 616.949.7950
F:  877.329.2844 or 616.949.2502
E: info@nexben.com
Mailing Address:  P.O. Box 140167

Grand Rapids, MI 49514-0167

Establishment

Nexben was founded by John Kelly, whose singular passion is to permanently change the entire 
health benefits experience for the better, bring it into the 21st century, and lead it beyond as 
the industry evolves. Nexben can attest to more than 60 years of experience in the insurance 
industry and has a book of business consisting of more than 12,000 companies, associations, 
public entities, and municipalities. We are the Managing General Agent for the tenth largest 
carrier in the United States. We serve as an independent broker.

Our foundation is built around technology, operations, customer service, and administrative 
resources. Nexben customers range in size from one to more than 1000 employees. We are 
active in industry trade groups, are well known nationally within the brokerage community, and 
offer brokerage and technology capabilities to deliver solutions on a national scale. 

5
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Nexben, Incorporated

Nexben is a privately held corporation. We are well known in the industry as a leader in 
innovative solutions and have experience building partnerships and working directly with 
carriers. Our partners include companies that can offer a variety of ancillary products. This 
allows us to deliver the most value-added results to our clients who want to offer more than 
just medical benefits. We continually work toward expanding our partnerships as we 
constantly analyze the marketplace.

Our Customer Care Team brokers, director, manager and team members have many years of 
experience and knowledge. All our technical capability and customer service is held in-house, 
so our customers work only with Nexben employees when they meet, call, chat with, and/or 
email us. 

Nexben’s Customer Care Teams supply all customer kick-off training, enrollment management, 
and platform technology support. They also manage all aspects of customer orientation, 
training, onboarding, and ongoing support for Small Group and Individual Coverage Health 
Reimbursement Arrangements (ICHRA).
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Nexben Executive Team

John Kelly - Founder & CEO

The grand design, growth, and direction of Nexben is innovated by John 
Kelly. John’s passion is to permanently change the entire health benefits 
experience for the better; make it simpler, more accessible, and less 
cumbersome for everyone involved. Prior to his revolutionary work at 
Nexben, John forged his deep industry knowledge and insight as 
founder and CEO of the BrocorXchange in 2011. BrocorXchange is the 
proto-concept that began to transform the health insurance 
marketplace through the first-ever consolidation of plan information. 
John earned his BA at the College of Charleston in South Carolina. He 
regularly engages with like-minded organizations that focus on health 
insurance issues and industry solutions.

Keith Huckaby - President

Keith is responsible for driving the vision and strategy of the 
organization. His deep roots in the industry and his pulse on the team’s 
daily work give Keith a unique perspective on how to align the broader 
vision of the organization while also empowering everyone to thrive 
individually and as a team. He is excited to come to work each day to 
innovate, disrupt, and transform the benefits industry. Keith’s 
background in business consulting and the hospitality industry gave him 
a variety of experiences in everything from operations and employee 
retention at Disney to owning franchised restaurants. Most recently, 
Keith was the CEO at TGG Solutions.

Michelle Beebe – Chief Revenue Officer

Michelle ensures the Nexben team can deliver on the promises it makes 
to customers. Her firm belief in our company’s potential is Michelle’s 
inspiration within her role. Her passion is keeping up with what’s 
happening in the industry and translating that for the internal teams. 
This ensures everyone is operating with the same knowledge base in 
order to be as effective as possible. Every day Michelle builds 
relationships with external Nexben partners, including brokers and 
distributors, empowering them with Nexben’s technology solutions. 
Before joining the team, Michelle gained extensive experience in 
operations and customer service at various companies. Michelle studied 
Political Science and Government at Lansing Community College.

9



Nexben Executive Team (cont.)

Scib Ebel – Chief Technology Officer

Scib creates Nexben’s technological vision and implements the 
appropriate technology strategies to support the growing business. He 
has a proven history of driving business value through technology, 
making him a perfect fit for Nexben. Scib previously served as the 
CTO/SVP Technology/CISO at Icario (formerly Revel Health) and has held 
leadership positions at Optum and Cigna. His experience developing 
teams and directing technology strategies within the healthcare industry 
make him an invaluable addition to the Nexben team. Scib has his MBA 
and MS in Software Engineering from the University of St. Thomas in St. 
Paul, Minnesota. He also earned a bachelor’s degree in Psychology from 
the University of Minnesota.

Kasey Bacso – Vice President of Business Development

Kasey is responsible for connecting business with technology through 
quality partnerships inside and outside of the organization. He is 
instrumental in designing the Nexben platform and spearheaded the 
onboarding, training, and teaching of every new hire. Over the years, 
Kasey has contracted deals with some of the largest insurance 
companies, including MetLife and Principal. Kasey joined the Nexben 
team eight years ago as a Database Inventory Manager. Throughout 
Kasey’s tenure, he has worn many hats, including positions in payroll, 
sales, development, marketing, and technology design, as well as 
helping to raise capital. Kasey has a bachelor’s degree from The College 
of St. Scholastica in Duluth, Minnesota.
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A Skilled and Experienced Customer Care Team

Your account management and support will be provided by a broker, an account manager, and 
a Customer Care Team. Your entire team of Nexben associates will be your first line of support. 
As previously stated, all our technical capability and customer service is held in house. You will 
work only with Nexben employees when you meet, call, chat with, and email us.

Your Broker

One of our exceptionally experienced brokers licensed in the State of Illinois will be assigned to 
your account. Please see their resumés included in this section. 

Your Account Manager:  Caroline Smith – Director of Customer Care

Caroline has been with Nexben for 16 years. She leads our Customer Care Team by providing 
professional development to team members as well as managing the relationships with our 
customer partners. She is the first line of support for Nexben customers and provides
exceptional support right from the beginning of the customer relationship as well as continued, 
on-going support. Caroline is very experienced through her past roles of customer service
support, team lead, Customer Care Manager, and coaching and development of the team. She 
is well-versed in her role as Director and in taking care of our customers.

Your Care Team Lead:  Hannah Brooks – Customer Care Manager

Hannah has been with Nexben for seven years and oversees the onboarding communication 
and coaching for our customers on our platform and process. She ensures everyone using the 
Nexben platform has a smooth transition to kickstart the enrollment process. Hannah leads all 
our Customer Care Teams. She coaches them on various facets of customer care including 
service excellence, systems, resources, problem resolution, and process improvements. In the 
past, Hannah has provided support as an administrative assistant and an executive coordinator.  
She is committed to leading by example and providing outstanding customer service to 
Nexben’s customers and partners.

Your Customer Care Team Availability

Your Nexben Customer Care Team can be reached at 1-877-487-6842 and is available from 
7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. CST, Monday through Friday. Bilingual staff is available in-house for 
Spanish language needs. An outside service is leveraged for other language needs, which are 
set by appointment.
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Contact

lmmarzolino@gmail.com

www.linkedin.com/in/lisa-

marzolino-pmp-4b161912

(LinkedIn)

Top Skills

Project Management 

Leadership

Business Analysis

Certifications

Certified Project Manager (CPM)

Project Management Professional 

(PMP)

Lisa Marzolino, PMP
Corporate Project Management Professional

at Nexben Grand Rapids

Experience

Nexben

Corporate Project Management Professional

July 2021 - Present (6 months)

Grand Rapids, Michigan, United States

TGG Solutions

25 years

Senior Director of Organizational Development

March 2020 - July 2021 (1 year 5 months) 

Grand Rapids, Michigan, United States

Corporate Project Manager

January 2016 - February 2020 (4 years 2 months) 

Greater Grand Rapids, Michigan Area

Director, Marketing Services

January 2013 - December 2015 (3 years) 

Greater Grand Rapids, Michigan Area

Manager, Key Client Services

January 2010 - January 2013 (3 years 1 month) 

Greater Grand Rapids, Michigan Area

Marketing Development Manager

2006 - 2010 (4 years)

Manager of Agent Services

2000 - 2007 (7 years)

Presale / Quoting Support

1998 - 2000 (2 years)

Membership & Billing Services

1996 - 1998 (2 years) Page 15

of 2

mailto:lmmarzolino@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lisa-marzolino-pmp-4b161912?jobid=1234&lipi=urn%3Ali%3Apage%3Ad_jobs_easyapply_pdfgenresume%3Bnwf7bGs4Qv%2BsN2y27JQneg%3D%3D&licu=urn%3Ali%3Acontrol%3Ad_jobs_easyapply_pdfgenresume-v02_profile
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lisa-marzolino-pmp-4b161912?jobid=1234&lipi=urn%3Ali%3Apage%3Ad_jobs_easyapply_pdfgenresume%3Bnwf7bGs4Qv%2BsN2y27JQneg%3D%3D&licu=urn%3Ali%3Acontrol%3Ad_jobs_easyapply_pdfgenresume-v02_profile
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lisa-marzolino-pmp-4b161912?jobid=1234&lipi=urn%3Ali%3Apage%3Ad_jobs_easyapply_pdfgenresume%3Bnwf7bGs4Qv%2BsN2y27JQneg%3D%3D&licu=urn%3Ali%3Acontrol%3Ad_jobs_easyapply_pdfgenresume-v02_profile


Education

Project Management Institute

Project Management Professional (PMP), Project Management · (2018 - 2018)

Davenport University

Certified Project Manager, Project Management · (2016 - 2016)

Page 16

of 2



Robert J. Williams
6438 Clover Meadows Avenue, Scotts, MI 49088 
269.364.9523 (Cell) r.j.williams@outlook.com

www.linkedin.com/in/medicarementor

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Sales Experience

◼ Fourteen years insurance sales and marketing experience

◼ Eight years’ experience successfully selling capital equipment

◼ Million Dollar Sales Awards 1998,1999,2000,2002

◼ Blue Cross Blue Shield Senior Products Diamond Award (2019)

◼ Fourth Place Overall in the Lighthouse Lightening Round Sales Contest for 2020

◼ Placed 16th in overall production at Lighthouse Group for 2020

◼ Priority Health Medicare Elite Agent (2021)

Communication

◼ Presented educational seminars at two national and one state trade association conventions

◼ Developed a list of “talking points” to ensure accurate information was broadcast during live media events

◼ Planned, organized and conducted live, on-air radio remotes to promote customer’s facilities

◼Created and delivered insurance seminars on Medicare Products, Workers Compensation, Health Insurance, 

CondominiumInsurance and Annuities generating hundreds of qualified sales leads

◼ Featured in an interview on WWMT News 3 about loss of health insurance due to COVID-19

◼Created an educational webinar and Brainshark presentation about health insurance options for individuals 

losing group coverage due to the COVID-19 pandemic

◼ Delivered Medicare 101 seminars in both live and virtual formats

◼Wrote “Nine Tips to Improve Revenue at Your Rollover Automatic”, published in the Midwest Carwash 

Association Newsletter

◼ Designed, wrote, laid out and developed Washing Wisely, a newsletter for company customers

◼ Created business plans to submit to banks to gain financing on projects up to $700,000

◼ Currently developing “The Streetwise Senior Podcast” to educate and inform seniors on issues significant to aging

◼Subject Matter Expert (Individual Health Insurance and Medicare supplemental policies) for The Aging Roadmap,

a comprehensive educational program on aging for seniors in Southwest Michigan

Organization and Management

◼Chosen as a member of the Lighthouse Group “The Way Forward Committee” to outline policies and procedures

for returning to work after the COVID-19 pandemic

◼Implemented, customized and introduced the use of a contact management software package to organize and 

track sales lead activity

◼Developed and implemented a lead scoring system to identify highly qualified leads and reduce sales cycle time 

for leads

◼Organized, planned and executed trade show displays with compressed, less costly setup times and enhanced 

post-show follow-up

◼ Initiated the development of a comprehensive sales training manual

◼Implemented, planned, marketed and executed an investor seminar that facilitated the closing of close $200,000 

in new business.

◼ Supervised, trained and coached sales and field marketing staff

mailto:r.j.williams@outlook.com
http://www.linkedin.com/in/medicarementor
https://wwmt.com/news/local/accountant-shares-how-people-can-stay-insured-if-they-become-unemployed


Robert J. Williams, continued

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

06/2016 to Present AccountExecutive/
Senior Producer, IndividualBenefits

Lighthouse InsuranceGroup/Alera
Group
Kalamazoo, MI

04/2007 to 06/2016 Insurance Producer/Marketing Manager Marvin Okun Agency, Inc.

Kalamazoo, MI

09/2006 to 02/2007 Sales Representative Mark VII Equipment,
Inc. Arvada, CO

12/ 2000 to 09/2006 Vice President, Sales and Marketing Royal Equipment and Supply, Inc.

Kalamazoo, MI

EDUCATION

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY,Kalamazoo, MI
Bachelor of Business Administration in Marketing

NORTHWOOD UNIVERSITY, Midland, MI
Associate of Arts in Advertising

NATIONAL ALLIANCE FOR INSURANCE EDUCATIONAND RESEARCH
Certified Insurance Counselor (CIC)

LICENSES AND CERTIFICATIONS

Michigan Resident Producer for Life, Health, Accident, Property and Casualty Insurance 

Ohio Non-Resident Producer for Life Health and Accident Insurance

Certified to sell Medicare Supplements, Medicare Advantage Plans and Medicare Part D plans from multiple carriers 

Certified to sell individual health insurance on the Health Insurance Marketplace (Healthcare.gov) since 2010

VOLUNTEER ACTIVITIES

Southwest Michigan Associationof Health Underwriters, President (2018-2019), (2021-2022), Media Chair 
(2017-2020), President Elect (2017-2018), (2020-2021)

National Association of Health Underwriters, Individual Market Working Group (2020)

Kalamazoo Rotary, Director and Projects Chair (2020-2023)

Battle Creek Association of Home Builders, Associate of the Year (2009), (2012)

Greater Kalamazoo Association of Home Builders, Board of Directors (2018-2021), Membership Committee 
(2008 to 2012, 2017 to 2020), Home Expo Committee Chair (2015 to 2020), Associate of the Year (2017)
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Nexben ICHRA:  The Premier Insurance Marketplace

Nexben is licensed to work with any carrier in all fifty states. We are the leading provider of 
ICHRA benefit plans and can partner with you to analyze your existing coverage, help you 
determine the best cost-saving alternative strategies and plans, and assist you in the 
development of your goals. We can do this quickly and seamlessly as we have developed the 
first-ever cloud-based solution that connects the entire industry nationwide. Our powerful 
technology platform and streamlined premium payment feature set Nexben apart from other 
ICHRA providers. Plus, our platform is dynamic; we continually add new carriers and products 
to provide the most robust marketplace.. 

We are the only company that offers a robust ICHRA marketplace solution using pre-
tax dollars. 

Our centralized database and streamlined solution:
➢Contains more than a million distinct products 
➢Quickly and seamlessly generates multi-carrier and exchange quotes including products 

from medical, dental, and vision providers, plus HSAs and HRAs 
➢Can result in as much as a 75% reduction in the time normally spent generating quotes
➢Gives employers the power to rein in costs and gives employees true freedom of choice:
▪ Employers are armed to select a comprehensive benefit package that is right for 

employees and fits the bottom line.
▪ Employees are empowered to shop the open market for individual insurance coverage 

that best suits their needs. 

Nexben’s ICHRA is intelligently designed to simplify the entire experience – from shopping to 
managing and everything in between. 

1.  ADOPT - Employers work with their Nexben broker to determine their employee needs and 
contribution strategy,  run side-by-side plan comparisons on our platform, and adopt the 
benefit package best suited for their employees:

a) View side-by-side plan comparison for benefit plan selection.
b) Upload employee census in industry standard format.
c) Establish employer contribution amount.
d) Approve and electronically sign a single plan document. 

2.  ENROLL - Employees access a consumer friendly, personalized, benefit portal to shop and 
compare all available individual plans, then select, and then enroll.

a) Shop all plans in one “store” using step-by-step instructions to guide in finding the right 
coverage.

b) Access to expert advice and support.
c) Easy eSignature protocol to complete the online enrollment.
d) No receipts or reimbursement form submission required.
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Nexben ICHRA:  The Premier Insurance Marketplace 
(cont.)

3.  MANAGE - Employers and employees manage the benefit package through a single 
interactive portal. Employers receive one bill to pay for all employee policies. 

a) Easy access to plan documents and summary plan documents.
b) Real-time updates to ensure monthly premiums are paid on time and correctly.
c) Automated premium billing feature facilitates payments, eliminating the cumbersome 

reimbursement process.
d) One monthly consolidated bill for all employee policies; Nexben enables automated 

premium payments to each carrier based on each employee’s individual coverage 
selection.

With Nexben’s ICHRA solution, companies of all sizes can simplify the process of offering and 
managing health insurance benefits.

Ancillary Product Offerings

While we already offer several brand-name, national, ancillary carriers on our platform, we are 
very open to discussing any ancillary carriers our customers wish to enroll and bill. We 
continuously strive to expand our offering; and our Development Team is willing and able to 
make this happen provided these carriers are willing to partner with us and meet our 
automation requirements. These arrangements are beneficial to both our customers and us as 
we strive to expand our ancillary offerings. 

Ancillary products we offer through our brokers include:
➢Dental
➢Vision
➢Worksite Accident
➢Accidental Death & Dismemberment
➢Critical Illness
➢Term Life Insurance
➢ Short-Term and Long-Term Disability Income
➢Travelers Insurance
➢ Legal Assistance
➢Gap Insurance
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Our End-to-End Benefits & Technology Platform

Nexben is licensed to work with any carrier in all 50 states. We provide a modern, digital, 
benefits platform for brokers, employers, and employees by delivering the first-ever cloud-
based solution that connects the entire industry nationwide. With Nexben, there is nothing to 
download or install. Our streamlined, end-to-end solution and powerful technology enable us to 
unite the entire distribution channel in one platform - from national insurers and independent 
brokers to small businesses to individuals and their dependents. 

Our platform quickly and seamlessly generates multi-carrier and exchange quotes. This includes 
products from medical, dental, and vision providers, plus HSAs, HRAs , and ICHRAs. Our 
streamlined solution can significantly reduce the time normally spent generating quotes. 

We simplify the complex health insurance world by taking a data-centric approach. Carriers, 
brokers, employers, and employees can interact easily and effortlessly in real-time and all from 
a single marketplace. Whatever the need - we designed our platform to help the shopper 
(administrator, employer, employee) to navigate a myriad of types and combinations of 
insurance offerings.

With Nexben, you shop for benefits the same way you shop for other products online: 
➢ Search for the product.
➢Read a straightforward description.
➢Decide what fits best.
➢Add it to your cart.

It is a straightforward process people execute daily. 

What is more, our technology integrates the entire experience from quoting and proposing, to 
enrolling and managing, all the way to billing. It also streamlines payments and gives employers 
a consolidated bill for health insurance premiums, ancillary products, PSPM (per subscriber per 
month) fees.
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The Nexben ICHRA Solution is Beneficial for All

Advantages to Offering an ICHRA for Employers:
➢Reduces employer responsibility for health risks.
➢Reduces employer administrative costs, tasks, and stress.
➢Offers employer more budget control and predictability.
➢ Increases employee engagement and retention as they are empowered to choose what 

fits them and their families best. Everyone likes choices!
➢Opens the door to the individual health insurance marketplace, eliminating the guesswork 

of which plans will meet the needs of all (or most) employees.
➢Opens the door for part-time, seasonal, and temporary employees to have health benefits 

depending on your contribution strategy.
➢Can eliminate the need for OPEB (Other Post-Employment Benefits) by shifting retirees to 

Medicare.

Advantages to Offering an ICHRA for Employees:
➢Presents employees with more carrier coverage options and, therefore, offers them more 

freedom to choose coverage that best suits their needs.
➢Provides tax advantages as the reimbursements do not count toward the employees’ 

taxable wages.
➢Provides coverage portability as employees can take the individual insurance coverage 

with them if they leave the company.
➢Creates psychological benefits when employees see their employer taking care of them by 

offering funds to help pay for health insurance coverage.

Three Key Benefits of the Nexben ICHRA Solution:

1. SAVE MONEY
➢Controlled per employee costs: You determine the cost with your contribution strategy. 

There are no surprise annual premium increases associated with traditional group plans 
because you strategically choose a contribution amount per employee class.

➢Reduced administration costs: Most of our processes are automated and many of the 
functions associated with administrating a traditional group plan become irrelevant or are 
no longer applicable when you choose Nexben’s ICHRA solution. 

➢Reduced Other Post-Retirement Benefits (OPEB) costs: The requirement to show 
budgeted cash on hand to fund three years of retiree health insurance payment obligation 
ends with an ICHRA. Retirees can be shifted into Medicare programs with often better 
benefits. You need only retain a line item in your budget to pay for your annual 
contributions toward Medicare program participation.

➢Controlled health risk costs: You are no longer responsible for your employees’ health 
spend.
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Key Benefits of the Nexben ICHRA Solution

Two companies that saved money by switching from group plans to Nexben’s ICHRA 
solution:

➢A national freight transportation company faced a 30% renewal increase on its fully 
insured plan for the consecutive year. The company was out of options it could afford. 
Nexben showed the freight company that, through our ICHRA solution, it could reduce its 
overall annual premium costs by more than $200,000 (a 27.9% reduction). The company 
chose Nexben, saved the money, and passed a percentage of the savings on to its 
employees.

➢A residential property management company was searching for a solution to help keep 
the price of offering employee benefits down while also providing its employees with 
more plan options. By choosing Nexben’s ICHRA solution, the company saved $849K (a 
54.1% reduction) in overall annual premium costs. Employees saved an overall average of 
$2.7K per year and the employer saved an overall average $5.6K per covered employee. 

2. SPEND LESS TIME AND EFFORT ON ADMINISTRATION
On our platform, carriers, insurance brokers, employers, and employees easily and seamlessly 
interact in real-time:

➢Your broker can quickly generate multi-carrier quotes and proposals for your review.
➢You will compare all the available health plans, then select a complete benefits package 

that satisfies both your employees and your bottom line.
➢Your employees can independently shop, compare, and select from all available plans.
➢You will approve carrier payments with a click of a with our uniquely automated premium 

billing feature that generates premium payments to each insurance carrier based on the 
employee’s individual policy selection. 

Employers offering an ICHRA to their employees see a drastic reduction in the stress, effort, and 
cost of managing employee benefits and handling claims and reimbursements. The Nexben 
ICHRA solution simplifies your administrators' processes. Administrators can view, pay, and 
track monthly premiums all within the Nexben dashboard. There are no receipts to collect, 
forms to complete, or reimbursement forms to fill out, review, and approve. 

3. OFFER MORE EMPLOYEE CHOICES WITH GREATER FLEXIBILITY
How Nexben’s platform works from an employee’s perspective: 

➢Employees access a consumer-friendly, personalized, benefits portal to shop and compare 
all available individual health plans.

➢Employees select a plan and complete the online process using an eSignature protocol.
➢Employer contributions are applied to the monthly insurance premiums of the plan 

selected by the employee. 
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Key Benefits of the Nexben ICHRA Solution (cont.)

➢Any remaining premium balance due may be paid via pre-tax payroll deduction with no 
reimbursement submission required.

➢Employees have more freedom to choose individual coverage that better suits their needs 
because they have more carrier coverage options.

➢Employees receive tax advantages as the reimbursements do not count toward taxable 
wages. 

➢Employees can take the individual insurance coverage with them if they leave the 
company. 

➢Retirees have an alternative to traditional group health plan coverage as well as access to 
HRA benefits.

Like other group health plans, employee contributions may be payroll deducted on a pre-tax 
basis. However, unlike a traditional group health plan, where you select a carrier and a few 
plans to offer your group, an ICHRA opens the door to individual plan choice. With Nexben’s 
ICHRA marketplace, you contribute a pre-tax allowance that the employee uses to help pay for 
individual health insurance coverage they select. Employees can easily shop, compare, and 
choose from all available individual health plans inside the simple, secure, Nexben insurance 
marketplace. 

Our ICHRA process is straightforward and intuitive. 
➢We provide the functionality for you to upload your employee census to the system. 
➢The system produces an automated invitation email and link. 
➢Once an invitee clicks on the link and creates a login, they can shop, compare, and select 

any individual plan available in their rating area. 
➢Our platform filters and narrows down the coverage options so the user can easily 

uncover the desired insurance plans. Filtering options include the deductible amount, out-
of-pocket expenses, HAS, carrier, and more. 

The Nexben ICHRA solution  gives all employees the opportunity to uncover the most 
appropriate plans for their unique situations instead of a choice between one or two middle-
of-the-road plans that meet average group needs.

The Bottom Line

As the cost of offering benefits continues to rise, employers are looking for solutions that fit 
their budgets while helping their employees. Part of that cost is the process brokers and agents 
have had to undertake, sifting through all the available plans on paper, creating spreadsheets, 
and then taking time to explain it all to their clients. Now, Nexben gives the brokers, carriers, 
employers, and employees a way to interact in real-time, on one platform, making the entire 
experience quicker, easier, and more cost-effective. 
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Nexben’s Additional Service Offering

In addition to our powerful technology platform that connects the nation’s health insurance 
marketplace, we can provide the following services:

➢Benefits Consulting
➢Administration Support
➢Medicare Education, Sales, and Enrollment Services
➢Market Analysis
➢General Agent Services
➢Broker Consultation Services
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Nexben Knowledge and Experience

Nexben can boast to providing more than 60 years of experience in the insurance industry 
including three decades as the Managing General Agent of the nation’s 10th largest carrier. Our 
book of business consists of more than 12,000 businesses, associations, and municipalities. We 
are the leading provider of pre-tax ICHRA solutions.

Our customer group sizes range from one to thousands, and we serve many municipal clients as 
well as the Small Business Association of Michigan. Our technology platform runs the State of 
Colorado’s Individual Public Exchange for healthcare. There are currently approximately 
179,000 individuals enrolled in the exchange through multiple carriers. 

Nexben’s Customer Care Team director, manager, and team members have many years of 
experience and knowledge. They have guided our customers through all aspects of onboarding, 
training, and on-going technological support with white glove service and attention.
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Association Memberships

AMA of West Michigan: American Marketing Association is an organization made up of 
members that strive to inspire dialogue, inclusion, passion, and creativity.
ATD: Association for Talent Development empowers professionals to develop talent in the 
workplace.
MAIA: Michigan Association of Insurance Agents
MSAE: Michigan Society of Association Executives is a not-for-profit membership organization 
that serves similar organizations in a variety of managerial and staff-specific roles.
NAHU: National Association of Health Underwriters advocates, at a national level, for our 
members and their clients, provides professional development and delivers resources to 
promote excellence.

➢ MAHU: Michigan Association of Health Underwriters is focused on improving the 
healthcare system in Michigan.

▪ NMAHU: Northern Michigan Association of Health Underwriters provides Northern 
Michigan residents with a preeminent organization for health insurance and 
employee benefit professionals for their health and well-being.

▪ SMAHU: Southwest Michigan Association of Health Underwriters helps members 
obtain insurance for clients who are struggling to balance their desire to purchase 
high-quality and comprehensive benefits with the reality of rapidly escalating 
medical costs.

▪ WMAHU: West Michigan Association of Health Underwriters improves members 
ability to meet the health and financial needs for the well-being of West Michigan 
residents through education, advocacy, charitable contributions, and professional 
development.

OHLA: Ohio Hotel Lodging Association - we are leveraging this association to promote Nexben 
to their members.
PMI of West Michigan: Project Management Institute of West Michigan is the world's leading 
association for those who consider project program or portfolio management their profession.
SBAM: Small Business Association of Michigan is the only statewide and state-based association 
that focuses solely on the needs of Michigan's small business community.
SHRM: Society of Human Resource Management empowers people and workplaces by 
advancing HR practices and by maximizing human potential.

In addition: 
Medical Alley: Membership provides a unique connection to the global community of leaders 
that is powering the evolution of healthcare
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Our Goal is 100% Customer Satisfaction

We pride ourselves on delivering exceptional customer care and support; and we guarantee 
your satisfaction with all Nexben personnel assigned to your account. Our Customer Care Team 
has many years of experience collaborating with people at all levels.

We provide our associates with perpetual coaching and training to maintain our high standard 
of customer service. Each staff member assigned to your account offers an extensive breadth of 
insurance knowledge. Each will provide the absolute best customer care experience to deliver a 
smooth roadmap for transitioning to our platform, the rollout process, and the continued 
support that follows. 

Nexben’s Customer Care Team is available for you, your employees, administrators, and 
anyone else in your organization who needs access to the platform. The team is available from 
7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. CST via phone or email to answer all questions, including technology 
questions, and to assist with navigating through the process of choosing, changing, and 
renewing coverage, if needed. 

As previously stated, we have a remote work environment with approximately 130 employees 
dispersed across all regions of the country to ensure we can provide local service to every 
single state.  However, we meet in person with our clients as often as necessary or required for 
any reason deemed, by either our clients or us, as crucial to achieving our clients’ goals and 
serving them in the best way possible.

Further, we take a proactive approach in keeping our customers informed and up to date 
regarding compliance and regulatory changes by using several strategies including:

➢Direct communication between your account manager and your Nexben Customer Care 
Team.

➢Monthly and ad hoc newsletters addressing industry, platform, product, and regulatory 
changes.

➢Articles and blogs distributed directly to our customers and posted on our website.
➢On-demand and live training on relevant topics. 
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Annual Renewal and Process Evaluation

With the Nexben ICHRA solution, you define the contribution amount each year. At renewal 
time, an automated e-mail is sent to your employees letting them know they can do nothing to 
be automatically renewed in the plan the plan they chose at initial enrollment, or they may 
login to shop, compare, and choose a new plan for the next year. Nexben’s platform makes it 
effortless to assess potential cost-savings or differentiation in coverage. Different combinations 
of carrier products, plan types, and pre-tax contribution strategies can be easily evaluated to 
make data-driven decisions and uncover the most comprehensive benefits package. 

By choosing the Nexben ICHRA solution, you will see a drastic reduction in administrative 
stress, efforts, and costs. Most of our processes are automated and many of the functions 
associated with administrating a group plan become irrelevant and are no longer applicable. 
Nexben’s ICHRA is intelligently designed to simplify the entire experience – from shopping to 
managing and everything in between. 

Nexben provides a single platform where carriers, insurance brokers, employers, and 
employees easily and seamlessly interact in real-time. With Nexben’s platform: 

➢Your broker can quickly generate multi-carrier quotes and proposals for your review.
➢You will compare all the available health plans, then select a complete benefits package 

that satisfies both your employees and your bottom line.
➢You will upload your employee census and establish your contribution amount.
➢Your employees can independently shop, compare, select, and enroll in all available 

coverage options in their area.
➢You will approve carrier payments with a click of a button because Nexben provides a 

uniquely automated premium billing feature that facilitates premium payments to each 
insurance carrier based on the employee’s individual policy selection. 

➢Unlike other insurance solutions, there are no reimbursement forms to fill out or submit. 
The only requirement is a bank account from which Nexben can pay the premium via an 
ACH pull. 

➢You will receive a monthly payment reminder email and then an email receipt once the 
bank has released the payment from the account. 

We provide all training materials, enrollment and renewal notices, and technology support. 
Your broker will meet with you annually, or as often as you deem necessary, to help you 
understand how well your plan is working and discuss with you any changes you wish to make 
such as your contribution amount.
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Implementation and Training Overview

Getting Started

Your Nexben account manager and Customer Care Team will be your first line of support. Initial 
steps include an introductory period where your account manager will work with you to 
establish goals and timelines including establishing an orientation phase. Together you will 
refine a rollout approach appropriate to your context and timelines and provide learning 
opportunities for internal leads and key stakeholders to learn about the Nexben platform and 
the ICHRA solution. The Nexben Customer Care Team will then assist with an onboarding 
process, including helping you with the contribution strategy, and setting up your benefit plan 
on the platform. Materials designed for those eligible for benefits will be provided. Once these 
steps are complete, your account manager and Customer Care Team remain available to assist 
as needed.

Initial Onboarding Support 

An initial call or video meeting will be scheduled with your account manager and Customer Care 
Team to discuss the onboarding roadmap. This will include timelines, enrollment and 
implementation, contribution strategies, platform navigation, marketing strategy, and on-going 
support details. Instructions will be provided during the initial call that will enable you to 
complete an online sign up and create a secure benefit administrator user account. From there 
you will enter your organization’s information, which will include completing and uploading the 
employee census. This step is simple and easy and can be done by your benefits administrator 
along with your Customer Care Team, if desired. 

Your Nexben support team may be onsite or will be able to connect via remote video and 
phone to ensure everything proceeds smoothly. Our technology system allows any Nexben 
associate assisting you to see exactly where a person is in the system and be your guide through 
the entire process. Our highly trained representatives have a wealth of experience in employee 
benefits and in our technology to provide support at all levels. 

Enrollment Coordination

Once broker proposals are accepted, contribution strategies finalized, and you have decided on 
a date to go live with the Nexben ICHRA solution, the next step is to invite employees to enroll 
on the Nexben platform. During this phase, your administrator will upload the employee census 
to the platform and that information will be used to populate the employee directory on the 
platform. Then, all the employees you have deemed eligible will receive an email prompting 
them to set up their own personal account, which will give them direct access to their
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Implementation and Training Overview (cont.)

Enrollment Coordination (cont.)

personalized benefits portal. Then, we will schedule onboarding sessions with administrators 
and employees to align everyone to the enrollment process and prepare them for the renewal 
process. Employees will immediately have direct access to their personalized benefit portal 
where they will shop, compare, and select individual coverage options that best meet their 
needs 

Employees may select from any individual plan offered in their rating area. The step-by-step 
instructions on the platform make the process easy and seamless to navigate, even for first-
time users. An employee may select an individual health insurance policy that costs more than 
the monthly contribution allowance defined. The premium amount over the contribution (the 
“remainder”) is the employee’s responsibility. Pre-tax payment of this remainder may be 
allowed through a cafeteria plan, or arrangements can be made with the employee to pay for 
the balance on an after-tax basis (e.g., through after-tax payroll deduction), making it work as a 
traditional group plan. 

Once employees have selected their plans, they will use the eSignature protocol to complete 
their online enrollment process. All required carrier documents are populated automatically, 
retained in the employee’s account, and then sent to the appropriate carrier on their behalf. 
The administrator and Nexben will have visibility to support and assist an employee at any time 
to complete the enrollment. An enrollment dashboard is available on the platform, allowing 
your benefits administrator the ability to track the status of where each employee is in the 
enrollment process (Not Started, In Progress, or Completed).

Platform Enrollment Highlights 
➢Automated EDI/834 file feed enrollment with select carrier partners.
➢Ability to automate enrollment with other medical and/or ancillary carriers upon request.
➢Paper enrollment capabilities for carriers with which Nexben is not integrated.
➢E-Sign enabled enrollment. 
➢Real-time notifications. 
➢Consolidated list bill report for pre-tax payroll deductions. 
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Administration Benefits with Nexben’s Platform

As previously stated, Nexben has many years of experience as a Managing General Agent. 
Licensed and appointed with carriers across the nation, we are the leading provider of ICHRA 
benefit plans. We will partner with you to analyze your existing coverage, help you determine 
the best cost-saving alternative strategies and plans, and assist you in the development of your 
goals. Our powerful technology platform can easily provide any statistics on your plan offering -
including utilization and performance, specific plan data, trends, and changing patterns. 

Benefit administration functionality on our platform includes:
➢Multi-payment processing. 
➢Consolidated billing and reporting. 
➢Affordable Care Act (ACA) reporting (While we currently do not file for the employer, we 

do provide the reporting and the required information to file forms 1094C and 1095C).
➢Qualifying life event monitoring and notifications. 
➢Run any combination of carriers, products, plan types, and budget scenarios, easily 

compare and make real-time changes.
➢Plan selection and enrollment progress status dashboard and tracking.                                                        
➢Employee portal connection status. 
➢Add/Terminate/Update employee enrollment. 
➢Upload documents and share employee messages. 
➢Resource guides, training tutorials, and videos. 
➢View plan selections and employee demographic information. 

In small group scenarios, reporting generally needs a third-part administrator. While we are not 
prevented from working with any carrier or third-party administrator, in the Nexben ICHRA 
scenario, the platform provides data and summary reports that can feed into other systems, 
like a payroll system. So, you no longer need to maintain the effort and costs associated with 
operating a large or small group plan as individual employees have individual policies. 

The ICHRA solution operates on the front end like a small group with a contribution strategy 
and allows fixed contribution amounts to be defined by tier. The back end operates more like 
an open market, with employees choosing among carriers and plans to spend the contribution 
dollars on the offered individual health coverage.

When you choose the Nexben ICRHA solution, many services you need help administering 
when you have a group plan are no longer relevant; and some services you need help with 
are already automated in our system. In any case, we have the knowledge and experience to 
advise and assist you in any endeavor you wish to undertake in making your benefits offering 
advantageous to both you as an employer and your employees. And we are always willing to 
discuss new partners for ancillary products and/or services we may not currently offer.
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Analysis and Reporting

➢Nexben is well-equipped to partner with you to analyze your existing coverage, help you 
determine the best cost-saving alternative strategies and plans, and assist you in the 
development of your goals. 

➢Our powerful technology platform can easily provide any statistics on your plan offering 
including utilization and performance, specific plan data, trends, changing patterns, and ACA 
reporting. We can also provide market analyses and industry benchmarking.

➢As previously stated, most of our systems are automated and can provide data and summary 
reports that feed into other systems, like a payroll system. You will no longer need to 
maintain the effort and costs associated with operating a large group plan as your employees 
will have individual policies

➢We have in-house, national experts who can offer legal, regulatory, and compliance counsel
to enable both our customers and us to remain informed and compliant with all industry 
standards. 

➢We also have a strategic partnership with the firm that authored the new policy that allows 
HRA use for reimbursement of individual medical insurance premiums. Our partnership with 
this firm keeps our organization informed on legal and policy changes, legal interpretations,
new case law, or other compliance advisories. This helps us keep customers using our
platform to remain informed and compliant.
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Wellness Program

Through our ICHRA solution, Nexben can offer any wellbeing ancillary programs available in 
your state. Some of the plans your employees will choose from in the insurance marketplace 
will include these programs. We can discuss how you would like to approach the inclusion of 
wellness programs, or incentivize wellness, though your contribution strategy will assist in 
addressing the use of wellness programs to reduce claims by making contribution a fixed cost. 
We have an Employee Assistance Program (EAP) that can be contracted with as well. 
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JOHN M KELLY

401 N 3RD STREET 

SUITE 310

MINNEAPOLIS MN 55401

State Of Illinois

Insurance License

JOHN M KELLY

License No: 739670

This is to certify that pursuant to requirements of the Illinois Insurance code the above individual is licensed to do business 
in the state of Illinois with the following authority:

LICENSE TYPE LINES OF AUTHORITY
Insurance Producer Health

Life

LOA

EFFECTIVE

DATE
12/17/2020

12/17/2020

LICENSE LICENSE
EFFECTIVE EXPIRATION

DATE DATE
12/17/2020 12/31/2022

NPN: 739670

License No: 739670 NPN: 739670

This is to certify that pursuant to requirements of the Illinois Insurance code the above individual is licensed to do business in the state 
of Illinois with the following authority:

LINES OF AUTHORITY

LOA 
EFFECTIVE 

DATE
12/17/2020

12/17/2020

LICENSE TYPE
Insurance Producer Health

Life

LICENSE 
EFFECTIVE 

DATE
12/17/2020

LICENSE 
EXPIRATION 

DATE
12/31/2022

State Of Illinois
Insurance License

JOHN M KELLY

For questions regarding a license, contact the 
Illinois Department of Insurance at 
DOI.licensing@illinois.gov

This insurance license shall remain in effect until the expiration date unless suspended, revoked or denied. If required, the licensee 
must complete continuing education, renew the license and pay all applicable renewal fees as required by Illinois administrative code 
prior to the expiration date.

mailto:DOI.licensing@illinois.gov


TAMMY K DEUR

5900 HOOGSTRAAT RD

CONKLIN MI 49403-9319

State Of Illinois

Insurance License

TAMMY K DEUR

License No: 8289559

This is to certify that pursuant to requirements of the Illinois Insurance code the above individual is licensed to do business 
in the state of Illinois with the following authority:

LICENSE TYPE LINES OF AUTHORITY

LICENSE
EXPIRATION

DATE

04/30/2024Insurance Producer
Health

Life

LOA

EFFECTIVE

DATE

03/26/2020

03/26/2020

LICENSE
EFFECTIVE

DATE

05/01/2022

NPN: 8289559

License No: 8289559 NPN: 8289559

This is to certify that pursuant to requirements of the Illinois Insurance code the above individual is licensed to do business in the state 
of Illinois with the following authority:

LICENSE TYPE
Insurance Producer

LOA 
EFFECTIVE 

DATE
03/26/2020

03/26/2020

LINES OF AUTHORITY
Health

Life

LICENSE 
EFFECTIVE 

DATE
05/01/2022

LICENSE 
EXPIRATION 

DATE
04/30/2024

State Of Illinois
Insurance License

TAMMY K DEUR

For questions regarding a license, contact the 
Illinois Department of Insurance at 
DOI.licensing@illinois.gov

This insurance license shall remain in effect until the expiration date unless suspended, revoked or denied. If required, the licensee 
must complete continuing education, renew the license and pay all applicable renewal fees as required by Illinois administrative code 
prior to the expiration date.

mailto:DOI.licensing@illinois.gov


LISA M MARZOLINO

7208 NANTUCKET DR 

BYRON CENTER MI 49315

State Of Illinois

Insurance License

LISA M MARZOLINO

License No: 17713712

This is to certify that pursuant to requirements of the Illinois Insurance code the above individual is licensed to do business 
in the state of Illinois with the following authority:

LICENSE TYPE LINES OF AUTHORITY

LICENSE
EXPIRATION

DATE

04/30/2024Insurance Producer
Health

Life

LOA

EFFECTIVE

DATE

09/02/2020

09/02/2020

LICENSE
EFFECTIVE

DATE

05/01/2022

NPN: 17713712

License No: 17713712 NPN: 17713712

This is to certify that pursuant to requirements of the Illinois Insurance code the above individual is licensed to do business in the state 
of Illinois with the following authority:

LICENSE TYPE
Insurance Producer

LOA 
EFFECTIVE 

DATE
09/02/2020

09/02/2020

LINES OF AUTHORITY
Health

Life

LICENSE 
EFFECTIVE 

DATE
05/01/2022

LICENSE 
EXPIRATION 

DATE
04/30/2024

State Of Illinois
Insurance License

LISA M MARZOLINO

For questions regarding a license, contact the 
Illinois Department of Insurance at 
DOI.licensing@illinois.gov

This insurance license shall remain in effect until the expiration date unless suspended, revoked or denied. If required, the licensee 
must complete continuing education, renew the license and pay all applicable renewal fees as required by Illinois administrative code 
prior to the expiration date.

mailto:DOI.licensing@illinois.gov


ROBERT JAMES WILLIAMS 

527 S ROSE ST 

KALAMAZOO MI 49007-5243

State Of Illinois

Insurance License

ROBERT JAMES WILLIAMS

License No: 9541557

This is to certify that pursuant to requirements of the Illinois Insurance code the above individual is licensed to do business 
in the state of Illinois with the following authority:

LICENSE TYPE LINES OF AUTHORITY

LICENSE

EXPIRATION

DATE

06/30/2023Insurance Producer
Health

Life

LOA

EFFECTIVE

DATE

09/20/2021

09/20/2021

LICENSE

EFFECTIVE

DATE

09/20/2021

NPN: 9541557

License No: 9541557 NPN: 9541557

This is to certify that pursuant to requirements of the Illinois Insurance code the above individual is licensed to do business in the state 
of Illinois with the following authority:

LINES OF AUTHORITY

LOA 
EFFECTIVE 

DATE
09/20/2021

09/20/2021

LICENSE TYPE
Insurance Producer Health

Life

LICENSE 
EFFECTIVE 

DATE
09/20/2021

LICENSE 
EXPIRATION 

DATE
06/30/2023

State Of Illinois
Insurance License

ROBERT JAMES WILLIAMS

For questions regarding a license, contact the 
Illinois Department of Insurance at 
DOI.licensing@illinois.gov

This insurance license shall remain in effect until the expiration date unless suspended, revoked or denied. If required, the licensee 
must complete continuing education, renew the license and pay all applicable renewal fees as required by Illinois administrative code 
prior to the expiration date.

mailto:DOI.licensing@illinois.gov


ESTHER POWERS

1657 RED FOX RUN SW 

LILBURN GA 30047-2461

License No: 15655972

This is to certify that pursuant to requirements of the Illinois Insurance code the above individual is licensed to do business 
in the state of Illinois with the following authority:

LICENSE

EXPIRATION

DATE

04/30/2023

LICENSE TYPE LINES OF AUTHORITY

Insurance Producer Life

Health

LOA

EFFECTIVE

DATE

10/14/2019

10/14/2019

LICENSE

EFFECTIVE

DATE

05/01/2021

NPN: 15655972

State Of Illinois

Insurance License

ESTHER POWERS

Doing Business As: Esther Zaire Howard

License No: 15655972 NPN: 15655972

This is to certify that pursuant to requirements of the Illinois Insurance code the above individual is licensed to do business in the state 
of Illinois with the following authority:

LINES OF AUTHORITY

LOA 
EFFECTIVE 

DATE
10/14/2019

10/14/2019

LICENSE TYPE
Insurance Producer Life

Health

LICENSE 
EFFECTIVE 

DATE
05/01/2021

LICENSE 
EXPIRATION 

DATE
04/30/2023

State Of Illinois
Insurance License

ESTHER POWERS

Doing Business As: Esther Zaire Howard

For questions regarding a license, contact the 
Illinois Department of Insurance at 
DOI.licensing@illinois.gov

This insurance license shall remain in effect until the expiration date unless suspended, revoked or denied. If required, the licensee 
must complete continuing education, renew the license and pay all applicable renewal fees as required by Illinois administrative code 
prior to the expiration date.

mailto:DOI.licensing@illinois.gov
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CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE
DATE (MM/DD/YYYY)

08/29/2021

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.

THIS CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE

POLICIES BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S),

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.

IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must be endorsed. If SUBROGATIONIS WAIVED,

subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement. A statement on this certificate does not

confer rights to the certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).
PRODUCER CONTACT

USI INSURANCE SERVICES LLC

41716289

8000 NORMAN CENTER DR STE 500

NAME:

PHONE

(A/C, No, Ext):

(877) 853-2582 FAX (888) 443-6112
(A/C, No):

BLOOMINGTON MN 55437 E-MAIL

ADDRESS:

INSURER(S) AFFORDING COVERAGE NAIC#

INSURED

Nexben Inc.

150 S 5TH ST STE 1750

MINNEAPOLIS MN 55402-4200

INSURER A : Hartford Underwriters Insurance Company 30104

INSURER B :

INSURER C :

INSURER D :

INSURER E :

INSURER F :

COVERAGES CERTIFICATE NUMBER: REVISION NUMBER:
THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD

INDICATED.NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS

CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,

EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.

INSR

LTR
TYPE OF INSURANCE ADDL

INSR

SUBR

WVD
POLICY NUMBER POLICY EFF

(MM/DD/YYYY)

POLICY EXP

(MM/DD/Y YYY)
LIMITS

A

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY

41 SBA AE0XJP 10/08/2021 10/08/2022

EACH OCCURRENCE $2,000,000

CLAIMS-MADE  X OCCUR DAMAGE TO RENTED

PREMISES (Ea occurrence)
$1,000,000

X General Liability MED EXP (Any one person) $10,000

PERSONAL & ADV INJURY $2,000,000

GEN'L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER: GENERAL AGGREGATE $4,000,000

X POLICY PRO-

LOC

JECT

OTH

ER:

PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGG $4,000,000

A

AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY

41 SBA AE0XJP 10/08/2021 10/08/2022

COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT

(Ea accident)
$2,000,000

ANY AUTO BODILY INJURY (Per person)

ALL OWNED

AUTO

S  

HIRED 

AUTO

S

SCHEDULED

AUTOS

NON-OWNED

AUTOS

BODILY INJURY (Per accident)

X X
PROPERTY DAMAGE

(Per accident)

A

X UMBRELLA LIAB  

EXCESS LIAB

X OCCUR

CLAIMS

- MADE 41 SBA AE0XJP 10/08/2021 10/08/2022

EACH OCCURRENCE $1,000,000

AGGREGATE $1,000,000

DED RETENTION $ 10,000

WORKERS COMPENSATION

AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY

ANY

Y/N
PROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTIVE

N/ A

PER

STATUTE

OTH-

ER

E.L. EACH ACCIDENT

OFFICER/MEMBEREXCLUDED? E.L. DISEASE -EA EMPLOYEE

(Mandatoryin NH)

If yes, describe under

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS below

E.L. DISEASE - POLICY LIMIT

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS / LOCATIONS / VEHICLES (ACORD 101, Additional Remarks Schedule, may be attached if more space is required)

The Business Liability Coverage Part includes a Blanket Additional Insured By Contract Endorsement, Form SL 30 32.

CERTIFICATE HOLDER CANCELLATION
SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED

BEFORE THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED 

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

© 1988-2015 ACORD CORPORATION. All rights reserved.

The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORDACORD 25 (2016/03)
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Nexben References

➢State of Colorado - 179,000 people enrolled; Multiple carriers
▪ Individual Public Exchange 

• Contact: Brian Braun
• Role:  CFO, Connect for Colorado
• Address:  4600 Ulster St., Suite 300, Denver, CO, 80237
• Phone:  303.548.4637
• Email:  bbraun@c4cho.com
• Website:  https://connectforhealthco.com

➢Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan (BCBSM) – 10th largest insurance carrier nationwide
▪ General Agency Client 

• Contact:  Amanda M. Bobrovetski
• Role:  Director, Small Group Sales & Service, MI Business
• Phone:  313.912.6703
• Email:  Abobrovetski@bcbsm.com

➢Small Business Association of Michigan – Many individuals; Multiple carriers
▪ Billing Client

• Contact:  Scott Lyon
• Role:  Sr. Vice President
• Address:  120 N. Washington Sq., Lansing, MI 48933
• Phone:  517.492.1232
• Email:  scott.lyon@sbam.org

➢City of Alpena - 103 enrolled; Carrier is Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan
▪ BCBSM Client 

• Contact:  Matt Waligora
• Role:  Mayor
• Address:  250 W. Chisholm St., Alpena, MI
• Phone:  989.887.2521
• Email:  mattwa@alpena.mi.us
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Brokerage Fee Statement

Nexben receives commission on the sales from the carriers whose plans the employees 
choose. Nexben collects no brokerage fee from our customers. 

The only fee Nexben collects from our customers is a $20 Per Subscriber Per Month 
(PSPM) fee. 

This fee covers the following services:
➢Data maintenance
➢ Financial transactions
➢Marketplace provision
➢Costs related to Security/Compliance
➢Eligibility updates
➢Census uploads
➢ Self-serve reporting
➢Marketplace access
➢Renewal notifications
➢Guided renewals
➢Plan/policy comparisons
➢Automated documentation
➢White labeled portals
➢Payment setup with direct reconciliation to the carrier 

Our customers benefit by having:
➢No claims management 
➢No reimbursements management 
➢No document creation
➢No stop-loss insurance
➢Reduced renewal notifications or tasks 
➢Reduced tasks related to running a group plan

This is a fixed-cost solution based on the number of employees made eligible each 
month. The $20 PSPM will not go up for the length of the first contract. 
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Estimated Cost Proposal Based on Information 
Available in the RFP

The table below is an example of what our cost proposal looks like. 
We need your company census and your contribution strategy to produce the 
actual cost of this plan.

Note that in most cases, employee uptake is around 55%. 
➢The numbers above assume 100% uptake to give the most conservative view. 
➢You will only be charged for the employees made eligible each month who elect to take the 

benefits.  
➢Total costs would include the organization’s defined contribution amount. 
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Indicative 

Forecast^

# of 

employees

Estimated # of 

retirees^^
PSPM Annual PSPM Cost

Employer Monthly 

Per Person 

Contribution 

Scenario**

Employer Annual 

Contribution at 

100% participation

Estimated Total 

Cost of Ownership

2022 126 13 $20 $33,264 $                       - $                87,415 $120,679 

2023 126 13 $20 $33,264 $                       - $                87,415 $120,679 

2024 126 13 $20 $33,264 $                       - $                87,415 $120,679 

2025 126 13 $20 $33,264 $                       - $                87,415 $120,679 

2026 126 13 $20 $33,264 $                       - $                87,415 $120,679 

5-year Total* $20 $166,320 $                       - $437,077 $603,397 

*Totals would only change based on 1) # of employees or 2) retirees made eligible

** The employee contribution can be changed to whatever the employer desires or has negotiated; assumptions are in our illustrative proposal Excel sheet above

***Note the stability of the fixed model – your contribution stays the same (unless adjusted for inflation, or is negotiated, etc. The rise is not necessarily based on the increased 

premium cost. We’ve used 2021 individual rates in Salt Lake County for this proposal.

^This forecast does not include the possibility of shifting retirees to Medicare at 65, which would allow the dept to de-risk OPEB obligations to only the amount needed to fund 

Medicare premiums for one year

^^ Retiree costs would be around $250 per month for Medicare premiums, and are not included in the total cost of ownership as this is not in scope of the RFP



© 2021 Nexben, Inc. All rights 

reserved.

Thank you.
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____________________________________________________________________________________ 

All information submitted by Brown & Brown in response to The City of Highland’s Request for Proposal (RFP) is non-binding and 
for evaluation purposes only. The data provided herein provides a general overview of Brown & Brown products and services. 
Analytics, pricing, and program structure are preliminary based on information included in The City of Highland, IL RFP and is 
subject to adjustment or modification by Brown & Brown upon further review, consideration, and negotiation of the terms and 
conditions of a definitive final agreement. 

The data and information contained in this RFP, including attachments, is privileged and confidential and may not be reproduced, 
published, or distributed to, or for, any third parties without the express prior written consent of Brown & Brown. It is intended only 
for the exclusive use of The City of Highland, IL.



Introduction 
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We are grateful for the opportunity to showcase our capabilities throughout this request for proposal 
response. Brown & Brown is uniquely qualified to handle The City of Highland’s “The City” benefits 
brokerage and consulting needs.  Our distinction lies in the extensive public entity experience and 
insurance expertise possessed by our staff. Our expertise, combined with a wide array of sophisticated 
tools and technologies, allows us to solve problems and deliver recommendations quickly and accurately. 

In reviewing our response to this RFP, you will discover that we offer specific advantages in each outlined 
area. Our goal is to be much more than a transactional broker. We add value for our clients where most 
firms cannot and welcome the opportunity to help The City of Highland reach their employee benefits 
goals. We strive to exceed our client’s service expectations and raise the bar for ourselves every year. 
We are confident that our historic performance with other clients will manifest into a similarly successful 
relationship with The City of Highland, Illinois.  We look forward to the opportunity to demonstrate our 
innovative consulting capabilities.  

Brown & Brown confirms that we can meet & exceeds the requirements of The City’s RFP as outlined in 
sections IV. Minimum Qualifications, X. Assurances, and VI. Requirements of Broker.  We have provided 
detail regarding the delivery of our consulting and brokerage services.  As the 5th largest brokerage firm in 
the country, Brown & Brown can and will deliver all of the services needed to fulfil the requirements of this 
RFP. 
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Our Story 

Brown & Brown Insurance was founded in 1939 as a two-partner firm and has risen to become one of the 

largest insurance brokerages in the world. Powered by a culture that values high performance and 

perseverance, Brown & Brown is arguably the most efficient operating platform in the insurance 

brokerage business. With a long-standing history of proven success, Brown & Brown continues to grow 

and thrive in the extremely competitive and constantly changing insurance industry. 

Our History 

Brown & Brown Insurance was founded in Daytona Beach, Florida, in 1939 by cousins J. Adrian Brown 

and Charles Covington Owen. In 1959, Adrian’s son, Hyatt, took leadership of the family business. Under 

his direction, the Brown & Brown vision of a lean and customer- centric organization came into focus. 

Following a merger in 1993, the company became Poe & Brown, Inc.  In 1998, Poe & Brown was 

changed back to Brown & Brown and became listed on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE: BRO), 

joining the S&P 500 in 2021. The company has continued to thrive under Chief Executive Officer (CEO) J. 

Powell Brown, who became the third generation of the family to lead the organization in 2009.  We 

consistently deliver high-quality solutions and services to a broad array of customers. Brown & Brown has 

become one of the insurance industry’s most powerful and influential leaders. 

In 2018, Brown & Brown purchased Hays Companies.  Hays Companies is now a region within Brown & 

Brown and is doing business as Brown & Brown.  You will find the Hays Companies name on some of our 

samples and exhibits. 

Mission Statement 

We are dedicated to making a positive difference in the lives of our customers by helping to protect what 

they value most. 

Guiding Principles 

We believe in doing what is best for our customers, communities, teammates, carrier partners and 

shareholders—always. The cornerstones of our organization’s guiding principles are people, 

performance, service and innovation. 

Our Culture 

Brown & Brown’s deeply rooted culture is built on integrity, innovation, superior capabilities, and 

discipline. Our culture is not built through “big company” messaging; it is created by those that put in the 

work and remain true to shared values and a commitment to always doing what is best for our customers 

and our communities. 

Our St. Louis Office Information 

Brown & Brown of St. Louis manages the employee benefits for several public entities including, The City 
of Florissant, St. Clair County IL, The City of Rolla, They City of Sullivan, The City of Brentwood (Ancillary 
Products) Kirkwood School District, Lindbergh School District, St. Charles County Library District. 

 
Brown & Brown Insurance Contact Information 

Joe Matteuzzi or Monica Terrazas  

314.917.4640 or 636.590.4112 

16091 Swingley Ridge Rd., Suite 160 Chesterfield MO 63017 

www.bbrown.com 
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We strive to remove the “transactional” renewal experience and replace it with a perpetual evaluation 
process. The following describes the Brown & Brown’ and proposed service team methodology for helping 
The City to achieve established objectives and ultimately reach optimal health plan performance as we look 
to secure benefit programs which are structured to be cost effective, competitive and efficient to administer: 

 

• Objective Setting: This is a detailed process to determine client philosophy and define goals to 
meet The City ’s financial and retention objectives.  
 

• Program Design: We will utilize benchmarking data and our Health Plan Intelligence analysis to 
design a program that is competitive within your industry and meets The City ’s diverse associate 
needs while remaining cost effective. 
 

• Vendor Evaluation and Marketing: Brown & Brown will internally underwrite and aggressively 
negotiate the appropriate renewal action with insurance carriers and when necessary, market the 
plan. A formal request for proposal will be delivered to qualified markets and a comprehensive 
market evaluation will be provided to assist The City in vendor selection. 
 

• Implementation, Communication and On-going Support: Brown & Brown will work closely 
with The City ’s vendors to ensure timely implementation, provide associate communication 
materials and continued administrative support. 

 

• Data Analysis and Program Monitoring: We continually monitor actual plan performance to 
determine if objectives are being met. 

 
Every year, we will coordinate a strategy meeting with The City to learn about your goals and objectives 
and what you hope to achieve in the upcoming years. We will follow-up with additional meetings, 
coordinate vendor introductions and discussions, monitor vendor performance, negotiate renewal rates 
and assist in establishing employee contributions. We have great success in partnering with our clients to 
develop strategy and help them implement and update the plan. We believe that a three-year rolling 
strategy works well because of the continual risk of significant market and regulatory changes. 
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Strategic Consulting Work Plan 

  

Project Planning Internal / External 
Resources 

Present / Evaluate 
Alternative Plan Strategies 

Make Presentation to 
Decision Makers 

• Confirm scope and 
objectives 

• Establish partnership 

• Determine decision 
process and key 
stakeholders 
 

• Identify tasks 
 

• Assign roles and 
responsibilities 
 

• Identify information to be 
gathered: what, who, how 
 

• Review strategy and 
direction already in place 
 

• Review draft of Interview 
Guide  

• Interview stakeholders 
 

• Competitive assessment 
- Benchmarking 
- Cost driver analysis 
- Demographics 
- Utilization 
- Unit costs / discounts 
- Pharmacy 
- Fixed costs 

•  

• Review current plans 
- Benefit design 
- Coverage options 
- Costs 
- Employee contributions 
- Enrollment patterns 

•  

• Assess employee benefit 
needs 

• Present recommendation 
with the following analysis 
- Costs (short- and long-

term) 
- Industry practices 
- Advantages/disadvantag

es of recommendations 
- Employee impact 
- Legal issues/Risks 
- Communication, systems 

and administration 
requirements 

• Appropriateness of 
Advanced strategies 

- Population health 
management 

- Disease management 
- Consumerism 
- Best practice purchasing 

•  

• Review findings in working 
session 

• Present recommendations 
and rationale 

Make Presentation to 
Decision Makers 

Detailed work plan • Employee Benefit Policy 
Statement 

•  

• Understanding of 
current situation 

• Strategic timeline 
- Short-term 

interventions 
- Long-term vision 

•  

• Plan design 
•  

• Transition plan 
•  

• Communication strategy 
•  

• Administrative solutions 
•  

• Implementation  

•  

• Monitor costs, employee 
satisfaction and consumer 
behavior 

•  

• Modify strategies and 
tactics as issues emerge 

Approval 

Re-evaluate Annually 
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Once the strategic direction is set and the benefit program is designed, we will help The City assess the 

vendor markets through a comprehensive Request for Proposal (RFP) process. RFP’s are tailored to 

reflect the specific needs of The City. They are then distributed to vendor markets that are most capable 

of delivering in accord with the established and desired plan designs. We coordinate the finalist interview 

process, which allows you the opportunity to meet and select the ultimate vendor to support your 

program. In addition to the meticulous RFP process, we manage the renewal process by leveraging our 

professional expertise to find out what is behind the numbers – focusing on the methodology that 

carriers/vendors employ to generate the needed premium. 

We believe in managing the renewal process, instead of the renewal process managing The City and us. 

To more effectively manage the renewal process, Brown & Brown has implemented several steps: 1) pre-

renewal meeting – 6 months prior to your plan anniversary, 2) underwriting the renewal before receiving 

the actual renewal from the carrier, 3) starting the process early, and 4) using proprietary software tools to 

forecast trends and negotiate with carriers. 

Renewal Analysis and Vendor Selection Sample Work Plan 
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Our local communications team will develop communications pieces as part of our standard service 

offering. Our communications team will work with your team to identify the desired content and the most 

appropriate modes of communication and delivery methods. Our team can assist throughout the entire 

communication process including effective communications delivery. The focus of a strategic 

communication plan is usually centered on the following goals: 

 

• Communicate year-round 

• Employees understand how cost of care and cost of coverage interrelate 

• Employees benefit from targeted communication 

• Employees value the total benefit program 

 

Using both print and online communication tools, we help you deliver the program message and reinforce 

the benefit program objectives. In general, the goal of our communication services is to generate the 

following advantages for The City of Highland: 

 

• Improved costs by encouraging participants to make smart, informed choices 

• Enhanced morale/productivity, particularly if The City must make benefit changes 

• Decreased burden on HR/internal staff 

• Lower risk of litigation 

• Reduced production time  

 

Knowing that the workforce consists of key generations of employees, we take a multi-generational 

approach to communication. We deploy communication to plan participants in various formats: print 

communication brochures, videos, and mobile applications, in addition to face-to-face meetings. 



Communication Resources 
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We provide the following communication services as part of our standard service offering: 

• Online communication 

• Professional communication brochures, including all design and print services 

• Open enrollment support/educational meetings 

• Open enrollment/new hire educational videos 

• Focused information and articles for benefit newsletters 

• Total Reward and other supplemental employee benefit communications 

• Benefit fair support 

• Webinars and webinar support 

• Seminars and seminar support 

• Client Resource Portal 

 

Communication Brochures and Benefits Guides 

Brown & Brown will provide a custom benefits communication guidebook for use at open enrollment or 

during employee recruitment. The multi-page communication guide will be customized to match The 

City’s logo and branding. The Guide will effectively outline your company’s benefits program in a concise 

and colorful brochure. The communication brochure is also available in a digital flipbook format, click here 

to see a sample. 

 

Brainshark Videos 

Through our Brainshark collaboration, we provide fast, engaging, and free eLearning and Benefit 

enrollment communications. With Brainshark, we can transform PowerPoints into customized videos that 

can include narration. These informative presentations help free up HR resources and reduce HR support 

calls during enrollment season.  
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Mobile Apps 

We build and maintain a comprehensive digital benefit guide that is completely customized and branded 

for your benefits program and needs. This digital benefit guide allows you and your employees to: 

• Access and print generic ID cards with group 

information 

• Download and print benefit related 

documents/forms 

• Quickly find service contact information and 

online resources 

• Review benefit plan design information 

• Download company benefit guides, posters, 

flyers, contact cards and more 

• Watch educational benefit videos 

• Find online provider directories 

 

Videos 

Studies show that half of millennials surveyed did not 

have a complete understanding of all the benefits options their employer provides. Employers are 

challenged with reaching and communicating to employees and their families with a consistent message 

at the right time—without an easy way to measure success. Brown & Brown also offers its clients 

captivating and informative video communications for The City. Some of this technology incurs an 

additional cost to the core consulting fees included in the proposal. Videos can be a great resource to 

maintain a consistent voice across a remote workforce while providing communication on timely and 

relevant topics.  

Benefit Enrollment/Open Enrollment Video Demo: https://vimeopro.com/mojosolo/hays-open-enrollment-

videos; password: “mojosolo”. 

Benefits Announcements 

We can develop postcards, flyers, payroll stuffers and articles to announce and explain current benefit 

offerings or promote open enrollment. 

Monthly Newsletters 

Keep your employees healthy, well and safe with our monthly Live Well, Work Well newsletter. Flyers are 

also available for targeting specific health conditions.

https://vimeopro.com/mojosolo/hays-open-enrollment-videos
https://vimeopro.com/mojosolo/hays-open-enrollment-videos
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Brown & Brown’s internal compliance department is led by four in-house attorneys. Our Corporate 

Compliance Department serves one purpose; monitor regulatory and legislative developments at both the 

State and Federal level and communicate those issues to each of our clients. Our team is dedicated to 

ensuring our clients are in the know when legislation and/or regulation changes occur.  We recommend 

proactive solutions to best manage organizational risks. We deliver electronic regulatory updates, 

compliance seminars, customized compliance reviews, documented guidance, ERISA document review, 

wrap document preparation and compliance deliverables. 

 Scott Wold, J.D., Vice President, Regulatory and Legislative Strategy 

With over 17 years of employee benefits experience, Scott Wold serves as the Vice President - 
Regulatory and Legislative Strategy in the Employee Benefits division of Brown & Brown. Scott is 
responsible for researching and analyzing appropriate industry responses and best practices to address 
key legislative and regulatory efforts. Scott supports the Brown & Brown team members and customers 
regarding matters pertaining to customer compliance with employee benefit laws such as the Affordable 
Care Act, ERISA, HIPAA and COBRA. 

Prior to joining Brown & Brown, Scott worked as a lawyer in private practice. He was most recently a 
shareholder of the law firm of Hitesman & Wold, P.A., where he practiced exclusively in the employee 

benefits area since 2004. 

 

Compliance and Legal Support 

Brown & Brown recognizes that one of the most important aspects of working with clients is to provide 

timely and accurate information on topics that affect how employers and benefit plans operate. As brokers 

and consultants, our value to our clients depends on how well we can achieve this goal. This is 

increasingly important as the benefits’ field continues to look for products and systems that can make 

plans more effective and efficient. The Brown & Brown Regulatory and Legislative Department, which 

includes five in-house ERISA attorneys, provides insight and information regarding the legislative and 

regulatory requirements for employee welfare benefits to its employees as well as the clients served by 

Brown & Brown. 

The Regulatory and Legislative Department provides the following services: 

• A review of the client’s employee benefit plans utilizing Brown & Brown CoreCompliance, a 

proprietary application created by Brown & Brown Regulatory and Legislative department. 

• Areas of the law reviewed include ERISA, Section 125, ACA General Topics, ACA Employer 

Mandate, Reporting Under the Employer Mandate, COBRA, Wellness Plans, Self-Insured Plans, 

and HIPAA Privacy and Security. 

• Assisting in interpreting new laws and regulations impacting employee benefits 

• Web-based training (webinars) for clients 

• Monthly updates on various employee benefit topics, including the Affordable Care Act (ACA), 

HIPAA, FMLA, state laws and other regulatory changes impacting employee benefit plans. 

• E-mail communications regarding issues that are of topical interest to our clients. 

• Legislative Briefs detailing important issues, such as the latest information on the ACA, HIPAA, 

COBRA, FMLA, ADA, etc. 

• Research and analysis to help our staff respond to client questions 

• Form 5500 preparation  
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CoreCompliance 

Brown & Brown utilizes CoreCompliance, a web-based application that can be used to identify 

compliance issues within The City ’s employee benefits program.  

CoreCompliance is: 

• A web-based application developed on a decision tree 

platform. 

• Areas that are currently covered by the application include, 

Section 125, ERISA, HIPAA, Self-Insurance, ACA Employer 

Mandate, ACA Employer Reporting, ACA General Topics, 

Wellness Plans, and COBRA.  

• Within the decision tree, different branches lead to points 

where a note will be made that will then auto populate a final 

report. For example, an employer states that because of the 

ACA, they now have non-salaried employees participating in their Section 125 plan to pay for 

major medical coverage that are not eligible for other benefits offered under the Section 125 plan. 

The application notes that this is a possible discrimination issue and allows the consultant to write 

in a course of action to address the issue further.  

• As noted above, the application will generate a formatted final report. 

• This report can be used to address compliance issues with current clients and suggest ways to 

streamline and simplify an employer’s employee benefits program from a compliance perspective. 

• The action plan can be addressed either through corrections made by the employer to identified 

issues, Brown & Brown Compliance team, or through the use of outside resources (for instance, 

using outside counsel to develop a wrap document for a fully-insured plan to be ERISA 

compliant). 
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We will provide The City Highland with a monthly update on the group’s medical and dental plans’ 

performance. The reporting package illustrates the funded loss ratios and high case activity, two critical 

measurements required for the underwriting process.  

Information and education are critical to effectively managing costs of benefit plans. Without sufficient 

data it is impossible to design programs that will be priced appropriately. We are the experts in this aspect 

of benefits and cost management. 

Types of reports and timing of the reports are as follows: All reports are included as part of our standard 

service offering. 

• Monthly Claims vs Budget, utilization, large claim analysis, etc. 

• Annual Health Plan Intelligence  

• Quarterly – Annual IBNR (incurred but not reported) 

• Pre-Renewal & Renewal High Case Analysis- Stop Loss 

• Pre-Renewal & Renewal Plan Design Alternatives 

• Pre-Renewal & Renewal Underwriting Forecast  

• Pre-Renewal & Renewal Contribution Analysis  

• Pre-Renewal & Renewal Rate Setting 

Health Plan Intelligence (HPI) Reporting and TRUECost Analytics 

We believe one of the major differentiators to Brown & Brown is the delivery of our Plan Analytics & 

Modeling tool, Health Plan Intelligence, more commonly referred to as HPI. HPI is our primary tool in a 

comprehensive analysis of a given plan year, program efficacy, total enterprise risk and underwriting 

efficiency.  

To perform our HPI analysis, we use the raw claims data that we obtain from your medical, dental, vision, 

disability, workers comp, safety, biometrics and productivity insurance carriers to review a summary of the 

charges, procedure details, discounts and cost-per-member expenses that our proprietary technology 

provides. This comprehensive data set deploys optimal decision-making opportunities for our clients and 

long-term strategies best suited to manage your unique organizational risks.  

The core of any successful approach to plan management is to ensure that all design recommendations 

and decisions are founded on strong empirical data. To effectively execute a successful plan, we must 

fully analyze all components of a benefit model and have a complete understanding of the precise cost 

drivers for each major spending component (i.e. medical claims, pharmacy claims, fixed costs, disease 

and wellness programs, etc.). The first step in performing this type of analysis is to ensure organizations 

receive detailed and actionable data which we provide through our HPI reporting and analytic tools. 

HPI Dashboard  

To view a video on the HPI Dashboard, either select the image or follow 

this link: HPI Dashboard. Password is “hays”, all lowercase. 

The HPI Dashboard is a management-level, key performance indicator and 

benchmarking report. The HPI Dashboard provides an understandable and 

intuitive view of how a health plan is performing with specific focus on the cost of key employee and 

dependent populations, key service areas, as well as underlying conditions. 

The HPI Dashboard is fundamental to answer many critical questions, including: 

• How much are we paying for health care? 

• How much are other companies paying? 

• Which areas within our plan are most costly? 

http://vimeo.com/84253332
https://vimeo.com/84253332
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• How efficient is our plan design? 

• How much does chronic disease cost?  

 

The HPI Dashboard provides the key metrics and performance indicators that afford organizations the 

opportunity to understand how their plan is performing, how they compare to other companies, and 

identify specific problem areas, which warrant additional investigation. 

 

HPI Analytics  

To view a video on HPI Analytics, either select the image or follow this 

link: HPI Analytics: Password is “hays”, all lowercase. 

 

HPI Analytics provides direct access to powerful views of underlying 

health care data. All the underlying data have been enhanced to include logical population groupings and 

descriptions which are critical for the development and application of Risk Pool Management processes.  

 

With the HPI Analytics we utilize an intuitive interface which enables:  

• Easy access to pre-defined views of the underlying data  

• Ability to apply multiple filters to retrieve custom analysis and results  

• Ability to drill-down into specific areas uncovering hidden problems and opportunities  

• Extremely powerful and advanced analysis through cross-drill technology 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://vimeo.com/84253331
https://vimeo.com/84253331
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Plan Design Modeling - BeneCalculator™  

Health Plan Intelligence provides our clients with online access to benefit modeling tools, allowing them to 

project plan design changes against their own claim history. HPI BeneCalc is the online plan modeling 

application of HPI. HPI BeneCalc provides Brown & Brown the ability to calculate exact plan values which 

is fundamental to appropriate rate and contribution development. Once plans have been defined, HPI 

BeneCalc gives us the advantage of modeling both the financial and member impact of potential plan 

changes. This affords organizations the opportunity to pursue changes that maximize plan savings, while 

minimizing member disruption. BeneCalc considers the following parameters: 

 

• Plan Design & Value 

• Medical Inflation  

• Network Performance  

• Utilization (behavior)  

• Contributions  

 

To view a video on HPI BeneCalc, either select the image or follow this link: https://vimeo.com/84253333  

The password is: hays (all lowercase) 

Benchmarking/Surveys 

Brown & Brown maintains subscriptions to all the major benchmarking sources including United Health 

Care, Newport Group, Kaiser, Segal, SHRM, Towers Watson and others. We also utilize our online 

database to provide real-time benchmarking by industry and region. The benefit of our data is that it is 

more current than most traditional survey sources. 

Target Based Benchmarking 

At the direction of The City, we will provide a targeted benchmarking analysis. We will contact 

organizations that The City would like to benchmark your employee benefit program against. We will 

conduct a detailed Request for Information process to gather data elements to benchmark The City’s 

benefit program.  

Health Plan Intelligence 

In addition to “plan design” resources, Brown & Brown provides access to plan utilization benchmarks 

through our proprietary Health Plan Intelligence (HPI) tool. The HPI database benchmarks every aspect 

of medical plan performance (utilization, unit cost and payment efficiency for eleven medical service 

categories) against a statistically valid database of nearly three million members. This information allows 

our clients to understand what plan design changes will have the greatest cost impact but effect the least  

Review utilization, price (discounts), demographic profile of covered population, plan of benefits, mix of 

services, diagnostic categories, distribution of claims by size – catastrophic claims, vendor fees and 

vendor performance. 

 

https://vimeo.com/84253333
http://vimeo.com/84253333
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Underwriting & Actuarial 

Jacki Collins, ASA 

Jacki is an Associate of the Society of Actuaries and a member of the American Academy of 

Actuaries. She works as an actuary for Brown & Brown. She has more than 14 years of 

actuarial experience in the healthcare field. Jacki supports Brown & Brown St. Louis for the 

actuarial needs of our clients. 

Before joining Brown & Brown, Jacki began her career working in the actuarial department for a major 

insurance carrier.  She received a B.S. degree in mathematics from Lee University. 

In addition to Jacki Collins, our dedicated actuary, Rich Powers, who will be The City ’s Financial 

Consultant, has extensive experience underwriting and evaluating healthcare financial risk for employer 

groups like The City of Highland. Our underwriters are actively involved in serving clients and 

understanding clients’ goals and objectives for their medical plans. 

Our Financial Consultants are underwriters who have prior experience working for insurance companies 

and understand the many nuances of health plan underwriting. This allows for in-depth review and 

aggressive negotiations on plan renewals. 

Brown & Brown's advanced underwriting modeling supports customers in determining appropriate plan 

funding levels, to ensure adequate budgeting based on utilization, group demographics and plan design. 

During the renewal process, your Brown & Brown team underwriter will review plan design, medical 

claims, fixed costs, stop loss level and reserve needs and demographics of your group to forecast total 

budget costs for the next plan year. From this forecast, Rich will develop budget rates (also referred to as 

premium equivalents) that will achieve the needed funding. The rates also qualify as the basis for your 

plan COBRA rates. 

Each month, your Brown & Brown team underwriters will review the expected liability against actual plan 

costs considering enrollment variations, offsetting employee contributions, and offsetting claims paid by 

your stop loss carrier. This report is provided after the close of each month once the closing data is 

available from the administrator. 

Many of our underwriting services are incorporated daily behind the scenes as we evaluate renewals and 

develop plan designs for our customers. Some of the traditional health plan underwriting services we 

perform on a regular basis include: 

• Complex plan projections 

• Plan design changes 

• Actuarial alignment between multiple plan designs and multiple tiers 

• Employee contribution analysis 

• Migration analysis (when multiple plans are present) 

• Fully-insured to self-funding analysis 

• Plan design comparison calculators for employees 
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Self-Funding 

Locally over 60% of our clients are engaged in partially self-funding their health plans. The City of 
Highland will have a dedicated senior underwriting consultant working on your account. Aside from their 
responsibilities of providing monthly financial reporting, they are well versed in calculating funding rates 
and reserve levels, contribution and cost-sharing levels, plan modeling, specific stop loss level analysis 
and aggregate corridors. The analytics team will provide The City  with a customized monthly snapshot as 
to how your plans are performing from a financial perspective. In The City ’s partially self-insured 
arrangement, we will track participation, fixed expenses, claims, claims that exceed specific stop loss 
attachment points, and compare monthly totals to budget.  

The following are several tools and strategic approaches we have tailored specifically for our partially self-
insured client base.  

Pool Management/Proper Financial Management of Benefit Plan Resources 

Brown & Brown employs a proprietary approach to plan design and contribution analysis that we call Risk 
Pool Management. This core service has been a major contributor to assist clients in reducing trend 
costs.  
 
The cost of providing medical benefits is based on a complicated interaction of multiple parties, including 
insurers, providers, employers, employees and so on. Employers who are not correctly informed of the 
relationship between plan design, employee elections and insurance companies’ underwriting of their 
medical plans are at risk to create a structural dynamic that increases their own expenses. Risk Pool 
Management is the examination of that dynamic and how it drives cost. 
 
Most brokers and employers are either unaware of this concept or of how to functionally apply it. Brown & 
Brown’ Risk Pool Management analysis leverages our knowledge of insurer practices in an applied 
manner that helps position our clients to experience a positive outcome, year after year. Our track record 
with renewals for groups that use our analytics and consulting is impressive and Risk Pool Management 
is instrumental in helping our clients to steer towards the favorable side of medical trend.  
 
Data Analytics/Benefit Modeling 

In connection with our Risk Pool Management plan design and contribution analysis, we will utilize our 
Health Plan Intelligence (“HPI”) benefit analytics software to run various contribution strategy models that 
will show you the financial impact of all plan design changes and the percentage of participants affected 
by the changes. We know how important it is for you to try to save money without major disruption to your 
employees and families. Using HPI, we will run these different scenarios based on The City ’s information 
only. HPI also identifies claims related to unhealthy behavior and other areas that we can target for 
savings opportunities.  
 
High Claimant Analysis Tool (Specific Stop Loss): 

Allows for actuarial analysis of the relationship between expected catastrophic activity and uninsured 
liability. The tool can be used to: 

• Determine the net cost or savings associated with increases or decreases in the specific 
deductible 

• Normalize high-case activity – used in conjunction with the projection modeling tool 

• Calculate a PMPM pooling charge that large clients with multiple cost-centers can apply internally 
to save money while minimizing cash-flow variability 

• Estimate the reinsurer’s target-loss-ratio and apply it to alternate deductibles to verify the 
legitimacy of its proposed rates 

• Disprove the savings associated with excess corridors (aggregating specifics) 

• Reduce the variability of completed months from which IBNR algorithms draw their credible data 
to smooth the experience associated with influential months 
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Brown & Brown’ Risk Rewards 

Brown & Brown formed a propreitary Stop Loss program, which is designed to offer a new level of cost 
efficiency to self-funded plans without an increase in risk. This program allows participating plan sponsors 
all the flexibility of purchasing catastrophic insurance, but without the considerable downside of pooled 
risk insurance platforms such as captives or exchanges. All participant groups are individually underwitten 
for their own population to ensure against subsidizing of poor performers; groups pay only for their own 
risk. So while there is no additional risk, all participants will benefit from the increased leverage and 
efficiency from the considerable scale and negotiating power of the program.  

 

The program offers the same flexibility as if purchasing stop loss outside the program. Participants can 
elect to participate on a one-year basis and will have the freedom to elect ANY Specific Deductible levels, 
ANY Aggregate Coverage level, ANY Contract Bais, ANY Third-Party Administrator (TPA).  Stable 
reductions in premium costs are achieved through volume discounts on both the administrative fee and 
the risk charge. Groups can also include disability and life coverage for additional savings. Six months 
after the plan year ends, accounting on the program will be completed and there is an opportunity for 
participants to receive up to 18% of their premium paid into The program depending on the financial 
performance of The program. All funds are owned by and all excess funds are returned to members of 
the program, with interest. The excess coverage is underwritten by and placed with the largest stop loss 
insurance carrier.  

 

Health Stratagies 

Brown & Brown takes a broad approach to the health of your workforce. This means that we are 
concerned with understanding and managing your risk not only from lifestyle choices but also from 
chronic conditions, as well as urgent/time limited conditions such as maternity. In designing health and 
wellness strategies, our process is to first define your cost drivers so that program initiatives are targeted 
to bring you as much value on investment (VOI) as possible. Almost all employers can achieve value from 
health and wellness programs in a short amount of time versus achieving a statistically valid return on 
investment (ROI) over a number of years. We are big believers in using data to drive strategy and assist 
in decision making. As such, our HPI analytics report is highly complementary to our wellness services. It 
provides a tool to identify cost drivers and future risks/opportunities, and provides ongoing, consistent 
measurements of health conditions and consumerism choices. 

 

Brown & Brown believes wellness can be a key component in the strategic planning going into an 
employer sponsored health plan. As part of our commitment to wellness, Brown & Brown has developed 
a strategy integrating our analytical expertise and resources with Health care professionals that 
understand how to build and implement effective wellness plans. This experience comes directly from the 
front lines of Health care, nursing, and from working within organizations with effective wellness 
programs.  

 

Our Health Strategies, Kelly Schleogel, partners directly with employers to understand the impact of 
health on their productivity, absenteeism, health plan costs, and ultimately sustainability. She works with 
clients in strategically designing and implementing Disease Management programs, Wellness programs, 
and other Medical Care Management programs that complement the unique needs of each employer 
group. 

 

It is not enough to purchase a wellness program from a vendor and blanket the organization with the 
various literature, e-mails, and program incentives. A wellness program is only effective when thorough 
analysis of utilization, trends, demographics and large case exposures have been completed. Only then 
can the health care experts from Brown & Brown come in and make custom recommendations that will be 
truly beneficial and give a measurable return on the investment.  
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When undertaking comprehensive health and wellness programming, we recognize the need to use 
metrics to evaluate the impact, value and return of health related programs. Using our Health Plan 
Intelligence (HPI) analytic tool, we are able to track and evaluate program impact. In the short term we 
know that health care utilization in some categories may actually increase and this increase is evidence of 
effectiveness. Thus after beginning a new wellness initiative, more members may take new prescriptions 
for, or take already prescribed medications more consistently, for conditions like high blood pressure and 
high cholesterol. Similarly, there may be an increase in physician visits as members become more 
engaged in managing their health. Over several years, as the impact of engagement in healthy lifestyles 
is maximized, a reduction is seen in emergency room usage and inpatient utilization. It is at this point that 
Health care costs are impacted from health and wellness programming efforts. Again, costly units of 
utilization are tracked and trended in our Health Plan Intelligence (HPI) report. 

 

We have successfully worked with clients to design and implement broad-spectrum population health 
programs that have reduced or held flat, Health care costs, while at the same time increasing quality 
markers and driving greater personal accountability for individual health.  
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We advise clients in all aspects around pharmacy benefit design and PBM contracting. This entails 

creating customized PBM contracts based on client-specific utilization, conducting audits of pharmacy 

claims experience to verify contracted rate adherence, as well as establishing and maintaining our 

collaborative purchasing arrangements to minimize cost for Brown & Brown clients. 

Additionally, our pharmacy consultant provides extensive prescription benchmarking to help our team 

evaluate the PBM marketplace from both a national and regional scope. The analysis includes 

benchmarking cost per member, participant share, plan design, generic utilization, mail utilization, 

specialty utilization and top drugs. Based on the analysis results, our team can introduce smart benefit 

designs that lower costs, recover inappropriately paid claims, reduce retail/mail service rates and 

significantly enhance the terms of PBM contracts. 

Our consultant brings more than ten years of pharmacy experience to Brown & Brown, most recently 

working as a PBM network pricing consultant for one of the nation’s largest pharmacy benefit managers. 

His experience working in the PBM industry allows him to provide Brown & Brown’s clients unique insight 

as to how to manage and mitigate cost in the face of a complicated and costly pharmacy benefit delivery 

system. 

Frank Bacon – Pharmacy Consultant 

Frank’s responsibilities include advising clients around pharmacy benefit design and PBM 

contracting. This entails creating customized PBM contracts based on client-specific 

utilization, conducting audits of pharmacy claims experience to ensure contracted rate 

adherence, as well as establishing and maintaining collaborative purchasing arrangements 

to minimize cost for Brown & Brown clients. 

 

Frank brings over 10 years of pharmacy experience to Brown & Brown, most recently working as a PBM 

Network Pricing Consultant for one of the nation’s largest Pharmacy Benefit Managers. His experiences 

working in the PBM industry allow him to provide Brown & Brown’ clients unique insight as to how to 

manage and mitigate cost in the face of a complicated and costly pharmacy benefit delivery system. 

 

Frank received a Bachelor of Science Degree in Economics, University of Wisconsin. 
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Health & Welfare Service Team 

  

Brown & Brown will provide The City with a dedicated employee benefits consulting team that includes a 

Lead Consultant, Senior Benefits Consultant, Financial Consultant, Compliance Experts, and a Health & 

Wellness professional. 

 

Chris Briley is the lead Consultant. In general, Chris is responsible for addressing strategic issues such as 

plan design, financial objectives, and other requirements. Chris will also coordinate all services provided 

by Brown & Brown and our consulting partners. 

 

Carrie Davis will provide assistance in servicing The City. She will take the lead in coordinating 

compliance and legislative issues between The City and our internal Compliance Department. 

Additionally, she assists in implementing the strategic approach as well as assisting plan participants in 

carrier/claim issues.  

 

Rich Powers will provide financial and data analytics support. 

 

Joe Matteuzzi is the client Relationship Manager/Client Advocate for The City and will be responsible for 

oversight, strategy, coordination between The City and Brown & Brown and Vendors. 

 

Monica Terrazas is a Business Development executive and will help The City in the transition from the 

previous broker to Brown & Brown. 
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Chris Briley –Senior Benefits Consultant Chris will serve as Senior Benefits 
Consultantand Account Executive for The City . Chris will be responsible for helping The 
City of Highland  develop and implement the strategic direction for The City’s employee 
benefits programs. Chris will lead his team in providing all startegic planning, benefits 

design, financial analysis and day-to-day service.  
 
Chris has over 25 years of experience in the employee benefits brokerage and consulting field. He has 
been with Brown & Brown for 13 years and has helped fine tune some of Brown & Brown’s most 
sophisticated analysis tools, such as Health Plan Intelligence (HPI). Chris has a strong background in 
underwriting, data mining and health plan valuation. He is an expert at identifying the true cost drivers 
within employer sponsored employee benefit plans. Prior joining Brown & Brown, Chris was an Account 
Executive with Aon, working primarily with multi-national corporations and private equity firms.  
 
Chris earned his Bachelor of Science Degree from Columbia College. 
 

Joe Matteuzzi –Relationship Manager 

Joe will be responsible for ensuring The City is happy with the services Brown & Brown is 
delivering, day-in, day-out. He will be involved with strategic planning, account management 
and the delivery of the services outlined in your service calendar. Joe will be The City ’s 

advocate both within the corporate structure of Brown and Brown, and with outside vendors 
that serve The City. 
 
Joe has been in the employee benefits industry for 20 years. He has worked as a producer and 
consultant for Brown & Brown/Hays Companies since 2010. Joe has extensive experience serving not-
for-profits, public entities and mid-sized private employers. Prior to joining Brown & Brown, Joe worked for 
two other insurance brokerage firms - Holmes Murphy and Welsch, Flatness and Lutz. Joe spends much 
of his time researching emerging trends and solutions in the employee benefits space.  
 
He received his bachelor’s degree in Communication Studies from The University of Kansas. 
 

Troy Dorner – Employee Benefits Practice Leader 

Troy oversees the daily management and operations of the Account Service Team. He is 
responsible for ensuring your team has the resources they need to succeed. He also is 
directly involved with clients, maintaining key relationships, which includes consulting on 

benefit plan design, evaluation, benchmarking, compliance, employee communication, 
implementation and administration, and day-to-day service issues on clients’ welfare plans.  

 

Prior to joining Brown & Brown in 2011, Troy spent six years as a V.P. Sr. Account Executive with JW 
Terrill. His responsibilities included the day to day management of JW Terrill’s largest accounts. Prior to 
JW Terrill, he worked for Deloitte & Touche and Gallagher Benefit Services.  
 
Troy holds a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Business from Southern Methodist University in Dallas, Texas. 
 

Rich Powers – Financial Consultant/Underwriting 

Rich will serve The City  in the capacity of Financial Consultant. Rich will be responsible 
for helping The City  develop and manage the annual employee benefits budget. He will 
forecast costs, develop renewal projections, monitor claims and create the monthly 
reports. Rich may also help in developing COBRA rates, benchmarking reports and the 

annual Health Plan Intelligence report.  

 
Rich has 25 years of experience in the health care consulting industry. He has been with Brown & Brown 
for five years. Prior to join Brown & Brown, Rich spent the previous 20 years working for three 
international insurance consulting firms – Lockton, Aon and Mercer. Rich is a skilled financial advisor who 
has extensive experience in underwriting and cost forecasting. He has served accounts of all sizes, from 
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50 - employee family-owned businesses, to large multi-national corporations with very complex funding 
structures.   
 
Rich holds a Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering and Operations Research from Syracuse 
University and a Master of Business Administration from Washington University in St. Louis. Rich also 
holds the Certified Employee Benefits Specialist (CEBS) designation. 
 

Carrie Davis – Account Manager 

As The City ’s Account Manager, Carrie will manage much of the day-to-day customer 
service. She will be responsible for managing the service calendar, keeping you informed 
of legislative updates and resolving issues with vendors. Carrie will play a key role in 

managing your annual insurance renewals and be responsible for marketing your employee 
benefits to the insurance carriers, negotiating rates and illustrating the quotes received.  

 

Carrie has been in the insurance industry since 1995. Her 25+ years of experience is comprised of both 
insurance carrier and employee benefits brokerage/consulting. She combines a broad range of industry 
knowledge with a strong background in plan administration and welfare plan compliance. In working for 
large claim administrators and brokerage houses she is well versed in the many nuances to plan structure 
and communication. In addition, Carrie has in-depth experience in claim payment procedures, appeals 
and adjudication through all levels of employee interaction with benefit plans. 
 

Kelly Schloegel – Health Strategist 

Kelly has nine and a half years of healthcare experience. Prior to joining Brown & Brown, 

she spent five years at Cerner Corporation as the relationship owner responsible for 

population health management client experience, including strategic road-mapping/project 

planning, business development and operational escalation when needed. Along with her 

consulting background, Kelly spent four and a half years at Blue Cross and Blue Shield 

where she was responsible for maintaining current knowledge of all health and wellness solutions 

programs, coordinating program components and deploying and evaluating health and wellness 

programs for employer groups. 

Kelly’s key areas of expertise include: 

• Strategic planning within the total benefits design model for Health Strategies, including those 

targeted at utilization review, large case management, disability, wellness, disease management, 

EAP, predictive modeling, health risk assessments and behavioral health. 

• Evaluation of vendor activities, strategies, and outcomes pre-and-post program implementation. 

• Assistance in implementing medical care management strategies, with a special focus on 

outreach initiatives to the member. 
 

Kelly received a Bachelor of Arts in Communication Studies from Iowa State University. 

 

Brooke Follette – Director of Marketing & Communications 

Brooke has over 10 years of B2B and B2C marketing experience including graphic design, 

content, event management and social media. She works primarily with our benefits team 

in Kansas City to create marketing collateral for clients including custom print, mobile and 

electronic communication pieces. She specializes in design, corporate branding and assists 

with other company-wide marketing initiatives. 

 

Prior to joining Brown & Brown, Brooke was an Event Manager at GlynnDevins, a marketing company 

focused on senior living, healthcare and finance. She has a diverse marketing background in commercial 

real estate, mortgage lending and technology, and has her own freelance graphic design business.  

 

Bachelor of Arts Degree in Graphic Journalism, Grand View University. 
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. 

Monica Terrazas – Client Advocate 
Monica Terrazas has been a Sales Executive for the past 20 years in various 
organizations.  She has been an insurance producer since 2020 and holds a 
Life & Health, Series 6 and Series 63 License.  Monica will be involved in the 
transition of the City’s account from the previous broker to Brown & Brown 
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Brown & Brown has reviewed and accepts the scope of services in The City of Highland’s  RFP.  Below is 

a list of services also included for our fee. 

 

Objective Setting 

• Develop an understanding of The City’s financial and human resources objectives 

• Provide an inventory of all employee benefit plans 

• Assist in the development of long-term financial objectives 

• Conduct quarterly strategy and open items meetings 

• Coordinate objective setting meetings with all applicable vendors 

• Develop Client Service Calendar & Open Items Checklists to manage ongoing tasks 

 

Third Party Medical Administration and Network Evaluation 

• Request for Proposal (RFP) development and distribution to potential market partners 

• Collect and organize RFP responses including scoring & negotiation 

• Comprehensive market analysis for medical and prescription drug plans 

• Detailed provider network analysis including claims repricing and provider disruption 

• Assistance with the selection of finalists, as well as site visit coordination, and needs-based 

vendor selection and implementation support 

 

Data Analysis and Program Monitoring 

• Analyze and provide customized monthly claim reports 

• Provide Lag Reserve calculation upon request 

• Medical utilization analysis & decision-making tool (Health Plan Intelligence)  

• Benefit Modeling 

• Network Analysis – discount and access review 

• Provide pre-renewal forecasting 

• Coordinate all renewal and marketing processes 

• Comparative cost and utilization analysis of The City with regional and industrial peers  

• Establish COBRA rates (if ASO) 

 

Compliance and Legal Support 

• Development of an annual compliance calendar 

• Advise the firm of State and Federal Regulations and changes impacting medical and Rx plans 

• Provide access to online compliance and regulatory resources 

• Review and development of HIPAA privacy and security manuals 

• Execution of Business Associate agreement(s) as required under HIPAA and ensure complete 

confidentiality of all records and data 

• Review all documents to ensure compliance with State and Federal regulation 

• Provide access to Human Resource Professionals 

• Ensure compliance with Section 125, COBRA, HIPAA, Medicare, FMLA, etc. and provide updates 

to the firm as they occur 

• Provide complete disclosure of all fees, commissions, and contingent income  
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Brown & Brown CoreCompliance 

Brown & Brown utilizes CoreCompliance, a web-based application that can be used to identify 

compliance issues within The City ’s employee benefits program.  

 

CoreCompliance is: 

 

• A web-based application developed on a decision tree platform. 

• Areas that are currently covered by the application include, Section 125, ERISA, HIPAA, Self-

Insurance, ACA Employer Mandate, ACA Employer Reporting, ACA General Topics, Wellness 

Plans, and COBRA.  

• Within the decision tree, different branches lead to points where a note will be made that will 

then auto populate a final report. For example, an employer states that because of the ACA, 

they now have non-salaried employees participating in their Section 125 plan to pay for major 

medical coverage that are not eligible for other benefits offered under the Section 125 plan. The 

application notes that this is a possible discrimination issue and allows the consultant to write in 

a course of action to address the issue further.  

• As noted above, the application will generate a formatted final report. 

• This report can be used either to address compliance issues with current clients and suggest 

ways to streamline and simplify an employer’s employee benefits program from a compliance 

perspective. 

• The action plan can be addressed either through corrections made by the employer to identified 

issues, Brown & Brown Regulatory team, or using outside resources (for instance, using outside 

counsel to develop a wrap document for a fully-insured plan to be ERISA compliant). 

 

Wellness Program Development, Implementation, and Monitoring 

• Access to Health Strategist for development and implementation of health and wellness programs 

• Clinical analysis of cost and utilization trends to identify wellness opportunities 

• Robust Outcomes Based Management Solutions customized to The City ’s organizational needs 

and designed to deliver effective risk management results. 

 

Implementation and Communication 

• Development of custom web, mobile or print based member communications 

• Open enrollment support 

• On-site employee presentations 

• EBTech – identifying and deploying platforms for administration and communication efficiencies  

• SPHR or PHR on demand / live hotline support in addition to dedicated one stop Brown & Brown 

service team 

• Unlimited access and coordination assistance to our Employee and/or Management eLearning 

Training Forum with customizable training track support 

• Total Value / Total Compensation Statements  

• Employee surveys 

• Handbook Reviews & Wrap Plan Documents 

• Comprehensive Industry specific benchmarking 
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Brown & Brown is completely transparent with respect to our compensation.  It is important that you 

understand what we get paid and how we get paid.  Annually through our stewardship meeting we will 

disclose our earned compensation. 

 

We are willing to work on a fee basis or commissions.   We will provide our consulting services for an 

annual compensation amount of $40,000.  You can pay us directly by check or we will collect $40,000 

through commissions.   

 

If the City introduces new work-site or voluntary benefits, we will collect standard commissions on these 

new products to pay for the enrollment. 

 

We will market, provide consulting, and make recommendation regarding COBRA, FSA and HSA 

vendors.  You can pay for these services directly or if you would like Brown & Brown to pick up the cost of 

these services, an additional $5000 will be added to the annual fee for a total of $45,000.  Otherwise, you 

can pay the vendors directly. 

 

Brown & Brown accepts indirect compensation from many, but not all, of our insurers.  It is impossible to 

disclose the amount from each insurer, as insurers pay contingent income on some lines of coverage and 

not others.  Each insurer has its own direct income plan. 

 

We strongly believe our customers have the right to know what their consultant makes in compensation.  

Many consultants are not transparent and aren’t proactive in disclosing their compensation, specifically 

contingency commissions, overrides, and additional compensation.  We believe in disclosing all of our 

income on an annual basis. 
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MEMO TO: Mayor Kevin Hemann and City Council Members 
 
FROM:  Jackie Heimburger, Director of Support Services 
  Reanna Ohren, Director of Finance 
 
SUBJECT: Recommendation to Continue with Cornerstone Insurance Group as 

the City’s Benefit Broker 
 
DATE: July 12, 2022 
 
 
I would like to make a recommendation to continue our services with Cornerstone 
Insurance Group as the City’s Benefit Broker. We have utilized their services for the past 
13 years and have been happy with their continued service and support.  We have sent out 
a request for proposal for benefit brokers and received three responses that met our 
requirements. I have attached a copy of the request for proposals for your review.  The 
three companies are listed below: 
 
Cornerstone Insurance Group 
Brown and Brown 
NexGen 
 
Each company was given the opportunity to explain their qualifications and their services. 
After speaking with each company and comparing them, Reanna and I feel that 
Cornerstone Insurance Group is still the best fit for the City of Highland and its employees.  
Therefore we would like to recommend to continue services with Cornerstone Insurance 
Group for a period of 3 years.  
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RESOLUTION NO.     
 

A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING CITY TO SHARE COSTS WITH LANDOWNER 
MARK GELLY FOR CONSTRUCTION OF A POND TO REDUCE SILT AND 

SEDIMENT LOAD ENTERING SILVER LAKE 
 

 WHEREAS, the City of Highland, Madison County, Illinois (hereinafter “City”), is a non-

home rule municipality duly established, existing and operating in accordance with the provisions 

of the Illinois Municipal Code (Section 5/1-1-1 et seq. of Chapter 65 of the Illinois Compiled 

Statutes); and 

 WHEREAS, City has determined the Silver Lake Watershed is of utmost importance to 

City due to its vast resources as well as the drinking water supply it provides to City residents; and 

WHEREAS, City has determined the silt and sediment load entering City’s Silver Lake is 

a threat to the health, safety, general welfare and economic welfare of City residents; and 

 WHEREAS, City has determined the silt and sediment load entering City’s Silver Lake is 

reducing the capacity of City’s Silver Lake and threatening the City drinking water supply; and 

 WHEREAS, City has been consulting with the Silver Lake Commission to identify areas 

within the Silver Lake Watershed where silt and sediment may be entering City’s Silver Lake; and 

WHEREAS, City has completed over thirty-five (35) projects with Silver Lake Watershed 

landowners that have helped improve the reduction of sediment from entering Silver Lake; and 
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WHEREAS, City has determined it necessary to partner with landowners to make changes 

to the waterways, ponds, and stream banks in the Silver Lake Watershed to reduce the erosion, silt 

and sediment load entering City’s Silver Lake; and 

 WHEREAS, City has determined it necessary to partner with Mark Gelly on a project to 

replace a failing dry-dam detention basin with a pond of no more than 1-acre, primarily on Mr. 

Gelly’s property; and 

 WHEREAS, City has determined the cost of the Gelly Pond will be allocated as follows: 

1. Total Estimated Project Cost:  $17,925.00. 

2. Estimated 20% reimbursement from City - $3,585.00 

(See Exhibit A); and 

 WHEREAS, City has determined the terms and costs associated Gelly Pond project should 

be approved; and 

 WHEREAS, City has determined the City Manager and/or Mayor should be authorized 

and directed to execute any and all documents necessary to approve the Gelly Pond project (See 

Exhibit A). 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE 

CITY OF HIGHLAND: 

 Section 1.  The foregoing recitals are incorporated herein as findings of the City 

Council of the City of Highland, Illinois. 

 Section 2. The terms and costs associated with the Gelly Pond project are approved. 
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 Section 3. The City Manager and/or Mayor is authorized and directed to execute any 

and all documents necessary to approve the Gelly Pond project. 

Section 4. This Resolution shall be known as Resolution No.    and shall be 

effective upon its passage and approval in accordance with law.  

Passed by the City Council and approved by the Mayor of the City of Highland, Illinois, and 
deposited and filed in the office of the City Clerk on the   day of  , 2022, the vote being 
taken by ayes and noes and entered upon the legislative record as follows: 
 
 
AYES:   
 
NOES:   
 
 
      APPROVED: 
 
 
 
              
      Kevin B. Hemann, Mayor 
      City of Highland 
      Madison County, Illinois 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
 
        
Barbara Bellm, City Clerk 
City of Highland 
Madison County, Illinois 
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ORDINANCE NO.      
 

AN ORDINANCE DECLARING PERSONAL PROPERTY OF THE CITY OF 
HIGHLAND SURPLUS AND AUTHORIZING ITS SALE AND/OR DISPOSAL, 

SPECIFICALLY HIGHLAND COMMUNICATION SERVICES PERSONAL 
PROPERTY 

 
WHEREAS, the City of Highland, Madison County, Illinois (hereinafter “City”), is a non-

home rule municipality duly established, existing and operating in accordance with the provisions 
of the Illinois Municipal Code (Section 5/1-1-1 et seq. of Chapter 65 of the Illinois Compiled 
Statutes); and 

 
WHEREAS, 65 ILCS 5/11-76-4 provides that whenever a municipality in the state of 

Illinois owns any personal property which, in the opinion of a simple majority of the corporate 
authorities then holding office, is no longer necessary or useful to, or in the best interests of the 
municipality to keep, a majority of the corporate authorities at any regular or special meeting called 
for that purpose, may:  (1) by Ordinance authorize the sale of such personal property in whatever 
manner they designate with or without advertising the sale; or (2) may authorize any municipal 
officer to convert that personal property to the use of the City; or (3) may authorize any municipal 
officer to convey or turn in any specified article of personal property as part payment on a new 
purchase of any similar article; and 

 
WHEREAS, the City of Highland d/b/a Highland Communication Services (“HCS”) 

currently owns personal property attached hereto as Exhibit A; and 
 
WHEREAS, in the opinion of this City Council, the personal property listed on Exhibit 

A is no longer necessary or useful to, or in the best interests of the City to retain, and should be 
declared surplus personal property; and 

 
WHEREAS, the Director of HCS has informed the City Council the surplus personal 

property listed on Exhibit A will be sold for the highest value possible, or disposed of if it is 
deemed to have no little or no value; and 

 
WHEREAS, City has determined the City Manager, or his designee, is permitted to sell 

the surplus personal property, specifically the personal property listed on Exhibit A, for the 
maximum value that can be obtained, or to dispose of the surplus personal property where 
appropriate, to be determined solely by the City Manager, or his designee; and 

 
WHEREAS, City has determined it to be in the best interest of public health, safety, 

general welfare and economic welfare to declare the aforementioned personal property surplus, 
and sell and/or dispose of the same. 

 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED by the City Council of the City of 

Highland, Illinois, as follows: 
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Section 1. The foregoing recitals are incorporated herein as findings of the City 
Council of the City of Highland, Illinois. 

 
Section 2. The City personal property, specifically the personal property listed on 

Exhibit A, is hereby declared no longer useful to the City or necessary for City purposes, that the 
City personal property is declared surplus, and that it is in the best interest of the City to sell and/or 
dispose of the same. 

 
Section 3. The City Manager, or his designee, is directed and authorized to sell and/or 

dispose of the surplus personal property, as the City Manager, or his designee, sees fit. 
 
Section 4. The City Manager, or his designee, is directed and authorized to sell the 

surplus personal property for the maximum value that can be obtained, or to dispose of the surplus 
personal property where appropriate, to be determined solely by the City Manager, or his designee. 

 
Section 5. This Ordinance shall be known as Ordinance No.    and shall be in 

full force and effect from and after its passage, approval, and publication in pamphlet form as 
provided by law. 

 
Passed by the City Council and approved by the Mayor of the City of Highland, Illinois, and 
deposited and filed in the office of the City Clerk on the   day of  , 2022, the vote being 
taken by ayes and noes and entered upon the legislative record as follows: 
 
 
AYES:   
 
NOES:   
 
 
      APPROVED: 
 
 
 
              
      Kevin B. Hemann, Mayor 
      City of Highland 
      Madison County, Illinois 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
 
        
Barbara Bellm, City Clerk 
City of Highland 
Madison County, Illinois 



Model Serial Number Cost Value
CV1108 001848019ed7 ? 0



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To:    Chris Conrad, City Manager 

From:  Angela Imming, Director, Technology and Innovation 

Date:    July, 2022 

Subject:  Equipment surplus and disposal 

Recommendation: 
I recommend the items listed on the attached spreadsheet be approved for surplus and disposal. 
 
Discussion: 
The items on the list are broken and cannot be fixed.  They have no warranty and no value and should 
be destroyed following state guidelines.   

Financial Impact: 
None 
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RESOLUTION NO.    
 

A RESOLUTION MAKING SEPARATE STATEMENT OF FINDINGS OF FACT 
IN CONNECTION WITH ORDINANCE GRANTING SPECIAL USE PERMIT FOR A 

BAR / TAVERN WITHIN THE INDUSTRIAL ZONING DISTRICT 
 

WHEREAS, the City of Highland, Madison County, Illinois (hereinafter “City”), is a non-

home rule municipality duly established, existing and operating in accordance with the provisions 

of the Illinois Municipal Code (Section 5/1-1-1 et seq. of Chapter 65 of the Illinois Compiled 

Statutes); and  

WHEREAS, Section 90-81 of the Code of Ordinances, City of Highland, provides that the 

City Council “may grant a special use permit by ordinance,” but requires that “In a separate 

statement accompanying any such ordinance, the Council shall state findings of fact, and indicate 

reasons for approving . . . the request for a special use permit;” and 

 WHEREAS, Jean Schellenger LLC (“Owner”) has filed a Petition for a Special Use Permit 

to allow for a Bar / Tavern within the “I” Industrial zoning district at 1106 New Trenton Road, 

Highland, IL  62249, in accord with the Code of Ordinances, City of Highland; and 

 WHEREAS, a copy of the Petition for a Special Use Permit is attached as Exhibit A and 

incorporated by reference as though fully set forth herein; and 

 WHEREAS, a copy of the Combined Planning and Zoning Board (“CPZB”) Staff Report 

is attached hereto as Exhibit B and incorporated by reference as though fully set forth herein; and 
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 WHEREAS, Exhibit A and Exhibit B were all considered as part of the Petition for a 

Special Use Permit by CPZB; and 

 WHEREAS, CPZB recommended approval of this special use pursuant to Exhibit A and 

Exhibit B.  See CPZB Determination of Special Use Permit attached hereto as Exhibit C. 

 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE 

CITY OF HIGHLAND: 

 Section 1. The City Council makes the following findings of fact concerning the 

procedures followed to present the Petition for a Special Use Permit (Exhibit A, B) for approval: 

 (a) The Administrator to whom the Petition for a Special Use Permit was 

submitted referred the matter to the CPZB. 

(b) The CPZB met in regular session on July 6, 2022, at 7:00 p.m., at City Hall, 

1115 Broadway, Highland, Illinois, to consider and act upon the Petition for a Special Use 

Permit. 

(c) Public notice of the hearing to be held at the CPZB meeting was published 

pursuant to Illinois state law, and the Owner was notified of the hearing to be held at the 

meeting by mail, with postage thereon fully prepaid. 

(d) At the hearing, the CPZB took and heard evidence and the CPZB prepared 

and submitted its advisory report to the City Council recommending approval of the 

Petition for a Special Use Permit. 

(e) The City Council finds the steps recited above to be in compliance with the 

Code of Ordinances, City of Highland, to be facts, and further finds and determines that 
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the matters and proceedings to date are in accordance with the Code of Ordinances, City 

of Highland. 

 Section 2. The City Council makes the following findings of fact concerning the merits 

of the Petition for a Special Use Permit (Exhibit A, B and C): 

 (a) The proposed Special Use will adequately protect the public health, safety, 

general welfare, economic welfare, and the physical environment of the surrounding area 

and the City. 

 (b) The proposed Special Use is consistent with the City’s Comprehensive 

Plan. 

 (c) The proposed Special Use would not have an adverse effect on public 

utilities or traffic circulation on nearby streets. 

 (d) There are no facilities near the proposed Special Use that require the need 

for special protection. 

 (e) The location – where the Special Use will be made pursuant to the Special 

Use Permit – is zoned “I” 

 (f) The granting of this Special Use Permit would be in the best interest of the 

City, and the Special Use Permit should be granted by ordinance. 

Section 3. This Resolution shall constitute the separate statement of findings of fact, 

supporting the granting of the Special Use Permit, required by Section 90-81 of the Code of 

Ordinances, City of Highland, and shall be permanently attached to the ordinance adopted granting 

the Special Use Permit. 
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 Section 4.  This Resolution shall be known as Resolution No.    and shall be 

effective upon its passage and approval in accordance with law.  

Passed by the City Council and approved by the Mayor of the City of Highland, Illinois, and 
deposited and filed in the office of the City Clerk on the   day of  , 2022, the vote being 
taken by ayes and noes and entered upon the legislative record as follows: 
 
 
AYES:   
 
NOES:   
 
 
      APPROVED: 
 
 
 
              
      Kevin B. Hemann, Mayor 
      City of Highland 
      Madison County, Illinois 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
 
        
Barbara Bellm, City Clerk 
City of Highland 
Madison County, Illinois 









                                     
 

City of Highland 
Building and Zoning 

Meeting Date:  July 6, 2022 
 
From:   Breann Vazquez, Director of Community Development  
 
Location:  1106 New Trenton Rd. 
 
Zoning Request: Special Use Permit 
 
Description:  SUP for a bar/tavern within the Industrial district  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Proposal Summary 
 
The applicant and property owner is Jean Schellenger LLC. The applicant of this case is requesting the 
following Special Use Permit to comply with Table 3.1 of Section 90-201 of the City of Highland 
Municipal Code (hereafter known as the “zoning matrix”): 
 
Jean Schellenger LLC (1106 New Trenton Rd) is requesting a Special Use Permit for a bar/tavern at 1106 
New Trenton Rd. PIN# 01-1-24-06-12-201-034 

The zoning matrix identifies a bar/tavern as a Special Use within the Industrial district. 
 
Comprehensive Plan Consideration 
 
The subject property is denoted as Industrial on the Comprehensive Plan’s Future Land Use Map.  
 
Surrounding Uses 
 

Direction Land Use Zoning 
North  Deibert Electric Industrial 
South American Legion Industrial 
East Single-Family Home Madison County R-3 
West Single-Family Home  Industrial 

 
 
Standards of Review for Special Use Permits 
 
Below are the six (6) consideration items listed in Section 90-79 of the Zoning Code which the Combined 
Planning and Zoning Board shall take into account while reviewing a SUP request. 

1. Whether the proposed amendment or Special Use is consistent with the City's Comprehensive 
Plan;  

The proposed use is consistent with the City’s Comprehensive Plan.  



                                     
 

City of Highland 
Building and Zoning 

2. The effect the proposed amendment or Special Use would have on public utilities and on traffic 
circulation;  

The proposed use would not have an effect on public utilities or traffic circulation. The bar 
already exists on the property and the new owner must obtain a Special Use Permit in their 
name.  

3. Whether the proposed design, location and manner of operation of the proposed Special Use 
will adequately protect the public health, safety and welfare, and the physical environment;  

The use currently exists on the property and adequately protects the public health, safety and 
welfare, and the physical environment.  

4. The effect the proposed Special Use would have on the value of neighboring property and on 
this City's overall tax base;  

The use currently exists on the property and does not have an adverse effect on the value of 
neighboring property. The business contributes to the City’s tax base.  

5. The effect the proposed Special Use would have on public utilities; and 

The use currently exists on the property and utilizes public utilities.  

6. Whether there are any facilities near the proposed Special Use, such as schools or hospitals that 
require special protection. 

There are no facilities nearby that require special protection.  

Staff Discussion 

The 501 Blues Club is a bar/tavern that is currently located on the property. The former owners have 
sold the property and the new owners must receive a Special Use Permit in their name in order to 
continue operations. Staff supports the continuance of this existing business.  
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Aerial Photograph 

 

Site Photo 
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Building and Zoning 

Exhibit "C" 

Determination of Special Use Permit 

On July 6, 2022, the City of Highland Combined Planning and Zoning Board at its regular 
meeting(§>'prove� approved with condition(s), denied a Special Use Permit for the following: 

Jean Schellenger LLC (1106 New Trenton Rd) is requesting a Special Use Permit for a 

bar/tavern at 1106 New Trenton Rd. PIN# 01-1-24-06-12-201-034 

The City Council will consider the recommendation of the Combined Planning and Zoning Board 
at the July 18, 2022 meeting of the City Council. 

In recommending �� (action) of this Special Use Permit, the Combined Planning 
and Zoning Board considered all standards listed in the zoning regulation and all other 
conditions listed for that use in other sections of these r�tions. In addition, the Combined 
Planning and Zoning Board found that the proposed us�did not provide safeguards to 
assure its compatibility with the surrounding area. 

Conditions (if any): __________________________ _ 

Anf�o-iffw'fiker 
Chairperson of the Combined Planning and Zoning Board 

2610 Plaza Drive - P.O. Box 218, Highland, IL 62249-0218 
Phone (618) 654-9891 highlandzoning@highlandil.gov 

Date 

Ex C
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ORDINANCE NO.     
 

AN ORDINANCE GRANTING A SPECIAL USE PERMIT TO JEAN SCHELLENGER 
LLC TO ALLOW A BAR / TAVERN WITHIN THE INDUSTRIAL ZONING DISTRICT 

AT 1106 NEW TRENTON ROAD 
 

WHEREAS, the City of Highland, Madison County, Illinois (hereinafter “City”), is a non-

home rule municipality duly established, existing and operating in accordance with the provisions 

of the Illinois Municipal Code (Section 5/1-1-1 et seq. of Chapter 65 of the Illinois Compiled 

Statutes); and  

WHEREAS, the City Council has made the findings of fact, and the statement of its reasons 

for granting the Petition for Special Use Permit in question, in a separate resolution numbered as 

Resolution No.  ; 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY 
OF HIGHLAND, AS FOLLOWS: 

 
Section 1. Jean Schellenger LLC (“Owner”), is hereby granted a Special Use Permit 

in the “I” zoning district, as defined in Chapter 90 of the Code of Ordinances, City of Highland, 

for a bar / tavern at 1106 New Trenton Road, Highland, Illinois  62249. 

Section 2. The Special Use Permit is granted.   

Section 3. This Ordinance shall be known as Ordinance No.    and shall be in 

full force and effect upon adoption. 
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  Section 4. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage, 

approval, and publication in pamphlet form as provided by law. 

Passed by the City Council and approved by the Mayor of the City of Highland, Illinois, and 
deposited and filed in the office of the City Clerk on the   day of  , 2022, the vote being 
taken by ayes and noes and entered upon the legislative record as follows: 
 
 
AYES:   
 
NOES:   
 
 
      APPROVED: 
 
 
 
              
      Kevin B. Hemann, Mayor 
      City of Highland 
      Madison County, Illinois 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
 
        
Barbara Bellm, City Clerk 
City of Highland 
Madison County, Illinois 
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RESOLUTION NO.     
 

A RESOLUTION MAKING SEPARATE STATEMENT OF FINDINGS OF FACT 
IN CONNECTION WITH ORDINANCE GRANTING SPECIAL USE PERMIT FOR A 

BAR / TAVERN WITHIN THE “C-2” ZONING DISTRICT 
 

WHEREAS, the City of Highland, Madison County, Illinois (hereinafter “City”), is a non-

home rule municipality duly established, existing and operating in accordance with the provisions 

of the Illinois Municipal Code (Section 5/1-1-1 et seq. of Chapter 65 of the Illinois Compiled 

Statutes); and  

WHEREAS, Section 90-81 of the Code of Ordinances, City of Highland, provides that the 

City Council “may grant a special use permit by ordinance,” but requires that “In a separate 

statement accompanying any such ordinance, the Council shall state findings of fact, and indicate 

reasons for approving . . . the request for a special use permit;” and 

 WHEREAS, BS Merkle LLC (“Owner”) has filed a Petition for a Special Use Permit to 

allow for a Bar / Tavern within the “C2” Commercial zoning district at 1014 Pine Street, Highland, 

IL  62249, in accord with the Code of Ordinances, City of Highland; and 

 WHEREAS, a copy of the Petition for a Special Use Permit is attached as Exhibit A and 

incorporated by reference as though fully set forth herein; and 

 WHEREAS, a copy of the Combined Planning and Zoning Board (“CPZB”) Staff Report 

is attached hereto as Exhibit B and incorporated by reference as though fully set forth herein; and 
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 WHEREAS, Exhibit A and Exhibit B were all considered as part of the Petition for a 

Special Use Permit by CPZB; and 

 WHEREAS, CPZB recommended approval of this special use pursuant to Exhibit A and 

Exhibit B.  See CPZB Determination of Special Use Permit attached hereto as Exhibit C. 

 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE 

CITY OF HIGHLAND: 

 Section 1. The City Council makes the following findings of fact concerning the 

procedures followed to present the Petition for a Special Use Permit (Exhibit A, B) for approval: 

 (a) The Administrator to whom the Petition for a Special Use Permit was 

submitted referred the matter to the CPZB. 

(b) The CPZB met in regular session on July 6, 2022, at 7:00 p.m., at City Hall, 

1115 Broadway, Highland, Illinois, to consider and act upon the Petition for a Special Use 

Permit. 

(c) Public notice of the hearing to be held at the CPZB meeting was published 

pursuant to Illinois state law, and the Owner was notified of the hearing to be held at the 

meeting by mail, with postage thereon fully prepaid. 

(d) At the hearing, the CPZB took and heard evidence and the CPZB prepared 

and submitted its advisory report to the City Council recommending approval of the 

Petition for a Special Use Permit. 

(e) The City Council finds the steps recited above to be in compliance with the 

Code of Ordinances, City of Highland, to be facts, and further finds and determines that 
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the matters and proceedings to date are in accordance with the Code of Ordinances, City 

of Highland. 

 Section 2. The City Council makes the following findings of fact concerning the merits 

of the Petition for a Special Use Permit (Exhibit A, B and C): 

 (a) The proposed Special Use will adequately protect the public health, safety, 

general welfare, economic welfare, and the physical environment of the surrounding area 

and the City. 

 (b) The proposed Special Use is consistent with the City’s Comprehensive 

Plan. 

 (c) The proposed Special Use would not have an adverse effect on public 

utilities or traffic circulation on nearby streets. 

 (d) There are no facilities near the proposed Special Use that require the need 

for special protection. 

 (e) The location – where the Special Use will be made pursuant to the Special 

Use Permit – is zoned “C-2” 

 (f) The granting of this Special Use Permit would be in the best interest of the 

City, and the Special Use Permit should be granted by ordinance. 

Section 3. This Resolution shall constitute the separate statement of findings of fact, 

supporting the granting of the Special Use Permit, required by Section 90-81 of the Code 

of Ordinances, City of Highland, and shall be permanently attached to the ordinance 

adopted granting the Special Use Permit. 
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 Section 4.  This Resolution shall be known as Resolution No.    and shall be 

effective upon its passage and approval in accordance with law.  

Passed by the City Council and approved by the Mayor of the City of Highland, Illinois, and 
deposited and filed in the office of the City Clerk on the   day of  , 2022, the vote being 
taken by ayes and noes and entered upon the legislative record as follows: 
 
 
AYES:   
 
NOES:   
 
 
      APPROVED: 
 
 
 
              
      Kevin B. Hemann, Mayor 
      City of Highland 
      Madison County, Illinois 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
 
        
Barbara Bellm, City Clerk 
City of Highland 
Madison County, Illinois 



EXHIBIT "A" 

Special Use Permit Application

Return Form To: 

Administrative Official 
City of Highland 
2610 Plaza Drive 
Highland, IL 62249 
(618) 654-9891

(618) 654-1901 (fax)

APPLICANT INFORMATION: 

Applicant: BS Merkle LLC
Address: 1014 Pine Street, Highland, IL 
Email Address: Smf_89@hotmail.com 
owner: Kevin Kapp
Address: 1816 Parkview Drive, Highland, IL 
Email Address: N/A 

For Office Use Only 

Date Submitted: __________ _ 
Filing Fee: ____________ _
Date Paid: ____________ _
Date Advertised: __________ _ 
Date Notices Sent: _________ _ 
Public Hearing Date: _________ _ 
Zoning File #: 

Phone: 618-420-5652 
Zip: 62249 

Phone: 618-654-9028 
Zip: 62249 

--------------------------------

PROPERTY INFORMATION: 

Street Address of Parcel ID of Property: 1014 Pine Street; PIN# 01-2-24-05-07-202-030 

Property is Located In (Legal Description):._a _tt _a_c _he_d ___________________ _ 

Present Zoning Classification:._C_- _2 ___________ Acreage:0 _._0_4 ________ _

Present Use of Property: Ed & Millie's (bar/tavern) 
-----'------'---------------------

Proposed Land Use: Ed & Millie's 
------------------------------

Description of proposed use and reasons for seeking a special use permit: 
The new owners of the bar/tavern will be required to get a Special Use Permit in their name. 

Ex A
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Meeting Date:  July 6, 2022 
 
From:   Breann Vazquez, Director of Community Development  
 
Location:  1014 Pine Street 
 
Zoning Request: Special Use Permit 
 
Description:  SUP for a bar/tavern within the C-2 district  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Proposal Summary 
 
The applicant is BS Merkle LLC. The property owner is Kevin Kapp. The applicant of this case is 
requesting the following Special Use Permit to comply with Table 3.1 of Section 90-201 of the City of 
Highland Municipal Code (hereafter known as the “zoning matrix”): 
 
BS Merkle LLC (1014 Pine Street), on behalf of Kevin Kapp (1816 Parkview Drive), is requesting a Special 
Use Permit for a bar/tavern at 1014 Pine Street. PIN# 01-2-24-05-07-202-030 

The zoning matrix identifies a bar/tavern as a Special Use within the C-2 central business district. 
 
Comprehensive Plan Consideration 
 
The subject property is denoted as Industrial on the Comprehensive Plan’s Future Land Use Map.  
 
Surrounding Uses 
 

Direction Land Use Zoning 
North  Single-Family Home C-2 
South Vacant Commercial Building/Multifamily Dwellings  C-2 
East Joseph Matthews Salon C-2 
West Multifamily Dwellings/Retail  C-2 

 
 
Standards of Review for Special Use Permits 
 
Below are the six (6) consideration items listed in Section 90-79 of the Zoning Code which the Combined 
Planning and Zoning Board shall take into account while reviewing a SUP request. 

1. Whether the proposed amendment or Special Use is consistent with the City's Comprehensive 
Plan;  

The proposed use is consistent with the City’s Comprehensive Plan.  
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2. The effect the proposed amendment or Special Use would have on public utilities and on traffic 
circulation;  

The proposed use would not have an effect on public utilities or traffic circulation. The bar 
already exists on the property and the new owner must obtain a Special Use Permit in their 
name.  

3. Whether the proposed design, location and manner of operation of the proposed Special Use 
will adequately protect the public health, safety and welfare, and the physical environment;  

The use currently exists on the property and adequately protects the public health, safety and 
welfare, and the physical environment.  

4. The effect the proposed Special Use would have on the value of neighboring property and on 
this City's overall tax base;  

The use currently exists on the property and does not have an adverse effect on the value of 
neighboring property. The business contributes to the City’s tax base.  

5. The effect the proposed Special Use would have on public utilities; and 

The use currently exists on the property and utilizes public utilities.  

6. Whether there are any facilities near the proposed Special Use, such as schools or hospitals that 
require special protection. 

There are no facilities nearby that require special protection.  

Staff Discussion 

Ed & Millie’s is a bar/tavern that is currently located on the property. The current owners are selling the 
property and the new owners must receive a Special Use Permit in their name in order to continue 
operations. Staff supports the continuance of this existing business.  
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Exhibit "C" 
Determination of Special Use Permit 

On July 6,� City of Highland Combined Planning and Zoning Board at its regular 
meeting �approved with condition(s), denied a Special Use Permit for the following: 

BS Merkle LLC (1014 Pine Street), on behalf of Kevin Kapp (1816 Parkview Drive), is 

requesting a Special Use Permit for a bar/tavern at 1014 Pine Street. PIN# 01-2-24-05-

07-202-030

The City Council will consider the recommendation of the Combined Planning and Zoning Board 
at the July 18, 2022 meeting of the City Council. 

In recommending ipp�L (action) of this Special Use Permit, the Combined Planning 
. ' 

and Zoning Board considered all standards listed in the zoning regulation and all other 
conditions listed for that use in other sections of these r�ations. In addition, the Combined 
Planning and Zoning Board found that the proposed use�did not provide safeguards to 
assure its compatibility with the surrounding area. 

Conditions (if any): __________________________ _ 

�thony Walker 
Chairperson of the Combined Planning and Zoning Board 

2610 Plaza Drive - P.O. Box 2 I 8, Highland, IL 62249-02 I 8 
Phone (618) 654-9891 highlandzoning@highlandil.gov 

Date 

Ex C
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ORDINANCE NO.    
 

AN ORDINANCE GRANTING A SPECIAL USE PERMIT TO BS MERKLE LLC TO 
ALLOW A BAR / TAVERN WITHIN THE C-2 COMMERIAL ZONING DISTRICT AT 

1014 PINE STREET 
 

WHEREAS, the City of Highland, Madison County, Illinois (hereinafter “City”), is a non-

home rule municipality duly established, existing and operating in accordance with the provisions 

of the Illinois Municipal Code (Section 5/1-1-1 et seq. of Chapter 65 of the Illinois Compiled 

Statutes); and  

WHEREAS, the City Council has made the findings of fact, and the statement of its reasons 

for granting the Petition for Special Use Permit in question, in a separate resolution numbered as 

Resolution No.  ; 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY 
OF HIGHLAND, AS FOLLOWS: 

 
Section 1. BS Merkle LLC (“Owner”), is hereby granted a Special Use Permit in the 

“C-2” zoning district, as defined in Chapter 90 of the Code of Ordinances, City of Highland, for a 

bar / tavern at 1014 Pine Street, Highland, Illinois  62249. 

Section 2. The Special Use Permit is granted.   

Section 3. This Ordinance shall be known as Ordinance No.    and shall be in 

full force and effect upon adoption. 
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  Section 4. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage, 

approval, and publication in pamphlet form as provided by law. 

Passed by the City Council and approved by the Mayor of the City of Highland, Illinois, and 
deposited and filed in the office of the City Clerk on the   day of  , 2022, the vote being 
taken by ayes and noes and entered upon the legislative record as follows: 
 
 
AYES:   
 
NOES:   
 
 
      APPROVED: 
 
 
 
              
      Kevin B. Hemann, Mayor 
      City of Highland 
      Madison County, Illinois 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
 
        
Barbara Bellm, City Clerk 
City of Highland 
Madison County, Illinois 
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ORDINANCE NO.    

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING ZONING CLASSIFICATION FROM “C-2” CENTRAL 
BUSINESS DISTRICT TO “I” INDUSTRIAL FOR 713 5TH STREET 

WHEREAS, the City of Highland, Madison County, Illinois (hereinafter “City”), is a non-
home rule municipality duly established, existing and operating in accordance with the provisions 
of the Illinois Municipal Code (Section 5/1-1-1 et seq. of Chapter 65 of the Illinois Compiled 
Statutes); and 

 
WHEREAS, Options HME, Inc., owner of 713 5th Street, Highland, Illinois (hereinafter 

“Property”), requests the Property be rezoned from “C-2” Central Business District to “I” 
Industrial; and 
 

WHEREAS, properties adjacent and in proximity to the Property are zoned “I” Industrial 
and “C-2” Central Business District; and 

 
WHEREAS, the Property is currently denoted as “commercial” on the Comprehensive 

Plan’s Future Land Use Map, and will be recommended for change to “I” Industrial on the Future 
Land Use Map should this zoning amendment be approved; and 

 
WHEREAS, City Staff recommended to the Combined Planning and Zoning Board 

(“CPZB”) that it approve the Property being rezoned to “I” Industrial (See Staff Report attached 
hereto as Exhibit A); and 

 
WHEREAS, CPZB recommend to the City Council that it approve the Property being 

rezoned to “I” Industrial (See CPZB Report attached hereto as Exhibit B); and 
 
WHEREAS, the City Council finds it should approve the Property being rezoned to “I” 

Industrial. 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY 

OF HIGHLAND AS FOLLOWS: 
 
Section 1. The foregoing recitals are incorporated herein as findings of the City 

Council of the City of Highland, Illinois. 
 
Section 2. City has determined City Staff recommended to the CPZB Board that it 

approve the Property being rezoned to “I” Industrial (See Exhibit A). 
 
Section 3.  City has determined CPZB recommend to the City Council that it approve the 

Property being rezoned to “I” Industrial (See Exhibit B). 
 
Section 4.  City Council approves the Property being rezoned to “I” Industrial. 
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  Section 5. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage, 
approval, and publication in pamphlet form as provided by law. 
 
Passed by the City Council and approved by the Mayor of the City of Highland, Illinois, and 
deposited and filed in the office of the City Clerk on the   day of  , 2022, the vote being 
taken by ayes and noes and entered upon the legislative record as follows: 
 
 
AYES:   
 
NOES:   
 
 
      APPROVED: 
 
 
 
              
      Kevin B. Hemann, Mayor 
      City of Highland 
      Madison County, Illinois 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
 
        
Barbara Bellm, City Clerk 
City of Highland 
Madison County, Illinois 
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City of Highland 
Building and Zoning 

Meeting Date:  July 6, 2022 
 
From:   Breann Vazquez, Director of Community Development  
 
Location:  713 5th Street 
 
Zoning Request: Rezoning 
 
Description:  Rezoning from C-2 Central Business District to Industrial   
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Proposal Summary 
 
The applicant and property owner is Options HME, Inc. The applicant of this case is requesting the 
following rezoning:  
 
- Rezone 713 5th Street from C-2 Central Business District to Industrial. (PIN# 02-2-18-32-18-301-019) 
 
This property is currently Options HME, Inc., which manufactures and installs mobility equipment. The 
rezoning is being requested in order to allow for the business to place an additional warehouse on the 
property. 
 
Comprehensive Plan Consideration 
 
The Comprehensive Plan and Future Land Use Map are considered policy guides to current and future 
development.  While they do not have the force of an ordinance, it is generally recommended that 
municipalities adhere to the findings, policies, principals, and recommendations in these documents.  
Changes and deviations are permissible, but they should be reasonably justified.    
 
The subject property is denoted as “commercial” on the Comprehensive Plan’s Future Land Use Map. It 
is adjacent to “industrial” areas. The commercial business is appropriate in this location.  
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Zoning Map 
  

 

 
 
Future Land Use Map 
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Standards of Review for Zoning Map Amendments and Findings of Fact 
 
Below are the nine (9) consideration items listed in Section 90-88 of the Zoning Code which the Combined 
Planning and Zoning Board shall take into account while reviewing a zoning map amendment request. 

 
1. Existing use and zoning of the property in question. 

The property is currently Options HME, Inc. and is zoned C-2.  
 

2. Existing use and zoning of other lots in the vicinity of the property in question. 
Direction Land Use Zoning 

North Vacant Lot; Mobile Home C-2 
South Highland Machine  Industrial 
East Highland Auto Wash Industrial  
West Vacant Lot  C-2 

 
3. The extent to which the zoning map amendment may detrimentally affect nearby properties.   

Nearby property will not be negatively affected. The area to the east and south is zoned Industrial 
and this area contains a variety of commercial and industrial uses.      

 
4. Suitability of the property in question for uses already permitted under existing requirements.  

C-2 is primarily for downtown commercial uses and, therefore, is not the most appropriate zoning 
classification.  

 
5. Suitability of the property in question for the proposed uses. 

The property is suitable for the existing business and future expansion.  
 

6. The type, density and character of development in the vicinity of the property in question, 
including changes, if any, which may have occurred since the property was initially zoned or last 
rezoned.   
The proposed zoning goes with the character of the area. This area has a mixture of zoning 
districts, including industrial.  
 

7. The effect the proposed map amendment would have on the implementation of the City’s 
Comprehensive Plan. 
The proposed map amendment is consistent with the City’s Comprehensive Plan.  
 

8. The effect the proposed map amendment would have on public utilities, other needed public 
services and traffic circulation on nearby streets. 
There would not be a negative effect on public utilities, other needed public services and traffic 
circulation on nearby streets. 

 
9. Whether the map amendment will promote the health, safety, quality of life, comfort and general 

welfare of the city. 
The map amendment will promote the health, safety, quality of life, comfort and general welfare 
of the city. 
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Staff Discussion 
 
Options HME, Inc. is currently located on the property and will continue to remain there. Rezoning is 
necessary in order to allow for further warehouse expansion for routine business operations. Even 
without expansion, this property does not match the intent of the C-2 district and is better suited for 
industrial zoning. Staff has no concerns.  
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Exhibit "C" 

Determination for Zoning Text Amendment 

On July 6, 2022 the City of Highland Combined Planning and Zoning Board at its regular
meetin approved denied a Zoning Text Amendment for the following:

Options HME Inc. (25 Shannon Ct.) is requesting to rezone 713 5th Street from C-2 Central 

Business District to Industrial. PIN# 02-2-18-32-18-301-019 

The City Council will consider the recommendation of the Combined Planning and Zoning Board
at the July 18, 2022 meeting of the City Council.

In recommending �'CO� (action) of this Zoning Text Amendment, the Combined
\ . 

Planning and Zoning Board considered all standards listed in the zoning regulation and all other
conditions listed for that use in other sections of these r��tions. In addition, the Combined
Planning and Zoning Board found that the proposed use�did not provide safeguards to
assure its compatibility with the surrounding area.

Conditions (if any): __________________________ _

Antfio� Walker 
Chairperson of the Combined Planning and Zoning Board

2610 Plaza Drive - P.O. Box 218, Highland, IL 62249-0218
Phone (618) 654-9891 highlandzoning@highlandil.gov

Date

Ex B
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RESOLUTION NO.     
 

A RESOLUTION MAKING SEPARATE STATEMENT OF FINDINGS OF FACT 
IN CONNECTION WITH ORDINANCE GRANTING SPECIAL USE PERMIT FOR A 

DRIVE-THROUGH WITHIN THE C-2 ZONING DISTRICT 
 

WHEREAS, the City of Highland, Madison County, Illinois (hereinafter “City”), is a non-

home rule municipality duly established, existing and operating in accordance with the provisions 

of the Illinois Municipal Code (Section 5/1-1-1 et seq. of Chapter 65 of the Illinois Compiled 

Statutes); and  

WHEREAS, Section 90-81 of the Code of Ordinances, City of Highland, provides that the 

City Council “may grant a special use permit by ordinance,” but requires that “In a separate 

statement accompanying any such ordinance, the Council shall state findings of fact, and indicate 

reasons for approving . . . the request for a special use permit;” and 

 WHEREAS, Plocher Construction, on behalf of Rehberger Holdings, LLC (“Owner”), has 

filed a Petition for a Special Use Permit to allow for a drive-through within the C-2 zoning district 

at 916 6th Street, 608 Washington Street, and 620 Washington Street, Highland, IL  62249, in 

accord with the Code of Ordinances, City of Highland; and 

 WHEREAS, a copy of the Petition for a Special Use Permit is attached as Exhibit A and 

incorporated by reference as though fully set forth herein; and 
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 WHEREAS, a copy of the Combined Planning and Zoning Board (“CPZB”) Staff Report 

is attached hereto as Exhibit B and incorporated by reference as though fully set forth herein; and 

 WHEREAS, Exhibit A and Exhibit B were all considered as part of the Petition for a 

Special Use Permit by CPZB; and 

 WHEREAS, CPZB recommended approval of this special use pursuant to Exhibit A and 

Exhibit B.  See CPZB Determination of Special Use Permit attached hereto as Exhibit C. 

 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE 

CITY OF HIGHLAND: 

 Section 1. The City Council makes the following findings of fact concerning the 

procedures followed to present the Petition for a Special Use Permit (Exhibit A, B) for approval: 

 (a) The Administrator to whom the Petition for a Special Use Permit was 

submitted referred the matter to the CPZB. 

(b) The CPZB met in regular session on July 6, 2022, at 7:00 p.m., at City Hall, 

1115 Broadway, Highland, Illinois, to consider and act upon the Petition for a Special Use 

Permit. 

(c) Public notice of the hearing to be held at the CPZB meeting was published 

pursuant to Illinois state law, and the Owner was notified of the hearing to be held at the 

meeting by mail, with postage thereon fully prepaid. 

(d) At the hearing, the CPZB took and heard evidence and the CPZB prepared 

and submitted its advisory report to the City Council recommending approval of the 

Petition for a Special Use Permit. 
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(e) The City Council finds the steps recited above, in compliance with the Code 

of Ordinances, City of Highland, to be facts, and further finds and determines that the 

matters and proceedings to date are in accordance with the Code of Ordinances, City of 

Highland. 

 Section 2. The City Council makes the following findings of fact concerning the merits 

of the Petition for a Special Use Permit (Exhibit A, B and C): 

 (a) The proposed Special Use will adequately protect the public health, safety, 

general welfare, economic welfare, and the physical environment of the surrounding area 

and the City. 

 (b) The proposed Special Use is consistent with the City’s Comprehensive 

Plan. 

 (c) The proposed Special Use would not have an adverse effect on public 

utilities or traffic circulation on nearby streets. 

 (d) There are no facilities near the proposed Special Use that require the need 

for special protection. 

 (e) The location – where the Special Use will be made pursuant to the Special 

Use Permit – is zoned “C-2” 

 (f) The granting of this Special Use Permit would be in the best interest of the 

City, and the Special Use Permit should be granted by ordinance. 

Section 3. This resolution shall constitute the separate statement of findings of fact, 

supporting the granting of the Special Use Permit, required by Section 90-81 of the Code of 
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Ordinances, City of Highland, and shall be permanently attached to the ordinance adopted granting 

the Special Use Permit. 

 Section 4. This Resolution shall be known as Resolution No.    and shall be 

effective upon its passage and approval in accordance with law.  

Passed by the City Council and approved by the Mayor of the City of Highland, Illinois, and 
deposited and filed in the office of the City Clerk on the   day of  , 2022, the vote being 
taken by ayes and noes and entered upon the legislative record as follows: 
 
 
AYES:   
 
NOES:   
 
 
      APPROVED: 
 
 
 
              
      Kevin B. Hemann, Mayor 
      City of Highland 
      Madison County, Illinois 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
 
        
Barbara Bellm, City Clerk 
City of Highland 
Madison County, Illinois 
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City of Highland 
Building and Zoning 

Meeting Date:  July 6, 2022 
 
From:   Breann Vazquez, Director of Community Development 
 
Location:  916 6th Street, 608 Washington Street, 620 Washington Street 
 
Zoning Request: Special Use Permit 
 
Description:  SUP to allow for a drive-through 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Proposal Summary 
 
The applicant of this case is Plocher Construction on behalf of property owner Rehberger Holdings, LLC. 
The applicant of this case is requesting the following Special Use Permit to comply with Table 3.1 of 
Section 90-201 of the City of Highland Municipal Code (hereafter known as the “zoning matrix”): 
 

- Plocher Construction Company (2808 Thole-Plocher Road), on behalf of Rehberger Holdings, 
LLC (3945 N. Neenah Ave., Chicago, IL 60634) is requesting a Special Use Permit for a drive-
through at 916 6th Street, 608 Washington Street, and 620 Washington Street. PIN# 02-2-18-
32-19-403-017, 02-2-18-32-19-403-018, 02-2-18-32- 19-403-019 

 
The zoning matrix identifies “drive-through establishment” as a Special Use within the C-2 central 
business district.  
  
Comprehensive Plan Consideration 
 
The subject property is denoted as downtown on the Comprehensive Plan’s Future Land Use Map. A 
drive-through establishment is an appropriate Special Use for the downtown area.   
  
Surrounding Uses 
 

Direction Land Use Zoning 
North Barnett’s Pest Control Industrial 
South Single-Family Home C-2 
East Single-Family Home R-1-D 
West Single-Family Home C-2 

 
Standards of Review for Special Use Permits 
 
Below are the six (6) consideration items listed in Section 90-79 of the Zoning Code which the Combined 
Planning and Zoning Board shall take into account while reviewing a SUP request. 

1. Whether the proposed amendment or Special Use is consistent with the City's Comprehensive 
Plan;  
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The proposed Special Use is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan. 

2. The effect the proposed amendment or Special Use would have on public utilities and on traffic 
circulation;  

The proposed Special Use would not have an adverse effect on public utilities. Per Section 90-
206 of the Municipal Code, a traffic study is required to ensure that the drive-through will not 
have a negative impact on traffic circulation.  
 

3.  Whether the proposed design, location and manner of operation of the proposed Special Use 
will adequately protect the public health, safety and welfare, and the physical environment;  

The proposed Special Use will adequately protect the public health, safety and welfare, and the 
physical environment. 

4. The effect the proposed Special Use would have on the value of neighboring property and on 
this City's overall tax base;  

The proposed Special Use will not have a detrimental impact on the value of neighboring 
property or on the City’s overall tax base. 

5. The effect the proposed Special Use would have on public utilities; and 

The proposed Special Use will utilize public utilities. 

6. Whether there are any facilities near the proposed Special Use, such as schools or hospitals that 
require special protection. 

There are no facilities nearby that require special protection.  

Staff Discussion 

A coffee drive-through establishment would be an asset to the community and this proposal would 
make use of three currently vacant lots, which will be combined into one lot. The applicant has 
proposed to meet all necessary site requirements, including drive-through queuing, parking, and 
setbacks. Each of these items will be verified in the site plan review and permitting phase. A traffic study 
is also required per code to ensure that traffic flow will not congest the surrounding area. Staff 
recommends approval of the SUP contingent upon staff’s approval of the traffic study.   
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Aerial Photograph 
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Exhibit "C" 
Determination of Special Use Permit 

On July 6, 2022, the City of Highland Combined Planning and Zoning Board at its regular 
meeting approved, (Ppr�ved with condition(ill denied a Special Use Permit for the following: 

Plocher Construction Company (2808 Thole-Plocher Road), on behalf of Rehberger 

Holdings, LLC (3945 N. Neenah Ave., Chicago, IL 60634) is requesting a Special Use 

Permit for a drive-through at 916 6th Street, 608 Washington Street, and 620 

Washington Street. PIN# 02-2-18-32-19-403-017, 02-2-18-32-19-403-018, 02-2-18-32-

19-403-019

The City Council will consider the recommendation of the Combined Planning and Zoning Board 
at the July 18, 2022 meeting of the City Council. 

In recommending b'lle. �t C,oo�,(fction) of this Special Use Permit, the Combined Planning 
and Zoning Board considered all standards listed in the zoning regulation and all other 
conditions listed for that use in other sections of these reg�tions. In addition, the Combined 
Planning and Zoning Board found that the proposed us@did not provide safeguards to 
assure its compatibility with the surrounding area. 

Conditions (if any): Cbo?--:1'P..l l )0� �'1/11\ -::t� eorr111J.Jq1:;:,,,Y1 C)e;,n o,,-r�

}:.��)A( . ct -\A.,-.� -l-��{)-� �'0-,,\

A�thioV �Jker 
Chairperson of the Combined Planning and Zoning Board 

2610 Plaza Drive - P.O. Box 218, Highland, IL 62249-0218 
Phone (618) 654-9891 highlandzoning@highlandil.gov 

Date 

Ex C



                                     
 

 
 

 
 

 2610 Plaza Drive – P.O. Box 218  Highland, IL 62249-0218 
 Phone (618) 654-7115 highlandzoning@highlandil.gov 

City of Highland 
Building and Zoning 

Meeting Date:   July 6, 2022 

From:    Breann Vazquez, Director of Community Development 

Description:   Preliminary Plat for Molly’s Mocha Subdivision  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Proposal Summary 

Plocher Construction Company (2808 Thole-Plocher Road), on behalf of Rehberger Holdings, LLC (3945 
N. Neenah Ave., Chicago, IL 60634) is requesting a preliminary plat to combine 916 6th Street, 608 
Washington Street, and 620 Washington Street into one parcel. PIN# 02-2-18-32-19-403-017, 02-2-18-
32-19-403-018, 02-2-18-32-19-403-019 
Purpose 

In order to combine the three existing parcels into one lot, the subdivision process is necessary. 
However, this subdivision does not involve any new infrastructure. The lot combination is needed in 
order to contain a proposed use within one parcel.   

The City has verified that all necessary utility easements are shown on the preliminary plat.  

Aerial View 

  Lot lines to be removed 

mailto:highlandzoning@highlandil.gov
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ORDINANCE NO.     
 

AN ORDINANCE GRANTING A SPECIAL USE PERMIT TO PLOCHER 
CONSTRUCTION, ON BEHALF OF REHBERGER HOLDINGS, LLC, TO ALLOW A 
DRIVE-THROUGH WITHIN THE C-2 ZONING DISTRICT AT 916 16TH STREET, 608 

WASHINGTON STREET, AND 620 WASHINGTON STREET 
 

WHEREAS, the City of Highland, Madison County, Illinois (hereinafter “City”), is a non-

home rule municipality duly established, existing and operating in accordance with the provisions 

of the Illinois Municipal Code (Section 5/1-1-1 et seq. of Chapter 65 of the Illinois Compiled 

Statutes); and  

WHEREAS, the City Council has made the findings of fact, and the statement of its reasons 

for granting the Petition for Special Use Permit in question, in a separate resolution numbered as 

Resolution No.  ; 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY 
OF HIGHLAND, AS FOLLOWS: 

 
Section 1. Plocher Construction, on behalf of Rehberger Holdings, LLC (“Owner”), is 

hereby granted a Special Use Permit in the “C-2” zoning district, as defined in Chapter 90 of the 

Code of Ordinances, City of Highland, for a drive-through at 916 6th Street, 608 Washington Street, 

and 620 Washington Street, Highland, Illinois  62249. 

Section 2. The Special Use Permit is granted.   

Section 3. This Ordinance shall be known as Ordinance No.    and shall be in 

full force and effect upon adoption. 

  Section 4. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage, 

approval, and publication in pamphlet form as provided by law. 

Passed by the City Council and approved by the Mayor of the City of Highland, Illinois, and 
deposited and filed in the office of the City Clerk on the   day of  , 2022, the vote being 
taken by ayes and noes and entered upon the legislative record as follows: 
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AYES:   
 
NOES:   
 
 
      APPROVED: 
 
 
 
              
      Kevin B. Hemann, Mayor 
      City of Highland 
      Madison County, Illinois 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
 
        
Barbara Bellm, City Clerk 
City of Highland 
Madison County, Illinois 
 



RESOLUTION NO.     
 

A RESOLUTION APPROVING PRELIMINARY PLAT FOR PROPOSED 
SUBDIVISION TO BE DEVELOPED BY PLOCHER CONSTRUCTION, ON BEHALF 
OF REHBERGER HOLDINGS, LLC, LOCATED IN MADISON COUNTY, ILLINOIS, 

PPN:  02-2-18-32-19-403-017, 02-2-18-32-19-403-018, 02-2-18-32-19-403-019 
 

WHEREAS, the City of Highland, Madison County, Illinois (hereinafter “City”), is a non-
home rule municipality duly established, existing and operating in accordance with the provisions 
of the Illinois Municipal Code (Section 5/1-1-1 et seq. of Chapter 65 of the Illinois Compiled 
Statutes); and 

  
 WHEREAS, pursuant to the City Code, Plocher Construction Company (2808 Thole-
Plocher Road), on behalf of Rehberger Holdings, LLC (3945 N. Neenah Ave., Chicago, IL 60634; 
hereinafter “Owner”), is requesting a preliminary plat to combine 916 6th Street, 608 Washington 
Street, and 620 Washington Street into one parcel, more particularly described as follows: PIN# 
02-2-18-32-19-403-017, 02-2-18-32-19-403-018, 02-2-18-32-19-403-019 (see Preliminary Plat 
attached hereto as Exhibit A); and 
 
 WHEREAS, the Combined Planning and Zoning Board (“CPZB”) met at a properly 
noticed meeting on July 6, 2022; and 
 
 WHEREAS, a public hearing was conducted by the CPZB on Owner’s proposed 
Preliminary Plat (Exhibit A) on July 6, 2022; and 
 
 WHEREAS, at the July 6, 2022 CPZB meeting, the CPZB considered Owner’s Preliminary 
Plat (Exhibit A); and 
 
 WHEREAS, after consideration and discussion by the CPZB, the CPZB voted to approve 
Owner’s Preliminary Plat (see CPZB Determination Sheet attached hereto as Exhibit B); and 
 
 WHEREAS, City has determined that it is in the best interests of public health, safety, 
general welfare, and economic welfare to approve Owner’s Preliminary Plat (Exhibits A, B). 
 
 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE 
CITY OF HIGHLAND: 
 

Section 1. The foregoing recitals are incorporated herein as findings of the City 
Council of the City of Highland. 



 Section 2. After appropriate review and discussion, Owner’s Preliminary Plat (Exhibit 
A) is approved. 

 Section 3. This Resolution shall be known as Resolution No.    and shall be 
effective upon its passage and approval in accordance with law.   

Passed by the City Council and approved by the Mayor of the City of Highland, Illinois, and 
deposited and filed in the office of the City Clerk on the   day of  , 2022, the vote being 
taken by ayes and noes and entered upon the legislative record as follows: 
 
 
AYES:   
 
NOES:   
 
 
      APPROVED: 
 
 
 
              
      Kevin B. Hemann, Mayor 
      City of Highland 
      Madison County, Illinois 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
 
        
Barbara Bellm, City Clerk 
City of Highland 
Madison County, Illinois 
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NOTES:

1. THIS PLAT IS NOT FOR RECORD.

2. PROPERTY IS ZONED C-2 CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT IN THE CITY OF HIGHLAND IL. ADJACENT LAND ZONING IS SHOWN
ON PLAT. MINIMUM FRONT-LINE SETBACK: NONE. MINIMUM REAR LOT LINE SETBACK: SIX FEET. MINIMUM SIDE YARD
SETBACK: NONE.

3. THE GROSS AND NET ACREAGE OF THE SUBDIVISION IS 19,122 SQUARE FEET (0.44 ACRES). THERE ARE NO NEW PUBLIC
STREETS OR COMMON AREAS CREATED BY THIS SUBDIVISION.

4. SIXTH STREET IS UNDER THE JURISDICTION OF THE CITY OF HIGHLAND IL AND IS CLASSIFIED AS A MINOR ARTERIAL.

5. WASHINGTON STREET IS UNDER THE JURISDICTION OF THE CITY OF HIGHLAND IL AND IS CLASSIFIED AS A MAJOR
COLLECTOR.

6. ACCESS WILL BE PROVIDED BY PRIVATE ENTRANCES OFF SIXTH STREET AND WASHINGTON STREET.

7. EXISTING DEVELOPMENT CONSISTING OF FORMER GAS STATION AND TWO RESIDENTIAL HOMES WILL BE DEMOLISHED.

8. STORM WATER DETENTION  REQUIREMENT FOR PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT IS UNKNOWN AT THE TIME OF THIS
PRELIMINARY PLAT.
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MOLLY'S MOCHA SUBDIVISION
PRELIMINARY PLAT

A CONSOLIDATION OF LOTS 9,10 AND 11 IN BLOCK 50
OF JOSEPH KOEPFLI'S ADDITION TO HIGHLAND, AS RECORDED

IN PLAT BOOK 3, PAGE 29 OF MADISON COUNTY RECORDS,
ALSO BEING PART OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 32,

TOWNSHIP 4 NORTH, RANGE 5 WEST OF THE THIRD
PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, CITY OF HIGHLAND,

MADISON COUNTY, ILLINOIS
0.44 ACRES IN SUBDIVISION

FEBURARY 9, 2022
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City of Highland 
Building and Zoning 

Exhibit "C" 

Determination of Preliminary Plat Review 

On July 6, 2022, the City of Highland Combined Planning and Zoning Board at its regular
meeting� denied, waived, tabled a Preliminary Plat Review of the following:

Plocher Construction Company {2808 Thole-Plocher Road), on behalf of Rehberger 

Holdings, LLC {3945 N. Neenah Ave., Chicago, IL 60634) is requesting a preliminary plat 

to combine 916 6th Street, 608 Washington Street, and 620 Washington Street into 

one parcel. PIN# 02-2-18-32-19-403-017, 02-2-18-32-19-403-018, 02-2-18-32-19-403-

019 

The City Council will consider the recommendation of the Combined Planning and Zoning Board
at the July 18, 2022 meeting of the City Council.

In recommending �fB2:c.NGC (action) of this Subdivision Plat Review, the Combined
Planning and Zoning Board considered all standards listed in the zoning regulation and all other
conditions listed for that use in other sections of these regulations. In addition, the Combined
Planning and Zoning Board found that the proposed use@Jdid not provide safeguards to
assure its compatibility with the surrounding area.

Conditions (if any): __________________________ _

Antn'onyWall<er 
Chairperson of the Combined Planning and Zoning Board

2610 Plaza Drive - P.O. Box 218, Highland, IL 62249-0218 
Phone (618) 654-9891 highlandzoning@highlandil.gov 

Date

Ex B
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Exhibit 2. Checklist for Preliminary Plat 

Name of subdivision: ______________________________  

Date of submission: _______________________________  

Eighteen (18) copies of the preliminary plat shall be submitted. To properly execute this checklist, the subdivider, 
or engineer, shall:  

• Insert the required information.  

• Denote compliance with applicable ordinances by placing initials in all spaces where applicable.  

• Denote those items which the subdivider, or engineer, considers "not applicable" to the is particular 
subdivision by the abbreviation "N.A."  

Every subdivision preliminary plat shall be prepared by a registered Professional Engineer and Professional Land 
Surveyor, State of Illinois, at any scale from one inch equals 10 feet through one inch equals 100 feet, provided the 
resultant drawing does not exceed 24 inches by 36 inches and shall contain the following:  

___ 1. Small key map showing the relation of the proposed subdivision to platted subdivisions and 
dedicated roads within 2,500 feet of the proposed subdivision.  

___ 2. Names and addresses of the owner, developer (if not the owner), Name and seal of Registered 
Professional Engineer of Illinois and Professional Land Surveyor, State of Illinois.  

___ 3. Proposed name of the subdivision, location given by township, range, section, or other legal 
description.  

___ 4. Title Block must include the wording Preliminary Plat  

___ 5. Zoning district classification of the tract to be subdivided, and of the adjacent land.  

___ 6. If the plat is shown on two or more sheets, an index shall be provided on each sheet alone with 
corresponding "match lines".  

___ 7. North arrow, graphic scale, and date of map.  

___ 8. The gross and net acreage area of the proposed subdivision, the acreage of streets, and of any areas 
reserved for the common use of the property owners within the subdivision and for public use  

___ 9. All lot lines adjacent to and abutting the subdivision.  

___ a. Ownership of the surrounding land.  

___ b. Alignment of existing streets and rights-of-way.  

___ c. Section and corporate limit lines.  

___ 10. Tract boundary lines showing dimensions, bearings, and references to known land lines.  

___ 11. Topography of the tract to be subdivided as indicated by two-foot contour data for land having 
slopes of zero to four percent, five-foot contour data for land having slopes between four to 12 
percent, and ten-foot contour data for land having slopes of 12 percent or more. Benchmarks 
indicating location, description, and elevation.  
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___ 12. Delineation of pre-development drainage basins showing directions of flow and downstream 
receiving facility.  

___ 13. Delineation of post-development drainage basins showing directions of flow and downstream 
receiving facility.  

___ 14. Any proposed alteration, adjustment or change in the elevation or topography of any area.  

___ 15. Locations of such features as bodies of water, ponding areas, natural drainageways, railroads, 
cemeteries, bridges, parks, schools, permanent structures, buildings, etc.  

___ 16. Streets and rights-of-way on and adjoining the site of the proposed subdivision; showing the names 
and including street right-of-way and paving widths; approximate gradients; types and widths of 
pavement, curbs, sidewalks, crosswalks, planting strips and other pertinent data, including 
classification of all existing or proposed streets as to function as arterial, collector, residential, major, 
minor or other roads.  

___ 17. A copy of the results of any tests made to ascertain subsurface rock and soil conditions and the 
water table.  

___ 18. Locations, widths, and purposes of all existing and proposed easements.  

___ 19. A copy of the description of all proposed deed restrictions and covenants.  

___ 20. Location and size of existing and proposed sanitary sewers, storm sewers and potable water lines.  

___ 21. Locations, types, and approximate sizes of all other existing and proposed utilities.  

___ 22. Front building setback or front yard lines and dimensions.  

___ 23. Locations, dimensions, and areas of all parcels to be reserved or dedicated for schools, 
parks/playgrounds, and other public purposes.  

___ 24. Locations, dimension, and areas of all proposed or existing lots within the subdivision.  

___ 25. Indication on drawing, or by certificate, that the developer is aware of the responsibility for 
installation of street signs.  

___ 26. Electronic Submittal of preliminary plat to the City of Highland in a format compatible to the City of 
Highland GIS system.  

Completed by:  

Name _____________________________________  

Address  _____________________________________  

 _____________________________________  

 _____________________________________  

Telephone  _____________________________________  

Date  _____________________________________  
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 2610 Plaza Drive – P.O. Box 218  Highland, IL 62249-0218 
 Phone (618) 654-7115 highlandzoning@highlandil.gov 

City of Highland 
Building and Zoning 

Meeting Date:   July 6, 2022 

From:    Breann Vazquez, Director of Community Development 

Description:   Preliminary Plat for Molly’s Mocha Subdivision  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Proposal Summary 

Plocher Construction Company (2808 Thole-Plocher Road), on behalf of Rehberger Holdings, LLC (3945 
N. Neenah Ave., Chicago, IL 60634) is requesting a preliminary plat to combine 916 6th Street, 608 
Washington Street, and 620 Washington Street into one parcel. PIN# 02-2-18-32-19-403-017, 02-2-18-
32-19-403-018, 02-2-18-32-19-403-019 
Purpose 

In order to combine the three existing parcels into one lot, the subdivision process is necessary. 
However, this subdivision does not involve any new infrastructure. The lot combination is needed in 
order to contain a proposed use within one parcel.   

The City has verified that all necessary utility easements are shown on the preliminary plat.  

Aerial View 

  Lot lines to be removed 

mailto:highlandzoning@highlandil.gov


RESOLUTION NO.     
 

A RESOLUTION APPROVING THE FINAL PLAT OF  
MOLLY’S MOCHA SUBDIVISION 

 
WHEREAS, the City of Highland, Madison County, Illinois (hereinafter “City”), is a non-

home rule municipality duly established, existing and operating in accordance with the provisions 
of the Illinois Municipal Code (Section 5/1-1-1 et seq. of Chapter 65 of the Illinois Compiled 
Statutes); and  

 
WHEREAS, Plocher Construction Company, on behalf of Rehberger Holdings, LLC 

(hereinafter “Owner”), is requesting a final plat to combine 916 6th Street, 608 Washington Street, 
and 620 Washington Street into one parcel, more particularly described as follows: PIN# 02-2-18-
32-19-403-017, 02-2-18-32-19-403-018, 02-2-18-32-19-403-019 (see Final Plat attached hereto as 
Exhibit A); and 
 

WHEREAS, City has determined Owner has met the requirements of City Code for final 
platting of Molly’s Mocha Subdivision (See Exhibit A), and should be permitted to have Molly’s 
Mocha Subdivision final platted pursuant to approval by City Council, and in accordance with all 
applicable Illinois statutes and City Ordinances; and 

 
WHEREAS, City staff has reviewed the Molly’s Mocha Subdivision final plat (See Exhibit 

A); and 
 
WHEREAS, City has determined the final plat for Molly’s Mocha Subdivision 

substantially conforms to the approved preliminary plat; and 
 
WHEREAS, City has determined the final plat for Molly’s Mocha Subdivision manifests 

substantial compliance with the design and improvements standards of the City Code; and 
 
WHEREAS, to the City Council’s knowledge and belief, the final plat for Molly’s Mocha 

Subdivision complies with all pertinent requirements of state law; and  
 

WHEREAS, City has determined the Molly’s Mocha Subdivision final plat should be 
approved (See Exhibit A). 

 
 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE 
CITY OF HIGHLAND: 
 
 Section 1. The foregoing recitals are incorporated herein as findings of the City 
Council of the City of Highland, Illinois. 
 
 Section 2. fter appropriate review and discussion, the Final Plat of Molly’s Mocha 
Subdivision is approved (See Exhibit A). 
 



 Section 3. This Resolution shall be known as Resolution No.    and shall be 
effective upon its passage and approval in accordance with law.  
 
Passed by the City Council and approved by the Mayor of the City of Highland, Illinois, and 
deposited and filed in the office of the City Clerk on the   day of  , 2022, the vote being 
taken by ayes and noes and entered upon the legislative record as follows: 
 
 
AYES:   
 
NOES:   
 
 
      APPROVED: 
 
 
 
              
      Kevin B. Hemann, Mayor 
      City of Highland 
      Madison County, Illinois 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
 
        
Barbara Bellm, City Clerk 
City of Highland 
Madison County, Illinois 



May11th 22
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City of Highland 
Building and Zoning 

 

 

July 7, 2022 

 

To: Chris Conrad, City Manager 

From: Breann Vazquez, Director of Community Development 

RE: Final Plat – Molly’s Mocha Subdivision    

 

I recommend approval of the final plat of the Molly’s Mocha Subdivision, located at 916 6th Street, 608 

Washington Street, and 620 Washington Street. The final plat is identical to the preliminary plat given 

that this subdivision does not involve any new infrastructure.  

The platting process is needed in order to combine the three existing lots into one lot.  
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ORDINANCE NO:    
 

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CITY CODE SECTION 90-201, TABLE 3.1.B,  
FOR PURPOSES OF ALLOWING DATA PROCESSING, HOSTING, AND RELATED 

SERVICES AS A SPECIAL USE WITHIN THE INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT 
 

WHEREAS, the City of Highland, Madison County, Illinois (hereinafter “City”), is a 
non-home rule municipality duly established, existing and operating in accordance with the 
provisions of the Illinois Municipal Code (Section 5/1-1-1 et seq. of Chapter 65 of the Illinois 
Compiled Statutes); and 
 

WHEREAS, City has determined data processing, hosting, and related services are not 
permitted in the current City Code; and 

WHEREAS, City desires to include data processing, hosting, and related services in the 
City Code as a special use within the “I” Industrial District; and 

WHEREAS, City Staff recommended to the Combined Planning and Zoning Board 
(“CPZB”) to amend the City Code to add data processing, hosting, and related services as a special 
use within the “I” Industrial District (see Staff Report attached as Exhibit A); and 

WHEREAS, CPZB recommended to the City Council to amend the City Code to add data 
processing, hosting, and related services as a special use within the “I” Industrial District (see 
Recommendation attached as Exhibit B); and 

WHEREAS, the City Council finds that the City Manager and/or Mayor should be 
authorized and directed, on behalf of the City, to execute whatever documents are necessary to 
amend the City Code to include data processing, hosting, and related services in the City Code as 
a special use within the “I” Industrial District. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED, by the City Council of the City of 
Highland, Illinois, as follows: 
 

Section 1. The foregoing recitals are incorporated herein as findings of the City 
Council of the City of Highland, Illinois. 

 
Section 2. Section 90-201, Table 3.1.B, shall now state: 
 

 
Article III, Section 90-201, Table 3.1.B 
Table 3.1.B — PRINCIPAL NON-RESIDENTIAL USES  

Use  R1A  R1B  
R1 
C  

R1 
D  

R2 
A  

R2 
B  

R3  C1  C2  C3  C4  I  M  MX  
Supp. 
Regs.  

17. Data processing, hosting, 
and related services 

            S     
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Section 3. That this Ordinance shall be known as Ordinance No:    and 

shall be effective upon adoption with implementation date of   . 
 
Passed by the City Council and approved by the Mayor of the City of Highland, Illinois, and 
deposited and filed in the office of the City Clerk on the   day of  , 2022, the vote being 
taken by ayes and noes and entered upon the legislative record as follows: 
 
 
AYES:   
 
NOES:   
 
 
      APPROVED: 
 
 
 
              
      Kevin B. Hemann, Mayor 
      City of Highland 
      Madison County, Illinois 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
 
        
Barbara Bellm, City Clerk 
City of Highland 
Madison County, Illinois 
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City of Highland 
Building and Zoning 

Meeting Date:   July 6, 2022 
 
From:    Breann Vazquez, Director of Community Development 
 
Text Amendment:  Section 90-201, Table 3.1.B 
                                                                 
Description:  Text amendment to allow for “Data Processing, Hosting, and Related Services” 

as a Special Use within the Industrial District 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Proposal Summary 
 
The City of Highland is requesting a text amendment to Section 90-201, Table 3.1.B of the Municipal 
Code to allow for data processing, hosting and related services as a Special Use within the Industrial 
District.  
 
Article III, Section 90-201, Table 3.1.B 
Table 3.1.B — PRINCIPAL NON-RESIDENTIAL USES  

Use  R1A  R1B  
R1 
C  

R1 
D  

R2 
A  

R2 
B  

R3  C1  C2  C3  C4  I  M  MX  
Supp. 
Regs.  

17. Data processing, hosting, 
and related services 

            S     

 
Note: Red text is the proposed amendment.  
 
Staff Discussion 
This text amendment would allow for applicants to apply for a special use permit for data processing, 
hosting, and related services. This use is not currently a listed use within the zoning code and, therefore, 
is currently disallowed. 
 
Data processing, hosting, and related services would be required to follow the Industrial District lot and 
building requirements, limitations, and parking requirements as outlined in the Municipal Code.   
 
For comparison, Rantoul, IL (which has a data center within its municipal limits) allows for data centers 
outright within the industrial district and does not apply supplemental regulations to the use. 
Edwardsville, IL allows for data processing, hosting and related services as a PUD in their commercial – 
primary, commercial-urban, office building, and mixed-use building districts. The use is a Special Use 
within their live/work building district. They do not apply supplemental regulations to the use. 
Collinsville, IL allows for data processing, hosting, and related services in their Business Park-1, Business 
Park-2, Business Park-3, Business Park-4. And M-1 districts. They do not apply supplemental regulations 
to the use.  
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City of Highland 
Building and Zoning 

 
City staff has identified a need to allow for this use in some capacity within our municipal boundaries. 
This use is typically discreet and unobtrusive, while providing economic benefits such as high utility 
consumption and property tax contribution. Given that the City has readily available property within the 
existing Industrial district, we have identified this as the most appropriate designation to allow for the 
use while preserving our commercial business districts for consumer-oriented industries.  
 

 



trf' 
City of Highland
Building and Zoning 

Exhibit "C" 

Determination for Zoning Text Amendment 

On July 6, 2022, the City of Highland Combined Planning and Zoning Board at its regular 
meeting�denied a Zoning Text Amendment for the following: 

The City of Highland is requesting a text amendment to Section 90-201, Table 3.1.B of the 
Municipal Code to allow for data processing, hosting and related services as a Special Use 
within the Industrial District. 

The City Council will consider the recommendation of the Combined Planning and Zoning Board 
at the July 18, 2022 meeting of the City Council. 

In recommendingb,1;1(___ (action) of this Zoning Text Amendment, the Combined 
Planning and Zoning Board considered all standards listed in the zoning regulation and all other 
conditions listed for that use in other sections of these r�ations. In addition, the Combined 
Planning and Zoning Board found that the proposed us�Ydid not provide safeguards to 
assure its compatibility with the surrounding area. 

Conditions (if any): __________________________ _ 

- / 

Anthony Walker 
Chairperson of the Combined Planning and Zoning Board 

2610 Plaza Drive - P.O. Box 218, Highland, IL 62249-0218 
Phone (618) 654-9891 highlandzoning@highlandil.gov 

Date 

Ex B
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RESOLUTION NO.     
 

A RESOLUTION MAKING SEPARATE STATEMENT OF FINDINGS OF FACT 
IN CONNECTION WITH ORDINANCE GRANTING SPECIAL USE PERMIT FOR 

DATA PROCESSING, HOSTING, AND RELATED SERVICES WITHIN THE 
INDUSTRIAL ZONING DISTRICT 

 
WHEREAS, the City of Highland, Madison County, Illinois (hereinafter “City”), is a non-

home rule municipality duly established, existing and operating in accordance with the provisions 

of the Illinois Municipal Code (Section 5/1-1-1 et seq. of Chapter 65 of the Illinois Compiled 

Statutes); and  

WHEREAS, Section 90-81 of the Code of Ordinances, City of Highland, provides that the 

City Council “may grant a special use permit by ordinance,” but requires that “In a separate 

statement accompanying any such ordinance, the Council shall state findings of fact, and indicate 

reasons for approving . . . the request for a special use permit;” and 

 WHEREAS, in accord with the Code of Ordinances, City of Highland, Quatrain LLC (651 

N. Broad St., Suite 206, Middletown, DE), on behalf of Trouw Nutrition USA LLC (115 Executive 

Drive), is requesting a Special Use Permit for data processing, hosting and related services at 1 

Ultraway Drive, specifically PIN# 01-2-24-06-08-202-004; 01-2-24-06-08-202-002; and 

 WHEREAS, a copy of the Petition for a Special Use Permit is attached as Exhibit A and 

incorporated by reference as though fully set forth herein; and 

 WHEREAS, a copy of the Combined Planning and Zoning Board (“CPZB”) Staff Report 

is attached hereto as Exhibit B and incorporated by reference as though fully set forth herein; and 
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 WHERAS, Exhibit A and Exhibit B were all considered as part of the Petition for a 

Special Use Permit by CPZB; and 

 WHEREAS, CPZB recommended approval of this special use pursuant to Exhibit A and 

Exhibit B.  See CPZB Determination of Special Use Permit attached hereto as Exhibit C. 

 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE 
CITY OF HIGHLAND: 
 
 Section 1. The City Council makes the following findings of fact concerning the 

procedures followed to present the Petition for a Special Use Permit (Exhibit A, B) for approval: 

 (a) The Administrator to whom the Petition for a Special Use Permit was 

submitted referred the matter to the CPZB. 

(b) The CPZB met in regular session on July 6, 2022 at 7:00 p.m., via properly 

noticed public meeting, and in accordance with Open Meeting Act requirements, to 

consider and act upon the Petition for a Special Use Permit. 

(c) Public notice of the hearing to be held at the CPZB meeting was published 

pursuant to Illinois state law, and the applicant was notified of the hearing to be held at the 

meeting by mail, with postage thereon fully prepaid. 

(d) At the hearing, the CPZB took and heard evidence and the CPZB prepared 

and submitted its advisory report to the City Council recommending approval of the 

Petition for a Special Use Permit. 

(e) The City Council finds the steps recited above, in compliance with the Code 

of Ordinances, City of Highland, to be facts, and further finds and determines that the 
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matters and proceedings to date are in accordance with the Code of Ordinances, City of 

Highland. 

 Section 2. The City Council makes the following findings of fact concerning the merits 

of the Petition for a Special Use Permit (Exhibit A, B and C): 

 (a) The proposed Special Use will adequately protect the public health, safety, 

welfare and the physical environment of the surrounding area and the City of Highland. 

 (b) The proposed Special Use is consistent with the City of Highland’s 

Comprehensive Plan. 

 (c) The proposed Special Use would not have an adverse effect on public 

utilities or traffic circulation on nearby streets. 

 (d) There are no facilities near the proposed Special Use that require the need 

for special protection. 

 (e) The location – where the Special Use will be made pursuant to the Special 

Use Permit – is zoned “I” 

 (f) The granting of this Special Use Permit would be in the best interest of the 

City of Highland, and, so, the Special Use Permit should be granted by ordinance. 

Section 3. This resolution shall constitute the separate statement of findings of fact, 

supporting the granting of the Special Use Permit, required by Section 90-81 of the Code of 

Ordinances, City of Highland, and shall be permanently attached to the ordinance adopted granting 

the Special Use Permit. 
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 Section 4. This Resolution shall be known as Resolution No.    and shall be 

effective upon its passage and approval in accordance with law.  

Passed by the City Council and approved by the Mayor of the City of Highland, Illinois, and 
deposited and filed in the office of the City Clerk on the   day of  , 2022, the vote being 
taken by ayes and noes and entered upon the legislative record as follows: 
 
 
AYES:   
 
NOES:   
 
 
      APPROVED: 
 
 
 
              
      Kevin B. Hemann, Mayor 
      City of Highland 
      Madison County, Illinois 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
 
        
Barbara Bellm, City Clerk 
City of Highland 
Madison County, Illinois 
 

 
 







The purpose of the SUP is to propose as change of use for the site located at 1 Ultraway to a 
data colocation and hosting center. As far as any external changes or impacts that may occur as 
a result of granting the SUP, the most likely (and intended) would be an expansion of the 
existing facility. This, of course, would create beneficial economic activity and impact in the 
area due to construction activities and increased business operations. In keeping with the ethos 
of sustainable business practices, it is the goal to improve the surrounding environment and 
landscape through our presence in the area, which, is achieved through sustainable and 
common sensical business practices. 





                                     Ex B 
 

City of Highland 
Building and Zoning 

Meeting Date:  July 6, 2022 
 
From:   Breann Vazquez, Director of Community Development 
 
Location:  1 Ultraway Drive 
 
Zoning Request: Special Use Permit 
 
Description:  SUP to allow for data processing, hosting, and related services in the Industrial 
district  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Proposal Summary 
 
The applicant is Quatrain LLC. The property owner is Trouw Nutrition USA LLC. The applicant of this case 
is requesting the following Special Use Permit to comply with Table 3.1.B of Section 90-201 of the City of 
Highland Municipal Code (hereafter known as the “zoning matrix”): 
 

- Quatrain LLC (651 N. Broad St., Suite 206, Middletown, DE), on behalf of Trouw Nutrition USA 
LLC (115 Executive Drive) is requesting a Special Use Permit for data processing, hosting and 
related services at 1 Ultraway Drive. PIN# 01-2-24-06-08-202-004; 01-2-24-06-08-202-002 

 
The zoning matrix identifies “data processing, hosting, and related services” as a Special Use within the 
Industiral district.* 
 
*This petition is only valid if the proposed text amendment allowing for “data processing, hosting, and 
related services” as a Special Use within the industrial district is passed by City Council.  
  
Comprehensive Plan Consideration 
 
The subject property is denoted as industrial on the Comprehensive Plan’s Future Land Use Map. 
Pending a text amendment to allow for data processing, hosting, and related services within the 
industrial district, they are an appropriate Special Use for the industrial area.  
  
Surrounding Uses 
 

Direction Land Use Zoning 
North Medical Building Industrial 
South Vacant Warehouse; Korte Meats Industrial 
East Phoenix Physical Therapy; Gateway Cylinder Technologies Industrial 
West Plant Maintenance Services Industrial 

 
 
 
 



                                     Ex B 
 

City of Highland 
Building and Zoning 

Standards of Review for Special Use Permits 
 
Below are the six (6) consideration items listed in Section 90-79 of the Zoning Code which the Combined 
Planning and Zoning Board shall take into account while reviewing a SUP request. 

1. Whether the proposed amendment or Special Use is consistent with the City's Comprehensive 
Plan;  

The proposed Special Use is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan. 

2. The effect the proposed amendment or Special Use would have on public utilities and on traffic 
circulation;  

The data processing, hosting and related services center would be a high consumer of public 
utilities. The business would not have an adverse effect on traffic circulation on nearby streets, 
as it does not attract a high volume of visitors.  
 

3.  Whether the proposed design, location and manner of operation of the proposed Special Use 
will adequately protect the public health, safety and welfare, and the physical environment;  

The proposed Special Use would adequately protect the public health, safety and welfare, and 
the physical environment. 

4. The effect the proposed Special Use would have on the value of neighboring property and on 
this City's overall tax base;  

The proposed Special Use would not have a detrimental impact on the value of neighboring 
property and would contribute to the City’s overall tax base.  

5. The effect the proposed Special Use would have on public utilities; and 

The proposed Special Use would heavily utilize public utilities. 

6. Whether there are any facilities near the proposed Special Use, such as schools or hospitals that 
require special protection. 

There are no facilities nearby that require special protection.  

Staff Discussion 

This data hosting, processing, and related services center would be a private operation that would be a 
heavy consumer of public utilities, namely electric, therefore providing a steady stream of revenue for 
the City. The operations would be contained entirely inside the existing warehouse on the property and 
are not anticipated to have any negative effects on the area. Staff has no concerns.  
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City of Highland 
Building and Zoning 

Aerial Photograph 

  

Site Photos  
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ORDINANCE NO.    
 

AN ORDINANCE GRANTING A SPECIAL USE PERMIT TO QUATRAIN LLC, ON 
BEHALF OF TROUW NUTRITION USA LLC, FOR DATA PROCESSING, HOSTING 

AND RELATED SERVICES AT 1 ULTRAWAY DRIVE, HIGHLAND, ILLINOIS 
 

WHEREAS, the City of Highland, Madison County, Illinois (hereinafter “City”), is a non-

home rule municipality duly established, existing and operating in accordance with the provisions 

of the Illinois Municipal Code (Section 5/1-1-1 et seq. of Chapter 65 of the Illinois Compiled 

Statutes); and  

WHEREAS, the City Council has made the findings of fact, and the statement of its reasons 

for granting the Petition for Special Use Permit in question, in a separate resolution numbered as 

Resolution No.   ; 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY 
OF HIGHLAND, AS FOLLOWS: 

 
Section 1. Quatrain LLC (651 N. Broad St., Suite 206, Middletown, DE), on behalf of 

Trouw Nutrition USA LLC (115 Executive Drive), is hereby granted a Special Use Permit for data 
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processing, hosting and related services at 1 Ultraway Drive, specifically PIN# 01-2-24-06-08-

202-004; 01-2-24-06-08-202-002. 

Section 2. The Special Use Permit is granted.   

Section 3. This Ordinance shall be known as Ordinance No.    and shall be in 

full force and effect upon adoption. 

  Section 4. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage, 

approval, and publication in pamphlet form as provided by law. 

Passed by the City Council and approved by the Mayor of the City of Highland, Illinois, and 
deposited and filed in the office of the City Clerk on the   day of  , 2022, the vote being 
taken by ayes and noes and entered upon the legislative record as follows: 
 
 
AYES:   
 
NOES:   
 
 
      APPROVED: 
 
 
 
              
      Kevin B. Hemann, Mayor 
      City of Highland 
      Madison County, Illinois 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
 
        
Barbara Bellm, City Clerk 
City of Highland 
Madison County, Illinois 
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